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ACCCA STATEMENT OF ETHICS
A Definition of Ethics
Ethical behavior is often defined as "right” or “good” behavior as measured against commonly
accepted rules of conduct for a society or for a profession. The ethical person is often described in
absolute terms as one who is fair, honest, straightforward, trustworthy, dispassionate and
unprejudiced. If, however, one is inconsistently fair or honest, one loses credibility and is perceived
to be unethical. The ethical person must be conspicuously consistent in the exercise of integrity to
sustain the credibility which is an expectation of office.
Importance of Ethics
The credibility of college administrators depends upon whether they are perceived as honest men
and women. If integrity contributes to credibility, then ethical behavior is a singular prerequisite to
successful management. When the people are convinced that public institutions are administered by
honest men and women, equations of credibility and demands for public accountability rarely arise.
Statements of ethical standards do not necessarily ensure ethical behavior. Yet public statements of
intent surely create an expectation that public officials will indeed act with integrity in the public
interest.
Expectations for Ethical Behavior
Administrators of community colleges shall be committed to the principles of honesty and equity.
They shall not seek to abridge for any purpose the freedoms of faculty, staff and students. At the
same time, they shall not willingly permit the right and privileges of any members of the college
community to override the best interests of the public served by the college.
As appointed administrators of the college community, administrators shall exercise judgments
which are dispassionate, fair, consistent and equitable. They shall confront issues and people
without prejudice. They shall do everything they can to demonstrate a commitment to excellence in
education and without compromise to principles of ethical behavior.
The consistent exercise of integrity is ethical behavior.
Responsibilities of Administrators
Administrators respond to many constituencies: to elected or appointed governing boards; to
colleague administrators, faculty and staff; to their professions; and to the students and the
community. The following statements of responsibilities are intended as guidelines:
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A.

B.

C.

With respect to students, the community college administrator has the responsibility to:
1.

Provide and protect student access to the educational resources of the community
college.

2.

Protect human dignity and individual freedom, and assure that students are respected as
individuals, as learners, and as independent decision-makers.

3.

Invite students to participate in the established shared governance processes.

4.

Protect students from disparagement, embarrassment or capricious judgment.

5.

Keep foremost in mind at all times that the college exists to serve students.

With respect to colleagues and staff, the community college administrator has the
responsibility to:
1.

Develop a climate of trust and mutual support through the established shared governance
processes.

2.

Foster openness by encouraging and maintaining two-way communication.

3.

Encourage, support and abide by written policies and procedures and to communicate
clearly to all staff members the conditions of employment, work expectations and
evaluation procedures.

4.

Provide opportunities for professional growth.

5.

Provide due process with opportunity for appeal and review of employee evaluation.

6.

Challenge unethical behavior in a timely manner.

With respect to the governing board, the community college administrator has the
responsibility to:
1.

Keep the board informed so that it can act in the best interests of the district and public.

2.

Act in the best interest of the district.

3.

Be guided by the principles and policies established by the board.

4.

Represent the board in official statements only when formally designated to do so.
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D.

E.

With respect to the profession, the community college administrator has the responsibility to:
1.

Improve performance through participation in professional activities.

2.

Be informed about developments in education in general and in the community college
in particular.

3.

Encourage and assist new professionals toward growth and effectiveness.

With respect to the community, the community college administrator has the responsibility:
1.

Remain continuously informed of the characteristics, preferences and educational needs
of the local community.

2.

Be sensitive to individuals from different ethnic, cultural, and socioeconomic
backgrounds.

3.

Encourage and stimulate communications with community groups.

Rights and Due Process for Administrators
A community college administrator should have the right to:
1.

Be considered for employment without regard to race, ethnicity, national origin, and
ancestry; color; sex, gender identity, and sexual orientation; physical and mental ability;
medical condition; marital status; age; religious creed; military and veteran’s status; or
any other legally protected status.

2.

A clear written statement of the philosophy, goals and objectives of the district.

3.

A written contract identifying terms and conditions of employment.

4.

Work in a setting of institutional support and a climate of professional respect.

5.

Be assigned authority commensurate with responsibilities and resources adequate to
carry out assigned functions.

6.

Act independently within the scope of authority to carry out responsibilities assigned.

7.

Perform duties and carry out responsibilities without disruption or harassment.

8.

Be provided with legal and financial protection from liability in carrying out duties of
the position.

9.

Participate in formulating and implementing institutional policy at a level appropriate for
the position held.
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10.

Speak for the institution at the level of assigned authority.

11.

Participate in professional associations.

12.

Confidentiality regarding personal matters.

13.

Participate in and to be supported at an appropriate level in activities provided for
professional growth such as career advancement and promotion, professional
development leaves, and conference attendance.

14.

Loyal support from supervisors for the proper performance of work assigned.

15.

Be evaluated in a professional manner on a regular and systematic basis, and to receive
adequate notice of dissatisfaction with performance or of action to terminate in
accordance with existing statutes.

16.

Due process in accordance with written procedures which are communicated to the
administrator prior to appointment.
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CHAPTER 1
DEFINITIONS
Unless expressly provided otherwise, the following definitions shall govern the interpretation and
construction of this Handbook:
1.1

“Academic Administrator” means Educational Administrator. (see “Educational
Administrator”).

1.2

“Academic Quarter” means Fall, Winter or Spring quarter of the Academic
Year.

1.3

“Academic Year” means that portion of the college year that extends from the
beginning of the fall quarter through the end of the spring quarter.

1.4

“Acting” means an assignment to another position that is vacant due to the
absence of the regularly assigned employee.

1.5

“Administrator” means any employee in a position designated by the Board of
Trustees as having direct responsibilities for formulating district policies or
administering district programs.

1.6

“AMA” means the Foothill-De Anza Administrative Management Association.

1.7

“Board” means the appropriate supervising administrator with authority to make
decisions affecting the administrator or the administrator’s position.

1.8

“Board of Trustees” means the Board of Trustees of the Foothill-De Anza
Community College District, or its duly authorized representative. Board itself
and Board of Trustees may be used interchangeably.

1.9

“Business Day” means each day central services operations located at the district
office building is open for business, inclusive of academic breaks and excluding
weekends, district holidays, and other periods of closure.

1.10

“Chancellor” means the chancellor of the Foothill-De Anza Community College
District.

1.11

“Classification” means a process by which positions are evaluated to establish
the type of position and title, and through which an appropriate salary level is
determined using criteria such as required know-how, problem solving and
accountability.

1.12

MOVED TO PROGRAM ADMINISTRATOR; WORDING CHANGED
THROUGHOUT HANDBOOK
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1.13

“College Year” means July 1 through June 30.

1.14

“Consultation” means the process by which administrators communicate with
the Board of Trustees or its duly authorized representative(s) regarding terms and
conditions of employment.

1.15

“Days” means calendar days, unless specified differently.

1.16

“District” means the Foothill-De Anza Community College District, its Board of
Trustees, or any management, i.e., administrator, employee who has authority to
act on behalf of the district.

1.17

“Educational Administrator” means, in accordance with Education Code 87002,
an administrator who is employed in a position designated by the Board and
approved or ratified by the Board of Trustees as having direct responsibility for
supervising and administering the operation of or formulating policy regarding
the instructional or student services program(s) of the college or district. An
Educational Administrator has direct responsibility for the formulation of the
budget, curriculum or program development, and/or has direct responsibility for
the supervision and evaluation of faculty and staff associated with the program.

1.18

“Grant or Categorically Funded Administrator” means an administrator whose
salary is contingent upon external, grant or categorical funding and whose
position has been so designated by the district. Grant funded administrators are
not covered by the provisions of this Handbook except as specifically indicated
in the Handbook.

1.19

“Immediate Family Member” means the husband, wife, qualified domestic
partner, mother, father, sister, brother, son, daughter, grandparent, parent-in-law,
foster parent, step-parent, step-child, foster child, brother-in-law, sister-in-law, or
any other person living in the immediate household of the employee.

1.20

“Interim” means an assignment to another administrator position that is vacant
due to separation of the prior incumbent or new position awaiting recruitment.

1.21

“Non-renewal of Contract” means that the term of contract is allowed to expire
without extension.

1.22

“President” means the president of a college or the president’s designee.

1.23

“Program Administrator” means an administrator who is employed in a position
designated by the Board and approved or ratified by the Board of Trustees as
having direct responsibility for formulating policy and administering specific
programs within the college or district but which does not meet the definition of
an educational administrator.
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1.24

“New Hire Administrator” means an administrator who is in the first or second
one-year contract of their appointment as an administrator with the district. This
includes current classified or faculty employees who have accepted assignment
as an administrator and does not include temporary administrators who may be
hired on a temporary basis or who are on a temporary contract under the terms of
a grant or categorically funded contract assignment.

1.25

“Regular Administrator” means a non-new hire, non-temporary administrator.

1.26

“Renewal of Contract” means the extension of the term of the contract beyond
the current contract end date.

1.27

“Temporary Administrator” means a non-new hire, non-regular administrator
hired for short-term assignment, or for grant or categorically funded contract
assignment.

1.28

“Termination for Cause” means official action taken by the district to institute
the severance of the contractual relationship during the term of the contract.

1.29

“Termination of Contract” means the ending of the contractual relationship
during the term of the contract; however, at the Board of Trustees discretion, the
terms regarding compensation and benefits shall be paid out or may continue
through the effective dates of the contract.
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CHAPTER 2
GENERAL PROVISIONS
2.1

This Handbook contains the policies and procedures mutually agreed to by the Board of
Trustees, the chancellor, presidents and the members of the Administrative Management
Association that create, define, and affect the terms and conditions of employment for
administrators in the Foothill-De Anza Community College District. This Handbook is
designed to clearly identify the role, responsibility, authority, and commitment of the
Board of Trustees, chancellor, presidents, and all administrators to implement and comply
with the policies and procedures contained in the Handbook with mutual respect and
fairness.

2.2

The Consultation Process for administrators is carried out through the chancellor or the
chancellor’s designee. The Executive Board of the AMA will meet with the chancellor or
designee to discuss any and all changes in the terms and conditions of employment for
administrators.

2.3

Nothing in this Chapter is intended to imply that administrators may not initiate a request
to discuss a matter of concern directly with the Board of Trustees.

2.4

Grant or categorically funded administrators are covered by the provisions in the
handbook only where explicitly stated in the Handbook.

2.5

Administrators have major responsibilities for promoting educational leadership,
formulating and recommending district policies, administering district programs, resolving
grievances, and supervising and evaluating district employees. It is their responsibility to
perform their duties as outlined in the district-approved position description or as
otherwise reasonably assigned, to work in support of the goals and objectives of the
district, and to administer and follow the policies, procedures, and regulations adopted by
the District’s administration and the Board of Trustees, or as defined in the Education
Code. An administrator, as any other district employees, has the same rights to academic
freedom.

5
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CHAPTER 3
ASSIGNMENT AND REASSIGNMENT
EMPLOYMENT STATUS
3.1

The employment status of a new hire or regular administrator is governed by the
provisions of this handbook and the employment contract issued by the Board, as
approved or ratified by the Board of Trustees and accepted by the administrator, unless
otherwise specified in a written agreement between the Board of Trustees and the
administrator.

3.2

An administrator who has attained tenure as a faculty member in the district shall retain
their status as a tenured faculty member (Education Code 87454). Tenured faculty status,
however, shall not apply during the term of administrative assignment, except as may be
provided by the Agreement between the Foothill-De Anza Faculty Association and the
district.

3.3

An administrator who has attained permanency as a classified employee in the district
shall retain their status as a permanent classified employee in accordance with the
provisions of the Education Code. Classified status, however, shall not apply during the
term of administrative assignment; that is, the employee shall be on leave from classified
status and shall not be considered a classified employee during the period of
administrative assignment.

3.4

The employment status of a temporary administrator or temporary grant- or categoricallyfunded administrator is covered by the terms of an annual contract between the
administrator and the district and, as such, is not covered by the terms of this handbook
except as specifically provided herein.

ASSIGNMENT
3.5

An assignment is defined as employment in a position consistent with the duties and
responsibilities outlined in the position description or as otherwise reasonably assigned.

3.6

The chancellor and the president of each college may assign duties and responsibilities
consistent with the duties of the classification, as described in the job description, the job
announcement under which the administrator is serving, or as shall be assigned or required
by the chancellor or designee provided that such additional duties shall be reasonably
consistent with or related to the assigned classification.

ACTING AND INTERIM ASSIGNMENT/REASSIGNMENT, AND ADDITIONAL DUTIES
3.7

An administrator may be assigned to a position on an interim or acting basis or have
additional duties and responsibilities added to the administrator’s current position on a
temporary basis.
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3.8

Acting or interim assignment, and assignment of additional duties shall be paid in
accordance with Chapter 8.4 Acting and Interim Assignments and Chapter 8.5 Temporary
Assignment of Additional Duties.

CHANGES TO REGULAR ASSIGNMENT
3.9

Reassignment: A reassignment is the assignment of an administrator to a different
administrative position in the same or different classification and/or salary range.
3.9.1

Program administrators may be reassigned by mutual agreement or by unilateral
decision of the president/vice chancellor and the chancellor, as approved or
ratified by the Board of Trustees.

3.9.2

When a reassignment occurs, the Board of Trustees shall review and act on the
reassignment and may issue a new contract to the administrator for the remainder
of the contract period, for one year, or for any period up to two years.

3.9.3

An administrator who is reassigned to another administrative position is subject
to the extension and renewal notifications of Chapter 4 New Hire Review Period,
Contracts, Work Year, and Work Week.

3.10

Reclassification: A reclassification is a change in the assigned duties and responsibilities
of a position sufficient to warrant a change in the classification and/or salary range
assignment of the position. (See Chapter 14 for Classification and Reclassification
process and procedures.)

3.11

A change in work location or change in supervisory reporting relationship(s) does not
constitute a change in assignment.

3.12

An administrator will be notified in accordance with Chapter 5 if unilaterally released
from the administrator’s regular assignment and reassigned.
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CHAPTER 4
CONTRACTS, REVIEW PERIOD, WORK WEEK, AND WORK YEAR
CONTRACTS
NEW HIRE CONTRACTS & REVIEW PERIODS
4.1

The initial contract for a New Hire administrator shall be issued with a start date prior to
March 1, and ending June 30 of the same year. An initial contract with a start date of
March 1 or later shall be issued as a 12-month+ contract through June 30 of the following
year. Subsequent contracts shall be issued with a July 1 begin date in order to align with
the fiscal year. The second contract shall normally be for 12 months of employment as a
New Hire administrator.

4.2

Administrators who are employed for the first time as an administrator with the district or
who are reemployed following a separation from employment with the district shall serve
a New Hire Review Period for the first two full year contract periods. A contract shall be
considered to fulfill a full year if it is not less than ten months duration.

4.3

If, during the New Hire Review Period, the Board of Trustees chooses to terminate the
contract of a New Hire administrator, the Board of Trustees may do so in accordance with
Chapter 5 New Hire Dismissal, Non-Renewal of Contract, Termination of Contract,
Layoff, and Reassignment.

4.4

An administrator may have their contract terminated at any time, in accordance with
Chapter 5.4 Termination of Contract.

REGULAR CONTRACTS & REVIEW PERIODS
4.5

Administrators who have successfully completed their new hire review period may be
employed under the terms of a one-year or two-year Regular contract.

4.6

Administrators employed under a two-year contract, unless notified by the Board of
Trustees or its authorized representative during the first year of the two-year contract, shall
have their contract extended by one year under the terms and conditions listed herein. If
the contract is extended by one year, the administrator will be issued a new contract
effective July 1 following the March 15 notice period to include the additional year,
thereby being issued a new two-year contract.

4.7

If during the first 12 months of a 24-month contract the Board of Trustees elects to issue a
Notice of Non-Renewal, it shall do so in accordance with Chapter 5 New Hire Dismissal,
Non-Renewal of Contract, Termination of Contract, Layoff, and Reassignment. The
existing contract shall remain in effect through the remainder of its term unless mutually
agreed upon by the administrator and the Board, and as approved or ratified by the Board
of Trustees.
An administrator may have their contract terminated at any time, in accordance with
Chapter 5.4 - Termination of Contract.

4.8
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WORK WEEK & WORK YEAR FOR ADMINISTRATORS
WORK WEEK
4.9

The minimum number of hours in a work week for a full-time administrator is forty (40)
hours, but the number of hours in any individual work week may vary according to the
requirements of the position. The administrator is expected to work the number of hours
sufficient to successfully accomplish the work assigned. Administrators are expected to
adhere to a schedule that successfully meets obligations regarding program management
and administration, supervision, and customer service and support obligations to students,
coworkers, subordinates, supervisors, constituents, and members of the public, normally
expressed as a minimum of forty (40) hours per week of full-time employment.

WORK YEAR
4.10

The work year for administrators on a twelve (12) month contract is July 1 through June
30, inclusive of academic break periods.

4.11

The typical work year for administrators on an eleven (11) month contract is July 1
through June 30, inclusive of academic break periods occurring within the 11-month
period, with one (1) month (usually August) being a non-work month. This schedule may
vary based on the needs of the specific administrative position, but such a schedule change
should not increase the number of duty days beyond eleven (11) months.

4.12

The typical work year for administrators on a ten (10) month contract is September 1
through June 30, inclusive of academic break periods. This schedule may vary based on
the needs of the specific administrative position, as long as the schedule change does not
increase the total number of duty days beyond ten (10) months.

4.13

All vacation, holidays, and leaves, not including days on unpaid leave of absence,
occurring during the contract period are considered days of paid service.

4.14

For purposes of STRS retirement reporting, a full-time 12-month contract reflects 260 (or
261 during a leap year) paid status days. STRS requires that paid holidays be deducted
from that number and the resulting figure is the number of “contract base service days”
reported for STRS. For an 11- or 10-month contract the reported number is reduced on a
pro rata basis. Reporting of contract base service days shall not serve as a basis for
grievance or appeal of any aspect of employment.
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CHAPTER 5
NEW HIRE DISMISSAL, NON-RENEWAL OF CONTRACT, TERMINATION OF
CONTRACT, LAYOFF, AND REASSIGNMENT
5.1

New hire dismissal, non-renewal of a regular administrator contract, termination of
contract, layoff, and reassignment are distinct actions differing from discipline of a regular
employee as provided by Chapter 20 or Chapter 21.

NEW HIRE DISMISSAL
5.2

5.3

New Hire Dismissal is the separation of a new hire administrator during the new hire
review period. New hire dismissal may be made at any time during the new hire review
period, is not required to be for cause, and is not subject to the procedures specified by
Chapter 20 or Chapter 21. A new hire administrator may be released at any time the
supervising administrator/president/vice chancellor and the vice chancellor of human
resources determine, and the Chancellor and Board of Trustees approve, that:
5.2.1

The new hire administrator’s performance is not meeting the standards required
for the position as described in a performance evaluation or notice of new hire
dismissal; or

5.2.2

The new hire administrator’s services are no longer needed, as described in a
notice of new hire dismissal; for example, including, but not limited to,
reorganization of the department or program.

If the Board of Trustees determines that a new hire administrator should be separated
during the new hire review period, it may terminate the contract of the administrator
employed in the position during the term of the contract and by issuing a New Hire
Dismissal.
5.3.1

Termination of the New Hire contract shall be effective upon the end date as
determined by the Board, but not less than 60 days subsequent to the date of
Notice. The Board shall issue an administrator who is subject to new hire
dismissal a written Notice of New Hire Dismissal; such Notice shall be issued at
least 60 days prior to the effective date of dismissal. New hire dismissal shall not
be effective prior to approval by the Board of Trustees. The Board may, at its
discretion, extend the notice period up to and including the full remaining period
of the New Hire contract, not to exceed 18 months. In the event the 60-day
notice exceeds the term of the existing contract, the New Hire administrator shall
be provided compensation equivalent to cover the 60-day period.

5.3.2

During the remainder of the Notice period, the district, at its discretion, may
allow the administrator to continue performing service to the district in some
capacity or place the administrator on leave with pay.
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5.3.3

A decision to dismiss a new hire administrator shall not be arbitrary or
capricious.

5.3.4

A new hire administrator who is dismissed during the new hire review period and
who holds permanency in a prior classified or faculty position may have rights to
return to classified or faculty status. Rights may apply, except where such action
is taken on the basis of performance or conduct that would also result in
dismissal from employment in that classified or faculty status and such action is
taken in accordance with or meets the standards of the applicable Education
Code, rule, or regulation.

NON-RENEWAL OF A REGULAR CONTRACT
5.4

Notice of Non-Renewal is the decision of the Board of Trustees to allow the term of a
regular contract to expire without extension.

5.5

Before issuing Notice of Non-renewal of a regular administrator’s contract, the Board of
Trustees’ decision shall be based on a determination that:
5.5.1

The administrator’s performance, as documented in performance evaluations
prepared in accordance with Chapter 6, does not meet the standards of
performance established for the administrative position the administrator
occupies; or
The non-renewal of contract contributes to meeting the program or staffing needs
of the district; and

5.5.2

The decision for non-renewal is made in good faith and for reasons that are not
arbitrary, capricious, or discriminatory.

5.6

Prior to the Board of Trustee’s decision to issue a notice of non-renewal the supervisor or
other appropriate representative of the college/district shall normally provide the
administrator an informal notification that Notice of Non-renewal will be recommended to
the Board of Trustees.

5.7

If an administrator is notified by the Board of Trustees on or before March 15 or, for
contracts not ending June 30, at least 105 days prior to the expiration of the contract, that
the administrator’s contract will not be renewed, the administrator, as part of notification,
will receive a description of the basis for such non-renewal of contract in writing.

5.8

If an administrator is serving under a 24-month contract and the Board of Trustees notifies
the administrator on or before March 15 prior to the last 12 months of the 24-month
contract period, that the contract will not be renewed for an additional 12 months, the
administrator shall be eligible to apply for training/retraining assistance under the
provisions of Chapter 13 to help in the successful transition of the administrator to another
position either within or outside the District.
12

TERMINATION OF A REGULAR CONTRACT
5.9

5.10

The termination of a regular contract is the decision of the Board of Trustees to end the
employment relationship with an administrator as follows:
5.9.1

The contract of a regular administrator may be terminated at any time by mutual
agreement of the parties; or

5.9.2

The Board of Trustees may terminate the contract of a regular administrator
during the term of the contract by providing sixty (60) calendar days written
notice and meeting all the salary and benefits provided by the terms and
conditions of the contract; or

5.9.3

The Board of Trustees may, under conditions of actual or anticipated financial
exigency, terminate the contract of a regular administrator as provided in Section
5.5 of this Chapter; or

5.9.4

The Board of Trustees may terminate the contract of a regular administrator for
cause during the term of the contract by instituting the applicable procedure
outlined in Chapter 20 or Chapter 21.

Except for termination for cause, in the event the administrator’s contract is terminated
and payment of the remainder of the contract is due, payment of salary and benefit
equivalent to the number of months left on the unexpired term of the contract shall not
exceed 18 months (Government Code 53260).

LAY OFF
5.11

If the Board of Trustees determines that financial conditions require the elimination of an
administrative position, it may terminate the contract of a regular administrator employed
in the position during the term of the contract by lay off.

5.12

The Board of Trustees shall give every administrator who is subject to lay off a written
notice at least 105 days before termination.
5.12.1

Such a notice shall outline the reasons for elimination of the administrator’s
position.

5.13

Should the eliminated position be reinstated within thirty-nine (39) months, the
administrator who was laid off will be entitled to return to the position.

5.14

The process used to identify administrative positions to be eliminated under this Section
shall be consistent with the district-wide budget review process in place at the time and
shall be subject to review and comment by the Executive Board of the Administrative
Management Association.
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5.15

Any administrator subject to lay off shall have a right to request a hearing. The purpose of
the hearing is to determine whether any provision(s) of this Section has been violated,
misapplied, or misinterpreted.
5.15.1

Within ten (10) business days of receipt of the notice, the administrator may
request a hearing by filing a written request with the vice chancellor of human
resources. For purposes of this Chapter, receipt is defined as the date upon
which the notice was postmarked by U.S. Mail or delivered by district email,
whichever is earlier.

5.15.2

If a hearing is requested, it will be heard by a hearing officer jointly selected by
the chancellor or the chancellor’s designee and the president of the
Administrative Management Association.

5.15.3

Within thirty (30) days of the close of the hearing, the hearing officer will
prepare a written recommendation to the chancellor regarding the layoff decision
and will give a copy to the administrator and the administrator’s supervisor.

5.15.4

Within 30 days following receipt of the Hearing Officer decision, either the
administrator or the chancellor may submit a written appeal of the
recommendation to the Board of Trustees. The Board of Trustees or its designee
will review all of the written material. No new information shall be presented to
the Board of Trustees which has not been presented at a previous step in the
process. The Board of Trustees’ decision will be final.

5.16

The request for hearing and subsequent review(s) process shall not prohibit the Board of
Trustees from implementing its layoff decision.

5.17

The Board shall make reasonable effort to assist the administrator whose position has been
eliminated in obtaining a new position within the district under provisions available within
this Handbook and district procedures for filling vacant administrative positions.

REASSIGNMENT TO A CLASSIFIED POSITION FOLLOWING LAYOFF
5.18

If the position of an administrator who has previously attained permanent status in a
classified position is being eliminated due to lack of funds or lack of work, the
administrator may, if determined to be in compliance with Education Code, be reassigned
to a classified position in which the administrator had previously gained seniority, if a
vacancy exists and if such an assignment is requested by the former administrator. If a
vacancy is not available in such a position, the program administrator may institute
bumping rights in accordance with Education Code and the applicable collective
bargaining agreement.
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REASSIGNMENT TO FACULTY POSITION FOLLOWING LAYOFF
5.19

An administrator who has gained tenure in the district by virtue of attaining tenure as a
faculty employee prior to being assigned as an educational or program administrator
position in accordance with Education Code 87454, or by virtue of being hired as an
educational administrator prior to July 1, 1990 in accordance with Education Code
87458.1, shall retain status as a tenured faculty member. An educational or program
administrator who has status as a tenured faculty member shall be reassigned to a faculty
position as a tenured faculty member provided:
5.19.1

The administrator has not been “terminated for cause” (see Chapter 20 and 21)
for which termination from employment under Education Code 87732 would
also apply; and
The administrator has requested reassignment to a faculty position; or

5.19.2

The administrator’s position is being eliminated due to administrative
reorganization or reduction in force, and another suitable administrative position
is not available.

In the event a vacancy is not available, the administrator may apply seniority and bumping
rights in accordance with Education Code and the applicable faculty collective bargaining
agreement.
5.20

An educational administrator who was hired on or after July 1, 1990 and who does not
have tenure in this district shall be reassigned to a vacant faculty position as a first-year
probationary faculty member, in accordance with Education Code 87458, provided:
5.20.1

The administrator has completed at least two years of satisfactory service as an
educational administrator, including any time served as a faculty member, in the
district; and:

5.20.2

The administrator has not been “terminated for cause” (see Chapter 20 and 21)
for which termination from employment under Education Code 87732 would
also apply; and
The administrator has requested reassignment to a faculty position; or

5.20.3

The administrator’s position is being eliminated due to administrative
reorganization or reduction in force, and another suitable administrative position
is not available; and

5.20.4

A vacancy for which the administrator qualifies is available.
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5.21

An administrator reassigned to first-year probationary faculty status will be eligible to gain
tenure through the Tenure Review Process in place for probationary faculty in accordance
with Education Code 87458 et seq. and the faculty collective bargaining agreement.

5.22

An administrator reassigned to a faculty position shall be placed on the faculty salary
schedule in accordance with the faculty collective bargaining agreement regarding faculty
salary placement. All years of administrative and faculty service in the district may be
counted and applied toward placement as provided by the faculty collective bargaining
agreement.

DETERMINATION OF ELIGIBILITY FOR REASSIGNMENT TO FACULTY POSITION
5.23

To determine the discipline to which an educational administrator shall be reassigned, the
following shall apply:
5.23.1

The administrator can be assigned only to a discipline in which he or she has met
the minimum qualifications or equivalency as specified by the Education Code,
Board of Governors Regulations, and the Board of Trustees. If the administrator
does not meet minimum qualifications as specified by the Education Code, Board
of Governors regulations, or the Board of Trustees, the administrator may apply
for training/retraining assistance in order to develop necessary and appropriate
minimum qualifications provided that the minimum qualifications can be attained
in a reasonable period of time. The district may consider budget constraints, the
needs of the program, college, or district, and related factors in making its
determination.

5.23.2

The administrator will be assigned to a discipline in which:
5.23.2.1

The administrator has appropriate academic preparation and
experience to meet the minimum qualifications; and

5.23.2.2

There is sufficient load to warrant the assignment; and

5.23.2.3

The administrator has expressed an interest as indicated by a
statement of the administrator’s own preference for assignment.

REASSIGNMENT TO ANOTHER ADMINISTRATIVE POSITION
5.24

An administrator whose position is being eliminated due to administrative reorganization
or reduction in force, i.e., layoff, may be reassigned other administrative duties or to a
vacant administrative position in accordance with Section 5.5 of this Chapter.

5.25

In all such cases, the reassignment will be based on the needs of the district and
qualifications of the employee, and filled in accordance with the provisions of this
Handbook and district procedures to fill vacant administrative positions.
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CHAPTER 6
EVALUATION
CYCLE OF EVALUATION
6.1

The performance of all new hire administrators, and regular administrators on a one-year
contract, shall be evaluated at least annually. Evaluations shall be conducted using the
Standard Evaluation, which includes Multi-Rater feedback.

6.2

Regular administrators with a contract of more than one year shall be evaluated at least
once every 24 months. Evaluations shall be conducted using the Standard Evaluation,
which includes Multi-Rater feedback.

6.3

Temporary administrators shall be evaluated at least annually using the Standard
Evaluation for the first two years. Subsequent evaluations may be conducted using the 24month cycle.

6.4

Off cycle evaluations may be conducted more frequently to provide interim feedback on
performance. In this case, the evaluation may be conducted using either the Abbreviated
Evaluation or the Standard Evaluation, at the discretion of the evaluating supervisor.
CYCLE OF
EVALUATION

Contract
Period 1

Contract
Period 2

Contract
Period 3

Contract
Period 4

Off Cycle
at any
time
(optional)

Administrator Status
New Hire

Standard

Standard

n/a

n/a

Abbreviated
or Standard

Temporary

Standard

Standard

n/a

n/a

Abbreviated
or Standard

Temporary
Grant/Categorical

Standard

Standard

Optional
Abbreviated or
Standard

Standard

Abbreviated
or Standard

Year 1 of 24
Month Contract

Year 2 of 24Month Contract*

Regular (24-Month
Contract)

See New
Hire

See New
Hire

Optional
Abbreviated or
Standard

Standard

Abbreviated
or Standard

Regular (12-Month
Contract)

See New
Hire

See New
Hire

Standard

Standard

Abbreviated
or Standard

*Evaluations then continue every 2 years ongoing.
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PURPOSE AND TYPES
6.5

A performance evaluation is normally initiated by the supervisor and conducted during the
regular evaluation cycle. An administrator may request an optional evaluation be
conducted at any time in addition to the regular evaluation cycle; however, completion of
an optional evaluation shall be at the discretion of the supervisor. The performance
evaluation process is designed to improve the overall operation of the organization and to
assist the administrator in the growth and development of professional abilities, as well as
to identify strengths and challenges. The evaluation process promotes and supports
appropriate management and leadership skills and assures that administrators have goals
which are in line with the overarching goals of the Foothill-De Anza Community College
District.
6.5.1

Standard Evaluation: The Standard evaluation shall include Multi-Rater
feedback on Professional Characteristics in addition to the evaluation categories
of Position Responsibilities and Annual Goals and Objectives and shall include
Multi-Rater feedback from a broad-based, sufficiently large, and representative
group of responders who are familiar with the work of the administrator.
Responses shall be actively sought from supervisors, faculty, classified staff, peer
administrators, and students, when relevant. Where deemed appropriate, input
may also be requested from person(s) outside the campus community. In
addition, the supervisor may request the administrator to complete a selfevaluation, which may include a professional development plan.

6.5.2

Abbreviated Evaluation: The Abbreviated Evaluation includes feedback in two
categories: Position Responsibilities, and Annual Goals and Objectives. In
addition to this evaluation, the supervisor may request the administrator to
complete a self-evaluation, which may include a professional development plan.
The supervisor and administrator will also review progress in addressing any
challenges noted in the most recent evaluation.

CATEGORIES INCLUDED IN EACH
EVALUATION

Standard
Evaluation

Abbreviated
Evaluation

Position Responsibilities

X

X

Annual Goals and Objectives

X

X

Multi-rater Feedback on Professional Characteristics

X

Self-Evaluation

X

X

(Optional)

(Optional)
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PROCESS:
6.6

Evaluations shall include the following steps, although timelines may vary depending on
the position, administrator or supervisor needs, and start date in the position. Depending
on the start date, a new administrator may have the first, and possibly second, evaluation
outside of this schedule. Please also see AMA Evaluation Flowchart located on the last
page of this Chapter.

6.7

Evaluations shall be completed in accordance with the following cycle:
6.7.1

At the beginning of employment and on or around the beginning of each fiscal
year thereafter the supervisor will meet with the administrator to review major
job functions and responsibilities, establish goals and objectives for the
upcoming review period, and establish a professional development plan, if
requested, for the next academic year.

6.7.2

Mid-cycle, in December or January for annual evaluations, or during the start of
each alternating non-evaluation year of a multi-year contract, the administrator
and supervisor will meet to review performance, progress toward goals, and
progress on the administrator’s professional development plan (if one was
requested). Adjustments to job expectations and performance standards may be
made, as needed.

6.7.3

For each Standard Evaluation review, the supervisor will send the evaluation
form to the multi-rater participants in the process. Multi-rater feedback is usually
requested towards the end of the academic year, typically in or around May.

6.7.4

Between June and August the supervisor shall complete the performance
evaluation and meet with the administrator to review and discuss.
6.7.4.1

The supervisor shall discuss the evaluation with the administrator who
will have an opportunity to review the evaluation content, before the
evaluation is forwarded to the second-level reviewer.

6.7.4.2

Following discussion and the administrator’s signature and comment,
the evaluation shall be forwarded to the assigned second level
reviewer for review, optional comment, and signature.

6.7.4.3

Following the second level reviewer’s signature, the evaluation shall
be forwarded to the administrator for signature and
comment/response.

6.7.4.4

Following the administrator’s signature, the evaluation shall be
forwarded to the District Office of Human Resources for
recordkeeping.
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6.7.4.5

Concurrent with or immediately following conclusion of the
evaluation, the supervisor and administrator shall review major job
functions and responsibilities, review and establish goals and
objectives, and establish a professional development plan, if one is
requested, for the next evaluation review period.

6.8

Nothing in these procedures prevents a supervisor from conducting, or an
administrator from requesting, an additional Standard Evaluation or Abbreviated
Evaluation, at any time or outside this cycle of evaluation. Conducting an
optional evaluation shall be at the discretion of the supervisor.

6.9

Educational administrators who have a teaching assignment as a part of load will
be evaluated for teaching effectiveness on an annual basis for the first two years
and once every three years thereafter in accordance with the evaluation
instrument used for full-time faculty.

6.10

The employee shall have ten (10) business days for the opportunity to review,
respond, and sign the evaluation following receipt of the final evaluation from
the first and second level reviewer. If the employee fails or refuses to complete
their review and signature, the evaluation shall be forwarded to the second level
reviewer or to the District Office of Human Resources for filing. All evaluations
must be signed by the administrator prior to being placed in the district personnel
file. If an administrator refuses to sign an evaluation, the evaluation shall be
placed in the file with a record of the refusal.

6.11

All completed evaluations shall be submitted to the District Office of Human
Resources and retained in in the administrator’s official personnel file.
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CHAPTER 7
PERSONNEL FILES
EMPLOYMENT RECORDS
7.1

Each administrator has the right, at reasonable times, to inspect their official personnel file
retained in the District Office of Human Resources. For the purposes of this Chapter, the
personnel file contains records that pertain to the employment relationship between the
administrator and the district.

CONFIDENTIALITY
7.2

Confidential information retained in the personnel file of an administrator may not be
released without the consent of the administrator unless the release is compelled by law or
is in compliance with a judicial order or lawfully issued subpoena. Notwithstanding the
prior language in this section, nothing in this section may be construed as prohibiting
inspection of an administrator’s personnel file by employees and agents of the district who
have legitimate business interests that justify the inspection.

PRE-EMPLOYMENT MATERIALS
7.3

Notwithstanding Section 7.1, the district may retain as confidential all pre-employment
materials. “Pre-employment materials” means all materials obtained or prepared before
the employment of the administrator or as an applicant or candidate for another position
following employment with the district. Such materials include, but are not limited to,
application materials, confidential letters of recommendation, search committee records,
notes of pre-employment interviews, and the like.

ANONYMOUS MATERIAL
7.4

No anonymous material may be entered into an administrator’s personnel file without the
consent of the administrator. Material is anonymous if the name of the source of the
material is not disclosed to the administrator. In rare situations, an exception to this
section may be made in the case of materials regarding a minor child or others where the
protection of privacy and/or confidentiality of the party override the administrator’s right
to know.

MATERIAL ADDED TO THE FILE
7.5

Whenever new evaluative material is added to an administrator’s personnel file the
administrator must be notified in writing of the addition. Information and statements not
reasonably related to an administrator’s assigned duties or professional responsibilities
may not be placed in the personnel file.
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7.6

In addition to the right to request correction or deletion of a record, in accordance with
Section 7.6, each administrator has the right to include a relevant response to any negative
material in their personnel file.

7.7

Information that may be construed as derogatory shall not be entered into the personnel
file until the administrator is given notice in writing and an opportunity to review and
comment thereon (Education Code 87031). Furthermore, the document must be signed by
the supervisor approving the addition of the document to the file. The administrator shall
have ten (10) business days from receipt of the notification to respond and an additional
ten (10) business days upon written request to the District Office of Human Resources for
an extension of time to respond. An administrator response provided within these
timelines shall be attached to the negative material before it is entered into the file. The
material shall be entered into the file when the response is received or at the end of the
timeline established above, whichever is earlier.

7.8

A response may be entered at any time after the 10-day period and attached to the material
in question, but shall not delay submission of the material to the file or any action which
may rely upon the material.

7.9

In cases where the material entered into the personnel file is contested, the material shall
remain in the file unless otherwise resolved.

CHANGES IN A RECORD
7.10

If an administrator believes that any document in the personnel file or any portion thereof
is not accurate, relevant, timely, or complete, the employee may request correction of the
record or deletion of the document or portion in question.
7.10.1

A request for change must be in writing and must include a statement of the
corrections or deletions that the administrator believes are necessary and the
reasons thereof. The request must then be submitted to the appropriate president,
vice chancellor, or chancellor.

7.10.2

The request for change will become part of the administrator’s personnel file
unless the request is granted, in which case it will become a part of the records at
the employee’s option.

7.10.3

Within ten (10) business days of the receipt of a request, unless mutually agreed
otherwise, the president, vice chancellor, or chancellor will accede to, deny, or
propose an alternative solution to the administrator’s request. If the request is
denied, the president or chancellor will state the reasons for the denial in writing
and shall be included in the administrator’s personnel file. In the event the
president or chancellor fails to respond within the established timelines,
including any extensions, the request will be deemed denied. The district
reserves the right to accede to or propose an alternative solution at any time
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following the expiration of the ten (10) business days period, including any
extensions.
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CHAPTER 8
SALARY ADMINISTRATION
SALARY SCHEDULE
8.1

The salary schedule for administrators appears online at http://hr.fhda.edu/_administratorsinformation.html

8.2

Each administrative position shall be assigned a classification title and salary range
through the District classification process, in consultation with the AMA Classification
Committee. The district uses a point factor evaluation system for making recommended
placement to a salary range. Each salary range accommodates a band of total point values
reflecting a range of similarly valued titles.

8.3

The Board of Trustees reserves the right at any time during the term of an administrator’s
contract to increase the annual salary rate and/or benefits.

8.4

Representatives of the District and the Executive Board of the Administrative
Management Association will meet and confer on salary adjustments and benefits for
administrators. Either party may initiate discussions regarding salaries by providing
written notice via hard copy or electronic email for such purposes. District-sponsored
health insurance benefits are addressed jointly with AMA and other employee
constituency groups via the Joint Labor Management Benefits Council; the AMA
Executive Board will provide ongoing representation to the JLMBC for this purpose.

8.5

Adjustments to the Salary Schedule may be made after analysis of data collected by the
Association of California Community College Administrators salary survey and the
districts identified as appropriate comparator institutions. Normally, this analysis will be
performed every three years.

SALARY PLACEMENT
8.6

Initial Placement
Normally, new administrators will be placed at Step 1 of the salary range and may be
placed up to Step 6 of the salary range when accompanied by documentation of additional
experience in accordance with Appendix A Salary Placement Guide and the following
criteria:
8.6.1

Experience beyond the minimum qualifications as expressed by the job
description. Experience may be required to be verified by documentation or
verification from the prior employer or other entity receiving the service;

8.6.2

Internal equity considerations that include a review of salary placements of
similar administrators and the impact of a higher initial salary placement on
internal equity;
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8.6.3

The competitiveness of the external market.

8.6.4

A review of efforts to recruit a candidate that meets the standards for selection
and expectations for performance within the normal initial salary placement
guidelines.

8.6.5

Placement on the salary schedule shall be evaluated and recommended by the
District Office of Human Resources. Evaluation shall be based on the
application materials of the employee; however, the vice chancellor of human
resources’ recommendation may at any time include consultation with the
chancellor’s cabinet and/or the AMA prior to making a recommendation to the
chancellor.

8.6.6

An employee may request review of initial placement by submitting a request for
review to the District Office of Human Resources within 30 days of Board of
Trustees action on the placement. A request for review shall be accompanied by
a statement of the basis for appeal and supporting documentation. If an
adjustment is recommended and approved by the Board of Trustees, the change
in salary placement shall be effective the date of hire/assignment to the
administrator’s position.

8.7

Promotion
Whenever an administrator is promoted to a higher level administrative position, the
administrator will be placed on a step in the new level that pays the equivalent of at least a
ten percent (10%) increase in base salary not to exceed the highest step maximum in the
new position, not including awards, over the salary earned at the former level (credit for
previous awards will be retained). In the event the administrator was receiving a stipend
for temporary assignment of the additional higher level duties of the promotional position,
the salary step placement shall be not less than the combined total of the administrator’s
prior base pay and additional duty pay, for the higher level position, not to exceed the
maximum step of the assigned salary range.

8.8

Reclassification and Reassignment
8.8.1
Higher Salary Range:
If an administrator is reclassified to a classification assigned a higher salary
range, the administrator will be placed on a step in the new level that pays the
equivalent of at least ten percent (10%) increase in base salary, provided that the
salary assigned shall be not less than the first step in the range and shall not
exceed the highest step maximum in the new position, not including awards, over
the salary earned at the former level.
8.8.2

Same Salary Range:
If an administrator’s position is reclassified or reassigned to a classification
assigned to the same salary range, the administrator will retain their current
salary and the right to future step and salary structure increases in accordance
with this Chapter.
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8.8.3

Lower Salary Range:
If an administrator is reclassified or reassigned to a classification assigned a
lower salary range, the administrator shall retain their current salary. If the
administrator’s current salary exceeds the maximum of the lower salary range,
the administrator shall be eligible to receive off-schedule salary increases but
shall not be eligible for further salary range adjustments until the salary schedule
is increased sufficiently to exceed the administrator’s salary. If the salary
schedule exceeds the administrator’s salary, the administrator shall remain
eligible for future step increases and salary range adjustments up to the
maximum of the salary range in accordance with the provisions of this
Handbook.

8.9

Voluntary Assignment to a Lower Level Position
If an administrator is offered and accepts, or voluntarily requests and is approved,
assignment to a position that is assigned a lower salary range, the administrator shall retain
his/her salary, not to exceed the maximum of the newly assigned salary range. The
administrator shall be eligible to receive salary increases in accordance with changes
affecting the salary schedule generally. If the salary schedule exceeds the administrator’s
salary, the administrator shall remain eligible for future step increases and salary range
adjustments up to the maximum of the salary range in accordance with the provisions of
this Handbook.

8.10

Demotion
If an administrator is involuntarily demoted to an administrative position that is assigned a
lower salary range, the administrator shall retain their salary up to the maximum of the
lower salary range. The administrator shall be eligible to receive salary increases in
accordance with changes affecting the salary schedule generally. If the salary schedule
exceeds the administrator’s salary, the administrator shall remain eligible for future step
increases and salary range adjustments up to the maximum of the salary range in
accordance with the provisions of this Handbook.

8.11

Permanent Assignment of Additional Duties
In the event an administrator is permanently assigned additional duties for which the
administrator received an additional duties stipend, if the additional duties did not result in
a higher salary range placement, the administrator will be eligible to receive a step
increase in recognition of the additional duties.

8.12

Faculty and Classified Staff
Faculty members and classified staff who are hired for administrative positions shall be
placed on the schedule in accordance with Appendix A Salary Placement Guide.

ADVANCEMENT ON SALARY SCHEDULE
8.13

Administrators hired between July 1 and February 29 of the fiscal year will advance to the
next step on the salary schedule on July 1 following their employment. Administrators
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hired between March 1 and June 30 will advance to the next step on the salary schedule on
July 1 following the first full year of employment.
8.14

Advancement on the salary schedule is may be withheld on an overall rating of less than
“Good Solid Performance” in each category of Position Responsibilities, Goals, and
Behavioral Skills. Withholding a step increase is contingent upon completion of the
supervisor section of the evaluation and supervisor notice to the administrator and the
District Office of Human Resources not later than June 15 immediately prior to the July 1
effective date of step increase.
8.14.1

An administrator for whom advancement to the next step is withheld shall remain
on their current step. The administrator will be eligible to receive a step
advancement if the next performance evaluation reflects the required overall
performance rating of “Good Solid Performance” or better. Step advancements
shall not be retroactive.

8.14.2

An administrator who has a step increase withheld due to a rating of “Needs
Improvement” may receive a mid-year performance evaluation at the supervising
administrator’s discretion. If the mid-year evaluation reflects performance
ratings of Good Solid Performance or better, the administrator will be eligible to
receive a step increase effective January 1 of that year. Advancement will
continue on the following July 1 subject to Section 8.3.2.

8.14.3

An administrator who has a step increase withheld due to a rating of
“Unsatisfactory” shall not receive a step advancement for that year. The
administrator shall be eligible for a step advancement the following July 1
subject to Section 8.3.2.

8.14.4

If the supervisor does not complete the next year’s evaluation prior to June 15 of
the subsequent year, the administrator will be deemed to have received a rating
of “Good Solid Performance” or better for purposes of eligibility for step and
salary schedule increases.

ACTING OR INTERIM ASSIGNMENTS
8.15

In the case of an acting or interim assignment, the administrator shall be paid at the salary
level appropriate to the temporary position not to exceed the maximum step of the range of
the interim or acting position. In the event the administrator’s salary is higher than the
maximum of the interim or acting assignment, the administrator shall retain their salary
but shall not be eligible for salary range increases or step increases until such time as the
interim or acting assignment salary range exceeds the administrator’s salary.

8.16

Acting or interim assignments, including any adjustments in salary, require approval by
the Board of Trustees. The Board of Trustees’ decision regarding salary adjustments shall
be final. The regular employment contract begin and end dates for an administrator on an
interim or acting assignment shall remain unchanged.
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TEMPORARY ASSIGNMENT OF ADDITIONAL DUTIES
8.17

Effective July 1, 2018, administrators who assume additional temporary duties and
responsibilities that are not reasonably within the administrator’s current salary range
and/or scope of responsibility may be eligible for additional duties stipend as follows:
Salary Range
Level of
Added Duties

If, When Combined with Regularly
Assigned Duties, Would Result In:

Lower

Same Range, no significant change
in scope
Same Range, with significantly
larger scope
Higher Range
Same Range, no significant change
in scope
Same Range, with significantly
larger scope
Higher Range
Same Range, no significant change
in scope
Same Range, with significantly
larger scope
Higher Range
Same Range, no significant change
in scope
Same Range, with significantly
larger scope
Higher Range

Same

Higher

Special
Project

Partial Duties
Full Duties
Add’l
Add’l
Compensation Compensation
0%

0%

8%

12%

12% or Step 1
0%

12% or Step 1
0%

8%

12%

12% or Step 1
0%

12% or Step 1
0%

8%

12%

12% or Step 1

12% or Step 1

Special
Projects Not
Assigned to a
Position

0%
8%
12% or Step 1

8.17.1

Additional duties are those duties added to the existing responsibilities of an
administrator’s assignment on a temporary basis; additional duties are not
Interim or Acting assignments.

8.17.2

Additional duties that are reasonably assigned within the administrator’s current
classification and/or salary range shall not be eligible for a stipend for additional
duties. This includes full or partial assignment of duties that results in
recommendation of no change to salary range or scope of responsibility.

8.17.3

The administrator shall be paid a stipend at a rate that reflects the additional
responsibility. Additional duties stipends are paid as a percentage of salary;
administrators are not assigned a new salary range for additional duties.

8.17.4

Some changes may not result in additional pay. The position’s full range of
duties is considered and may be deemed to be within the range of assignment
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deemed reasonable for the title/classification and level, and/or is comparable to
other titles/classifications in the same range.

8.18

8.17.5

Additional duties may be assigned at the same range but may create a
significantly larger scope. A larger scope is defined as a substantial increase in
overall responsibilities as measured by budget, number of employees supervised,
number of students served, departments, regulatory administration areas, etc.,
than similar classifications normally assigned the same salary range, on average.

8.5.7

Assignment of partial higher duties may still be appropriately assigned to the
current salary range of the person’s classification. That is, by their nature the
partial duties are not sufficient to appreciably change the scope. Alternately,
some partial assignment of higher duties, by their nature, will be enough to
increase scope. Considerations should include level of responsibility as well as
scope of employees supervised, budget responsibilities, number of departments,
regulatory administration areas, etc., of classifications in the same salary range,
and must exceed the typical range of responsibilities for titles/classifications in
the salary range level, generally.

Process to Request Additional Pay
Either the supervisor or administrator may initiate a request for additional duties stipend to
the AMA Classification Committee.
8.18.1

All requests shall be filed with the District Office of Human Resources using
Appendix E Request for Additional Duties Stipend.

8.18.2

Timelines for submitting a Request for Additional Pay:
8.18.2.1 May be made at any time during the year.
8.18.2.2 If approved, shall be effective with the date of assignment up to 90 days
prior to submission to the District Office of Human Resources. A
request is deemed submitted when it is complete, including all campus
authorizations, and received by the District Office of Human Resources.

8.19

8.18.3

Requests for additional duties stipend are reviewed by the AMA Classification
Committee. Recommendations of the AMA Committee are subject to agreement
of the chancellor and approval of the Board of Trustees. The Board of Trustees’
decision regarding additional duties stipend shall be final.

8.18.4

Temporary assignment of additional duties that does not result in an additional
duties stipend does not require Board of Trustees approval.

Criteria for An Additional Duties Stipend
8.19.1 Additional duties are assigned for longer than six consecutive weeks at any one
time. An additional duties assignment for 6 weeks or less is not eligible for
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additional pay. Intermittent assignment of duties for 6 weeks or less at a time is
not eligible for additional duties stipend. Exceptions may be granted under
unusual circumstances such as an employee on intermittent medical leave for an
extended period of time.
8.19.2

8.19.3

Additional duties are temporary in nature; that is, the assignment of additional
duties shall not exceed 6 months while concluding recruitment or while
determining a permanent or longer-term solution. Assignment of additional
duties may be extended in unusual circumstances, as follows, subject to approval
of the Chancellor. Exceptions to the 6-month limit include:
8.19.2.1

Employee on extended medical leave, for the duration of the leave, up
to 2 years.

8.19.2.2

While engaging in reorganization review through shared governance,
up to 1 year.

Assignments longer than 6 months shall be filled through an internal recruitment
process as follows:
8.19.3.1

Notice of recruitment shall be issued by and to the campus/central
services where the duties reside; and

8.19.3.2

Administrators shall be allowed to indicate interest in the assignment;
and

8.19.3.3

All interested and qualified administrators shall receive consideration
for the assignment.

8.19.3.4

The notice and consideration processes shall be determined by the
campus.

ADMINISTRATIVE ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS
8.20

Administrators who earned Administrative Achievement Awards and/or Professional
Achievement Awards through June 30, 1998 retain all awards paid on an annual basis.
Such awards do not accrue to base salary. Refer to Chapter 12 for Administrative
Achievement Awards earned after July 1, 2008.

EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT RECOGNITION
8.21

Administrators who successfully complete additional units of education from an accredited
institution subsequent to the attainment of the minimum degree required for their positon
shall be eligible to be placed on the salary step reflecting such educational attainment. For
purposes of this subsection only, administrators who have been granted equivalency shall
be deemed to have met the minimum degree required for the position.
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8.21.1

Administrators who successfully complete 36 semester units from an accredited
institution subsequent to the attainment of the minimum degree required for the
position shall be eligible to be placed on Tier 2 of the salary schedule, reflecting
compensation of up to $3,384 annually ($282 per contract month) for this level
of educational attainment.

8.21.2

Administrators who successfully complete 72 semester units from an accredited
institution subsequent to attainment of the minimum degree required for the
position shall be eligible to be placed on Tier 3 of the salary schedule, reflecting
compensation of up to $6,768 annually ($564 per contract month) for this level
of educational attainment.
For example, for a position requiring a Bachelor’s degree and for an incumbent
who has attained a Bachelor’s degree and successfully completed 36 semester
units subsequent to the Bachelor’s degree, the incumbent shall be placed at Tier 2
of the salary schedule. If the incumbent then successfully completed an
additional 36 semester units for a total of 72 semester units subsequent to the
Bachelor’s degree, the incumbent shall be placed at Tier 3 of the salary schedule.

8.21.3

Administrators who earn a doctorate degree from an accredited institution,
irrespective of the degree required for the position, shall be placed at not less
than Tier 2 of the salary schedule.

8.21.4

Tier 2 and Tier 3 each represent the equivalent of $282 per contract month above
the lower tier. Compensation for educational attainment is not subject to COLA
or other salary schedule changes affecting Tier 1 of the salary schedule. Stipends
do not accrue to base salary and are not subject to salary schedule increases.

8.21.5

The maximum tier placement shall be Tier 3, irrespective of additional
educational units beyond 72 units subsequent to the minimum degree
qualifications.

8.22

Official transcripts documenting successful completion of course work are required to be
submitted to the District Office of Human Resources in order to change tier placement. It
shall be entirely the administrator’s responsibility to submit the required documentation to
the District Office of Human Resources; upon receipt, the stipend shall be effective the
first of the month following submission and shall not be made retroactive.

8.23

Tier placement shall be recalculated following assignment or appointment to a new
position or classification requiring a higher level degree, except when assigned or
appointed to a classification assigned the same pay range.

8.24

Tier placement shall be included in determining salary placement for an administrative
promotion, defined, for purpose of this section only, as assignment or appointment to an
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administrative classification assigned to a higher pay range; i.e., a pay range which has a
higher maximum salary.
For example, reassignment to a position requiring higher educational qualifications may
result in a change in tier placement based on evaluation of educational credits above the
new minimum qualification.
NOTE: Effective July 1, 2007 through June 30, 2015 qualifying administrators who had earned a
doctorate degree were eligible to receive a doctoral stipend. All stipends earned during
this time shall continue, effective July 1, 2015 at the new rate of $3,384 per year by
placement on Tier 2 of the salary schedule. Effective January 1, 2018 any additional
educational achievement recognition shall be awarded in accordance with the above
criteria, up to Tier 3 placement.
REASSIGNMENT TO FACULTY POSITION
8.25

The salary placement for an administrator who is reassigned to a Faculty position is
subject to the terms and conditions of the Faculty Agreement. See also Chapter 5.7.4.

8.26

Administrators who are reassigned to faculty positions retain all earned Administrative
Achievement Awards and become eligible for Professional Achievement Awards in
accordance with the Faculty Agreement. In no case shall an administrator receive more
than a total of four awards combined.

NOTE: Professional Recognition Awards were granted every three (3) years after completing a
year at Step 12 of the Certificated Salary Schedule. The amount was $170 yearly, of
which approximately $17/month was added to the employee’s award for a 10-month
contract. The granting of Professional Recognition Awards ceased in June 1986. The
Professional Achievement Awards program for faculty began with the 1986-87 year.
TEACHING ASSIGNMENTS FOR ADMINISTRATORS
8.27

Administrators may receive teaching assignments in accordance with the Faculty
Association Agreement terms and conditions. Pay for teaching which is not included as
part of an administrator’s “in load” contracted assignments shall be paid in accordance
with the Faculty Agreement.
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CHAPTER 9
LEAVES AND HOLIDAYS
PERSONAL NECESSITY LEAVE
9.1

An administrator shall be granted up to five (5) days of paid personal necessity leave
(PNL) per contract year. For purposes of this Section, a contract year shall equal not less
than 10-months during each school year, July 1 through June 30. Administrators
employed less than 10 months per year shall be eligible for PNL on a prorated basis of the
anticipated contract period. In the event the anticipated contract period is not completed,
any PNL granted in excess of the prorated amount for the actual contract period of
employment shall be recovered through payroll as an overpayment.

9.2

Any unused PNL may not carry over into the next year, and PNL shall not accumulate
from year to year. Likewise, PNL may not be advanced or borrowed from the next year.

9.3

An administrator must be employed for at least 22 contract days, prior to being able to use
PNL.

9.4

For the purposes of this section, “personal necessity” means obligations or unavoidable
duties of an employee that must be performed during scheduled working hours involving:
9.4.1

Appointments for the purpose of conducting personal legal affairs or financial
transactions that cannot be conducted outside of working hours;

9.4.2

Emergencies related to the administrator’s home or immediate family members;

9.4.3

Medical or dental appointments for the employee’s family members when the
nature of the appointment requires the administrator’s presence;

9.4.4

Bonding with a child as provided by Section 9.9 Parental Leave;

9.4.5

Attendance at a funeral service;

9.4.6

Special family obligations such as attending a family member’s wedding or
graduation;

9.4.7

Response to a summons, subpoena, or other judicial order requiring absence from
work;

9.4.8

Observance of a major religious holiday of the employee’s faith;

9.4.9

Natural disasters that prevent a faculty employee from meeting all or part of their
assigned duties;
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9.4.10

Attendance at official recognition activities related to the following federal
holidays: Martin Luther King Jr. Day, Memorial Day, and Veteran’s Day; and

9.4.11

Attendance at conferences or training not otherwise considered part of assigned
duties. Use of personal necessity leave for this purpose shall be subject to mutual
agreement of the administrator and the supervising administrator and shall be
requested sufficiently in advance of the dates of the conference.

9.5

An administrator may request additional days of PNL for these purposes in appropriate
circumstances. Requests shall be forwarded to the vice chancellor of human resources
who, in consultation with the chancellor and president/vice chancellor, shall determine if
additional days shall be granted.

9.6

Personal necessity leave may not be used for recreation, social events not described above, or in
lieu of sick leave. Unless there are unavoidable and compelling reasons, such as medical
appointments following a family medical leave, personal necessity leave may not be taken in
conjunction with any holiday, sick leave, or other leave of absence.

9.7

A Personal Necessity Leave day is equal to eight hours of leave. An administrator may use less
than 8 hours, but not less than 2 hours, of PNL for any single absence. An administrator who is
absent for more than 8 hours of the scheduled work hours in any one day shall account for the
remaining hours with additional PNL, vacation, other applicable leave, or leave without pay.

9.8

Personal Necessity Leave is subject to supervisor approval. Whenever possible, PNL must
be approved in advance by the administrator’s supervisor.

9.9

“Immediate family member” for the purposes of this section, means the employee’s spouse or
qualified domestic partner; the parent, child, grandparent, grandchild, and sibling of the
employee or the employee’s spouse or qualified domestic partner; any person for whom the
employee or employee’s spouse/qualified domestic partner has legal guardianship or other legal
responsibility, for example, power of attorney, for determining medical or financial decisions;
and any other person living in the immediate household of the employee.
9.9.1

Parent includes biological parent, foster parent, step parent, adoptive parent, or legal
guardian of the employee or employee’s spouse/qualified domestic partner, or person
who stood in loco parentis of the employee or employee’s spouse/qualified domestic
partner as a child;

9.9.2

Sibling includes biological sibling, adoptive sibling, foster sibling, step-sister, stepbrother of the employee or employee’s spouse/qualified domestic partner;

9.9.3

Child includes biological or adopted child, step child, foster child, or legal ward, of
the employee or employee’s spouse/qualified domestic partner, regardless of age or
dependency, and any person for whom the employee or employee’s spouse/qualified
domestic partner stands in loco parentis or who stood in loco parentis of a child who
is now an adult, regardless of age or dependency.
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BEREAVEMENT LEAVE
9.10

An administrator is entitled to paid bereavement leave of absence sufficient to allow for
three (3) consecutive days, excluding weekends and holidays, due to the death of any
member of an immediate family member.

9.11

“Immediate family”, for purposes of this section, has the meaning prescribed by Section
9.1.9.

9.12

If out of state travel or travel of more than 250 miles (one way) is required, paid
bereavement leave sufficient to allow for five (5) consecutive days, excluding weekends
and holidays, shall be granted.

9.13

If travel out of country or more than 2000 miles (one way) is required, paid bereavement
leave sufficient to allow for 7 consecutive days, excluding weekends and holidays, shall be
granted.

9.14

If the death is of a parent, spouse or qualified domestic partner, or child, paid bereavement
leave sufficient to allow for five (5) consecutive days, excluding weekends and holidays,
shall be granted.

9.15

Bereavement leave shall not be granted in any increment of less than one half (1/2) day.
The vice chancellor of human resources, in consultation with the AMA and approval of
the Chancellor, may grant additional days of bereavement leave with full compensation in
cases of exceptional circumstances and demonstrated need.

SICK LEAVE
9.16

A full-time administrator accrues paid sick leave at the rate of eight hours (one (1) day) of
leave for each month of full-time service. An administrator employed less than the full
contract period, less than full-time, or less than a full month shall accrue sick leave on a
prorated basis of the anticipated contract period. In the event the anticipated contract
period is not completed, any leave granted in excess of the prorated amount for the actual
contract period of employment shall be recovered.

9.17

Notwithstanding Section 9.3.1 above, an administrator on unpaid leave of absence shall
have the entitlement to sick leave reduced by one day for each month the employee is on
leave of absence without pay. An administrator employed for less than 100 percent of
their contract on unpaid leave of absence shall have their entitlement to sick leave reduced
on a pro rata basis.

9.18

Sick leave is cumulative from year to year. Further, sick leave shall be advanced at the
beginning of each fiscal year on the basis of the anticipated contract period. Sick leave
may not be advanced or borrowed from any future year.

9.19

Sick leave is available for use in the first month of employment.
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9.20

At the request of the district, an administrator who has been on sick leave for five (5) or
more consecutive days, or has a pattern of sick leave that suggests a chronic illness and
has been requested by the supervisor or the District Office of Human Resources to provide
a medical statement, must submit a statement from their medical provider stating the
reason for the absence and the date on which the administrator will be or was able to
return to work.

9.21

The vice chancellor of human resources, in consultation with the AMA and approval of
the Chancellor, may grant additional, excess days of sick leave with full pay beyond those
to which the administrator is otherwise entitled in cases of exceptional circumstances and
demonstrated need.

9.22

Sick leave accumulated in other California school districts shall be credited to the
administrator upon request and certification if the application for transfer is made within:
a) three years succeeding the academic year in which employment in the other California
school district is terminated: or b) a period greater than three years during which the
administrator retains reemployment rights under a local bargaining or meet-and-confer
agreement in effect in the other California school district, and within 180 days following
the termination of reemployment rights with the other California school district.
(Education Code 87782 and 87783)
9.22.1

9.22.2

In accordance with Education Code Section 87784 each educational
administrator shall be entitled to use up to six days of accumulated sick leave on
an annual basis for the purpose of:
9.22.1.1

Death or diagnosis, care, or treatment of an existing health condition
or serious illness of, or preventive care for an immediate family
member;

9.22.1.2

Accident involving the person or property of the administrator or
administrator’s immediate family; or

9.22.1.3

Obtaining or attempting to obtain any relief, including, but not limited to,
a temporary restraining order, restraining order, or other injunctive relief,
to help ensure the health, safety, or welfare of the employee or the
employee’s child, when the employee is a victim of domestic violence,
sexual assault, or stalking.

In accordance with Education Code 88207 each program administrator shall be
entitled to use up to seven days of accumulated sick leave on an annual basis for
the purpose of:
9.22.2.1

Death of a member of the administrator’s immediate family when
additional time is needed beyond the amount of bereavement leave
otherwise provided;
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9.23

9.22.2.2

Accident involving the person or property of the administrator or the
administrator’s immediate family; or

9.22.2.3

A court or administrative appearance by the administrator as a
litigant, party or witness.

9.22.2.4

Obtaining or attempting to obtain any relief, including, but not limited to,
a temporary restraining order, restraining order, or other injunctive relief,
to help ensure the health, safety, or welfare of the employee or the
employee’s child, when the employee is a victim of domestic violence,
sexual assault, or stalking.

“Immediate family” for purposes of this section, includes spouse, qualified domestic
partner, parent, child, sibling, grandparent, grandchild, parent-in-law, brother/sister-in-law,
son/daughter-in-law and any relative of the administrator or of the administrator’s spouse
or qualified domestic partner living in the immediate household of the administrator.
Parent includes biological, adoptive, or foster parents, step parent, or legal guardian of the
individual when the individual was a minor child. Child includes biological, adoptive, or
foster child, step child, legal ward, and child for whom the administrator stands in loco
parentis.

EXTENDED SICK LEAVE
9.24

Beginning with the first day of absence because of illness or injury, an administrator is
entitled to extended sick leave at the end of all current year and accumulated carry-over
sick leave or at the end of ten (10) consecutive contract days, whichever is later, and
continuing for up to 180 calendar days.. Extended sick leave is granted in increments of
not less than one (1) full day for each day of absence due to illness or injury.

9.25

An administrator on extended sick leave is entitled to compensation as follows:

9.26

9.25.1

for a full month’s absence, an amount that equals 66 2/3 percent of the
administrator’s “basic monthly earnings” on the date he or she was last at work,
to a maximum payment of $6,000 per month. “Basic monthly earnings” means
1/12th of the administrator’s annual contract salary.

9.25.2

for less than a full month’s absence, an amount that equals an appropriate
fraction of extended sick leave pay, determined by dividing the number of days
of absence during the partial month by the number of contract days in the month.

After the exhaustion of all current year sick leave, accumulated sick leave, donated sick
leave, and extended sick leave, an administrator may resign, retire, or apply for an unpaid
leave of absence. If the administrator applies for an unpaid leave, a leave of up to six (6)
months may be granted. If the administrator fails to resign, retire, or apply for a leave or if
an extension of a leave is denied, the administrator will be separated and placed on a
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thirty-nine (39) month re-employment list. During the thirty-nine (39) month period, if the
administrator is able to perform the duties of the position, he or she will be employed in
the first vacancy in the classification of the previous assignment. In any event, if the
administrator remains disabled beyond the period of accumulated and extended sick leave,
he or she may apply for and may receive long-term disability insurance benefits in the
manner prescribed in the district’s long-term disability insurance policy.
SICK LEAVE DONATION
9.27

9.28

An administrator may donate days of sick leave to individual district employees who, due
to a serious health condition, have exhausted all accumulated sick leave. Donating
administrators must retain a sixty (60) day balance of sick leave after their donation. An
administrator may receive no more than forty (40) days of donated leave per College year.
9.27.1

A “serious health condition” is defined as an illness, injury, impairment, or
physical or mental condition which involves inpatient care in a hospital, hospice,
or residential health care facility, or continuing treatment or continuing
supervision by a health care provider as defined in 29 USC 825.114(a) and as
certified by an employee’s physician or other qualified practitioner.

9.27.2

The vice chancellor of human resources will verify the certification for
eligibility. If the certification from the employee’s physician is insufficient, a
certification by a physician of the district’s choosing may be required, at the
district’s expense. The district may require additional medical opinions.

Donated sick leave must be in one (1) day increments (no less than 8 hours). Recipients of
donated sick leave shall be solely responsible for any state and federal taxes on the
donated time. Such taxes shall be withheld at the normal rate for the recipient employee.
In the event that the state or federal governments rule that a tax liability is due other than
as taxed, the recipient shall be solely liable for such liabilities.
9.28.1

The donated sick leave may be used only when the employee has exhausted
current and accumulated sick leave and either is not eligible for long-term
disability or is eligible but has not begun to receive the long-term coverage.

9.28.2

The vice chancellor of human resources shall be notified of solicitation of
donations. Solicitations of donations may be made by the individual or their
representative.

9.28.3

Donation of sick leave shall be authorized by a signed pledge form prepared by
and filed with the District Office of Human Resources. In the event several
employees donate sick leave, the sick leave shall be used in the order in which
the signed pledge forms are filed with Human Resources.

9.28.4

If the employee does not use all donated sick leave, the sick leave shall be
returned to the donating employee(s).
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MILITARY LEAVE, LEGISLATIVE LEAVE, INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENT LEAVE
9.29

An administrator who meets the requirements prescribed by law may request and will be
granted:
9.29.1

A military leave in accordance with the provision of the Military and Veterans
Code Sections 395 et seq. and Education Code 87700 and 87832;

9.29.2

An unpaid legislative leave under Education Code 87701;

9.29.3

An industrial accident leave of up to sixty (60) days under Education Code
87787.

LEAVE FOR JURY DUTY
9.30

An administrator on leave for jury duty will receive full pay less the fee received for
serving on the jury. As an alternative, the employee may waive the jury duty fee or accept
and donate the fee to the Foothill-De Anza Community College Foundation and receive
full pay. The administrator may retain any payment for mileage or other transportation
expenses without impact on the employee’s payroll from the district.

UNPAID LEAVE OF ABSENCE
9.31

An administrator may request and be granted an unpaid leave of absence for any period
not to exceed one (1) college year. A leave without pay of one (1) month or more is
subject to recommendation of the president and the chancellor, and approval of the Board
of Trustees.

9.32

During an unpaid leave of absence of one (1) month or more, an administrator may
continue to receive health insurance benefits at their own expense in accordance with the
procedures and requirements established by the district’s health plan.

9.33

Unpaid leaves of less than one (1) month must be approved by the administrator’s
supervisor and reported on the district’s leave reporting system.

PARENTAL LEAVE
9.34

Under certain conditions, and in accordance with Education Code 87780.1 and 88196.1, an
administrator who has been employed for at least 12 months shall be entitled to up to 12
weeks of Parental Leave for the purpose of bonding with a child. The administrator
should consult with the District Office of Human Resources regarding eligibility,
application procedures, and other procedures related to Parental Leave. The following
provisions for Parental Leave apply:
9.34.1

Such leave runs concurrently with Family Medical Leave under Section 9.11 and
with all other paid and unpaid leaves granted by the District; except that, an
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administrator may be entitled to up to 12 weeks of Parental Leave in addition to
FMLA leave taken due to serious health condition under Section 9.5.1.
9.34.2

The administrator may use earned and accrued sick leave, earned and accrued
vacation, and earned personal necessity leave for the period of Parental Leave, up
to 12 weeks of leave. Upon exhaustion of available paid sick leave and after the
voluntary use of any vacation and personal necessity leave, the administrator
shall be paid a salary differential of 50% of the administrator’s base rate of pay
for the remainder of the 12-week Parental Leave period.

9.34.3

The maximum period of all paid and unpaid leaves, including leave provided
under Section 9.11, for the purposes of bonding with a child shall be 12 weeks.

9.35

Irrespective of eligibility for leave taken in accordance with Section 9.9.1, an
administrator may, in accordance with Education Code 87784.5, use up to 30 days of sick
leave, less any days used for leave as provided for by Section 9.9.1.

9.36

The administrator may take leave within one year of an infant’s birth or within the first
year of legally adopting a child.

9.37

For purposes of this section, a child is defined as a child under the age of 18 who is a
biological child of the employee, a biological child of the employee’s spouse or qualified
domestic partner, or a child placed with the employee in connection with adoption or
foster care.

9.38

For purposes of this section, a work week is defined as each seven-day period of Sunday
through Saturday during which at least one contract or assignment day occurs.

PREGNANCY DISABILITY LEAVE
9.39

In accordance with Education Code Sections 87766 and 88193, administrators shall be
eligible to use sick leave for absence due to temporary medical disability caused or
contributed to by pregnancy, miscarriage, childbirth, or recovery therefrom. The length of
the leave of absence, including its beginning and ending dates, shall be determined by the
administrator’s medical provider. Such determination shall be based upon the
administrator’s ability to perform the administrator’s assigned duties.

9.40

Pregnancy disability leave shall comply with applicable provisions of the federal Family
Medical Leave Act (FMLA) and the California Family Rights Act (CFRA) and Pregnancy
Disability Leave Law (PDLL).

9.41

Following the expiration of pregnancy disability leave, an administrator may request
unpaid leave of absence in accordance with Section 9.8 and parental leave in accordance
with 9.9.
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FAMILY MEDICAL LEAVE
9.42

In accordance with California Family Rights Act, federal Family Medical Leave Act, and
District policy, under certain conditions an administrator may be eligible for an unpaid
leave of absence for up to twelve (12) weeks for a serious health condition of the
employee or the employee’s immediate family, or for child bonding purposes. Qualifying
circumstances include the employee’s own serious health condition, a serious health
condition of a child, spouse/qualified domestic partner, or parent, and birth, adoption, or
placement of a child.

9.43

An administrator who otherwise qualifies for paid health benefits and is enrolled at the
time of leave shall continue to receive paid benefits for up to 12 weeks during the period
of FMLA leave.

9.44

The administrator shall use available paid leave concurrently while on FMLA.

9.45

The district policy and procedure can be found online at http://hr.fhda.edu/policiesprocedures/A1-plicies.html.

QUALIFIED DOMESTIC PARTNER
9.46

Qualified Domestic Partner for purposes under this Chapter is an individual who is
recognized by the district via an Affidavit of Domestic Partnership or Registered Domestic
Partnership in accordance with Chapter 11.9.

MONTHLY LEAVE REPORT
9.47

Each administrator must sign and file a monthly leave report with their supervisor on the
leave report form provided by the district. It is the responsibility of every administrator to
notify their supervisor whenever a leave is needed.

VACATION LEAVE
9.48

A full-time administrator earns sixteen (16) hours (two days) of paid vacation leave for
each calendar month of full time service. For any administrator employed less than fulltime or for any month of employment in which the administrator is in paid status for less
than a full month, the administrator shall receive a prorated amount of leave.
9.48.1

An administrator may accumulate a maximum of two times the annual accrual of
vacation (i.e. 48 days (384 hours) for 12-month employees; 44 days (352 hours)
for 11-month employees; 40 days (320 hours) for 10-month employees).

9.48.2

When the accumulated vacation balance reaches these limits, an administrator
ceases to earn vacation until such time as the vacation balance is reduced below
the maximum earnable as noted above.
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9.48.3

Vacation leave may not be used prior to the time it is earned.

9.48.4

Vacation leave will be scheduled by mutual agreement between an administrator
and their supervisor; except that vacation leave used for extended illness
supported by medical documentation of the need for leave shall not require
advance notice or mutual agreement.

9.49

In the event of resignation, retirement, or termination, an employee will be compensated
for accumulated vacation not to exceed the maximum amount allowed to accumulate.
Whenever possible an administrator who is resigning or retiring will use as much
accumulated vacation as possible prior to the last day of service.

9.50

When an administrator moves to a non-vacation earning position, the administrator will
schedule and may be directed to use as much accrued vacation as possible prior to the
beginning of the new assignment. All accrued leave remaining as of the date of
reassignment shall be paid out to the administrator at the rate of pay in effect on the last
day of the vacation-earning position.

ADMINISTRATIVE LEAVE WITH PAY
9.51

Under certain circumstances, such as to protect the health and/or safety of the
administrator or others, to conduct a review and investigation of a complaint or concern, or
other extenuating circumstances wherein the district deems it is in the best interest of the
employee and/or the district, an administrator may be placed on administrative leave with
pay. Placement on administrative leave with pay is not punitive and shall not be deemed a
disciplinary action.

HOLIDAYS
9.52

There are sixteen paid holidays each year, including all legal school holidays. These
include the following designated holidays for each school year and any other holiday
declared by the President of the United States or the Governor of the State of California
that provides for community colleges to be closed or any holiday approved by the Board
of Trustees:
Holiday

Observed

Independence Day
Friday Before Labor Day
Labor Day
Veteran’s Day

July 4th
Friday before Labor Day
First Monday in September
November 11 or as observed on a Friday or
Monday designated by the district
Fourth Thursday in November
Fourth Friday in November
December 24
December 25

Thanksgiving
Thanksgiving Friday
Christmas Eve
Christmas Day
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Day after Christmas
December Holidays (2 Days)

December 26
As designated by the district, typically the
second and third business day following
Christmas, and which allows the district to be
closed for business from Christmas Eve
through New Year’s Day
December 31
January 1
Third Monday in January
Friday before Washington’s Birthday
Third Monday in February
Last Monday in May

New Year’s Eve
New Year's Day
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Day
Lincoln’s Birthday
Washington’s Birthday
Memorial Day
9.52.1

When the holiday falls on a Sunday, it shall be observed on the following
Monday. When a holiday falls on a Saturday, it shall be observed on the
preceding Friday. When a holiday falls within an employee’s vacation, the
holiday will not count as a day of vacation.

9.52.2

Full time administrators receive eight (8) hours of holiday pay for each holiday.
Administrators who work more than 8-hour daily work schedules shall account
for the additional hour/s with available leave, leave without pay, or by adjusting
their work schedule for the week. Administrators who have less than a full time
contract shall receive holiday pay on a pro rata basis.

9.52.3

Administrators must be in paid status the contract day before the holiday or the
contract day following the holiday in order to receive the holiday pay. If an
administrator is on less than a 12-month contract, the administrator will receive
holiday pay for holidays that occur within each contract month and for which the
employee is in paid status the contract day before or the contract day after the
holiday.

9.52.4

An administrator who is required to work on a holiday shall be entitled to take
equivalent time off, up to 8 hours, on another day. Any such equivalent time off,
if taken, shall be accomplished by the end of the fiscal year in which the holiday
was worked or it shall be forfeited.
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CHAPTER 10
ADMINISTRATIVE PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT LEAVE
10.1

The purpose of an administrative Professional Development Leave is to develop or
improve or enhance the professional competencies of an administrator which will
ultimately benefit the District. An administrative leave may be granted for full-time
academic study and/or an approved professional study, research, or travel project.

10. 2

An administrator in satisfactory standing as evidenced by performance ratings of Good
Solid Performance or better on each of the Position Responsibility Rating and the Annual
Goal Rating on the most recent performance evaluation completed within 24 months prior
to the application for leave may apply for an administrative leave of:
10.2.1

Up to two (2) months at full pay if the administrator has rendered service to the
district as a regular or contract faculty employee, classified employee, or regular,
new hire, or temporary grant/categorical administrator for at least four (4)
consecutive years of full time equivalent service preceding the start date of the
leave, provided the two most recent years of service preceding the year in which
the leave will be taken were earned as an administrator, and has not taken any
other paid professional development leave during that time; or

10.2.2

Up to ten (10) months at 85% of full pay if he or she has rendered service to the
District as regular or contract faculty employee, classified employee, or regular,
new hire, or temporary grant/categorical administrator for at least six (6)
consecutive years of full time equivalent service preceding the start date of the
leave, provided the two most recent years of service preceding the year in which
the leave will be taken were earned as an administrator, and has not taken any
other paid professional development leave during that time.

10.2.3

In either case, the exact length of the leave is subject to mutual agreement of the
administrator and their supervisor and approval of the president or chancellor,
taking into account the employee’s professional development need and the
reasonable operational needs of the District and the colleges.

10.3

An administrator returning as a retired Emeritus Administrator under Chapter 16 and an
administrator participating in Pre-Retirement Reduction in Contract under Chapter 15 shall
not be eligible to apply for administrative professional development leave.

10.4

An administrator who wishes to apply for an administrative leave shall file a written
completed application using Appendix G with the District Office of Human Resources for
review by the Administrative Leave Committee, with a copy to the administrator’s
supervisor and the president or the chancellor. Appendix G must be filed at least six (6)
months prior to the commencement of the leave. It is the administrator’s sole
responsibility to deliver the completed and signed application materials and required
copies to the District Office of Human Resources, the supervisor, and president/chancellor
as noted above.
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10.5

10.4.1

The supervisor shall indicate on the application whether the demands of the
administrative position can reasonably be met if the leave is approved.

10.4.2

The application shall describe the activities to be undertaken and any other
information reasonably required. The application must set forth specific
objectives for the study, research, or travel during the leave to demonstrate that
the leave will enhance the job performance and professional growth of the
administrator. The leave plan must be of appropriate substance and duration
proportionate to the length of the leave requested for meeting the stated
objectives. The administrator should include an anticipated calendar or timetable
for carrying out the various activities. The application must also include the
means by which the administrator will report on or verify the objectives
achieved.

The Administrative Leave Committee shall consist of the vice chancellor of human
resources or the assigned designee, who shall serve as chairperson; one administrator
appointed by the president of De Anza College; one administrator appointed by the
president of Foothill College; one administrator appointed by the chancellor; and one
administrator appointed by the Executive Board of the Administrative Management
Association.
10.5.1

The Administrative Leave Committee shall review all leave applications and will
recommend leave to the Board of Trustees for action only after determining that
the leave will substantially benefit the district, enhance the administrator’s job
performance and professional growth, and relate significantly to the
administrator’s profession, duties and responsibilities or planned reassignment.

10.5.2

The Administrative Leave Committee is also responsible for receiving and
reviewing the leave reports required by Section 10.8. After reviewing the report,
the Committee will recommend approval of the report to the Board of Trustees or
request further information or refinement of the report from the administrator. If
the Committee is unable to determine whether the objectives of the leave were
met, the Committee shall make a recommendation to the president or the
chancellor that appropriate remedies be pursued including requiring the
administrator to reimburse the district for all or a portion of the leave
compensation.

10.6

No more than six percent (6%) of administrators will be granted administrative leaves
during a college year and not more than half of the leaves may be for more than two (2)
months.

10.7

An administrator who is granted an administrative leave of more than two (2) months will
not accrue vacation credit for the duration of the leave.
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10.8

As a condition of being granted an administrative leave, an administrator must agree to
render service to the district for at least twice the length of the leave following their return
from the leave. If an administrator fails to perform the required service, he or she will be
liable to the district for all amounts paid as compensation during the administrative leave
plus other damages, including attorney’s fees, if applicable.

10.9

Within three (3) months following return from an administrative leave, the administrator
must submit a report to the Administrative Leave Committee with a copy to the president
or the chancellor describing the manner in which the objectives of the leave were
accomplished.

10.10

An administrator on paid leave shall continue to receive paid health benefits enrolled in
immediately prior to and during the administrative leave.
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CHAPTER 11
BENEFITS
ELIGIBILITY
11.1

An administrator eligible for paid benefits is one who is:
11.1.1

in a designated administrative position;

11.1.2

employed at least half-time; and

11.1.3

in paid status as an employee of the district during the month covered by the
benefits; except that initial coverage shall be the first of the month following the
initial date of employment, or for an employee resuming coverage under a
qualifying life event following a break in coverage, the employee may resume
eligibility for benefits the first of the month following return to paid status.

11.2

An administrator shall be deemed to be in paid status during any recess or intersession if
the administrator is scheduled to return to paid status at the end of the recess or
intersession.

11. 3

An administrator who resigns or is terminated shall cease to be a qualified employee at the
end of the calendar month during which the employee’s resignation or termination
becomes effective.

11.4

An administrator receiving long-term disability payments under Section 11.6 of this
Chapter shall, following the exhaustion of all sick leave and extended sick leave, may be
eligible to remain a qualified administrator for the purpose of medical benefits in
accordance with the District’s Long Term Disability Plan.

MEDICAL BENEFITS
11.5

Each eligible administrator may participate in the medical benefit plan of their choice in
accordance with district’s contract with CalPERS Health. Eligible administrators may also
enroll their eligible dependents. Medical benefits, contributions, and plan features are
subject to change each plan year.
Dependent is defined as the administrator’s spouse or qualified domestic partner, and any
child who is claimed as an allowable dependent on the administrator’s or covered qualified
domestic partner’s Federal Income Tax return.
Please visit http://hr.fhda.edu/benefits/index.html for specific information and all forms
regarding benefits.
11.5.1

Payroll Deductions
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Employee contributions shall be recovered through twelve (12) equal monthly payroll
deductions. For administrators on less than 12-month contracts, i.e. 10- and 11-month
contracts, the contributions required during the non-contract month(s) shall normally be
deducted from the first paycheck following the non-contract month(s), typically, the
following September. In the event the required monthly contribution exceeds
compensation in any regular pay period, the employee shall have the responsibility for
paying the uncovered amount in accord with the Plan Compliance timelines and
procedures.
11.5.2

Plan Choices and Employee Monthly Contribution Rates
Information on the CalPERS plans, including benefits, coverage limitations,
deductibles, copays, and coinsurance, is contained in the CalPERS Health
Benefit Summary published annually and available online at
(http://hr.fhda.edu/benefits/_medical-revised.html).
Employees shall be required to pay the respective monthly premium for the plan
selected. Rates for each plan and tier are expressed monthly, i.e., 1/12th of the
employee annual contribution, and are available online at
(http://hr.fhda.edu/benefits/_medical-revised.html).

11.5.3

Waiver of Coverage
Employees may elect to waive coverage in accordance with the district’s open
enrollment process for the subsequent plan year.
An opt-out election shall remain in effect during the entire Plan Year, and the
employee may not re-enroll in a CalPERS plan except during Open Enrollment
or as a consequence of an IRS Section 125 qualifying event. Waiver of coverage
shall not result in a compensated allowance in lieu of coverage.

VISION CARE BENEFITS
11.6

Qualified employees and their eligible dependents shall have the option of enrolling in
vision coverage offered by the district. The respective monthly contribution rates for each
health insurance plan include the cost of vision coverage.

DENTAL CARE BENEFITS
11.7

Qualified employees and their eligible dependents shall have the option of enrolling in
dental coverage offered by the district. The respective monthly contribution rates for each
health insurance plan include the cost of dental coverage.

LIFE INSURANCE BENEFITS
11.8

The district provides each eligible administrator under the age of 70 with a $50,000 levelterm life insurance benefit. Each eligible dependent is provided with a $5,000 life
insurance benefit.
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LONG-TERM DISABILITY INSURANCE BENEFITS
11.9

The District provides each eligible administrator with a long-term disability benefit.
11.9.1

Effective January 1, 2008: Long-Term Disability (LTD) income protection
insurance provides a benefit equal to 66 2/3 percent of the administrator’s basic
monthly earnings on the date he or she was disabled to a maximum payment of
$6,000 per month. “Basic monthly earnings” means 1/12th of the administrator’s
annual contract salary.

11.9.2

The benefits are payable after the end of all accumulated sick leave, other paid
leave including vacation and personal necessity leave, and extended sick leave.

11.9.3

Administrators with five (5) or more years of PERS or STRS creditable service
may be eligible for benefits, payable for up to two years from the date of
disability for both accident and illness in accordance with the provisions outlined
in the district’s contract for LTD benefits. The benefit period may vary based on
age. If the period of disability extends beyond the LTD benefit period, the
administrator may be eligible to receive disability allowance payments from
STRS or PERS, subject to STRS/PERS disability allowance criteria and
determination.

11.9.4

Administrators who do not have five (5) or more years of creditable service with
STRS or PERS, may be eligible for benefits from the date of disability for both
accident and illness in accordance with the provisions outlined in the district’s
contract for LTD benefits up to normal retirement age. The maximum benefit
period is set in accordance with the schedule set forth in the district’s Long-Term
Disability income protection insurance policy.

EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
11.10

The district provides confidential short-term counseling service for eligible administrators
and their dependents; EAP coverage includes assistance with concerns such areas as stress,
substance addiction and abuse, marital concerns, financial problems, and legal assistance.

BENEFITS DURING UNPAID LEAVE OF ABSENCE
11.11

An eligible administrator who is granted an unpaid leave of absence may continue to
receive benefits by reimbursing the district in advance for the full premium or its
equivalent. The cost of reimbursement for such benefits will be determined as follows:
11.11.1 For ten-month administrators, 1/10th of the full annual premium or its equivalent
for each month of unpaid leave of absence;
11.11.2 For eleven-month administrators, 1/11th of the full annual premium or its
equivalent for each month of unpaid leave of absence;
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11.11.3 For twelve-month administrators, 1/12th of the full annual premium or its
equivalent for each month of unpaid leave of absence.
11.12

Notwithstanding the provisions in 11.9, a disabled administrator receiving long-term
disability payments under Section 11.6 shall, following the exhaustion of all sick leave and
extended sick leave, remain a qualified employee for the purpose of receiving health
benefits.

QUALIFIED DOMESTIC PARTNERS
11.13

Qualified Domestic Partner Benefits are available to the bona fide domestic partner aged
eighteen (18) years or older, of an unmarried district employee. Such benefits are
available only to qualified domestic partners who are not legally allowed to marry in the
state in which they reside, and their qualifying dependents.

11.14

A qualified domestic partner is also an individual domestic partner who was recognized by
the district via an Affidavit of Domestic Partnership or Registered Domestic Partnership
prior to attaining residence status in a state that allows same-sex marriage. A qualified
domestic partner shall continue to be eligible to participate as a dependent in district health
insurance benefits for the unbroken duration of the domestic partnership and employment
of the qualifying employee. Benefit participation for qualifying domestic partner
dependents shall also continue.

11.15

Health benefits consist of medical, prescription drug, dental, vision, and any other benefit
afforded a legally recognized spouse as provided for by District policy and this Handbook.
Additional information regarding eligibility criteria may be obtained by contacting Human
Resources.

11.16

Domestic partner benefits are treated as imputed income for taxation purposes unless the
domestic partner is a legally recognized spouse or deemed to be a dependent under
Internal Revenue Code Section 152. Further, a domestic partner may not have the same
federal rights involving benefits that spouses possess under ERISA, COBRA, and the
Internal Revenue Code. An employee is advised to seek legal assistance for any questions.

11.17

The district may, at its discretion, require supportive documentation satisfactory to the
district concerning the eligibility criteria and assertions contained in the Affidavit. The
Administrator of any benefit plan at issue will be the sole and final judge of whether a
domestic partner is qualified for benefits.
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CHAPTER 12
ADMINISTRATIVE ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS
At the heart of the Administrative Achievement Award is Foothill-De Anza’s desire to create an
environment that fosters, sustains, and rewards professional growth as well as excellence in
leadership and administration. Consequently, the essence of the program is thoughtful, reflective
engagement with professional growth and excellence, rather than simple procedural compliance. All
eligible administrators are encouraged to accept the challenge of participating in this program,
which honors performance that reaches beyond basic expectations and the ordinary duties of one’s
job.
PURPOSE
12.1

The purpose of the Administrative Achievement Award is to reward excellence in the
performance of an administrator’s assigned duties and provide incentives to administrators
to enhance their performance through continuing education, leadership and professional
activities and service to the district and community.

ELIGIBILITY
12.2

An administrator must have completed at least 4 years as an administrator in the district
and served at least one year at the top step of the administrative salary schedule. Service
as an “acting” or “interim” administrator shall count towards eligibility if all other
eligibility requirements are met.
Grant or Categorically Funded Administrators are eligible for an Award if the grant funds
are available to support the award.
Administrators who are hired at a step other than Step A and who do not have other
eligible years in another district position, shall not be eligible for an Administrative
Achievement Award until they have completed four (4) years of required service.

REQUIREMENTS
12.3

An administrator must have received an evaluation of good solid performance or better on
the Position Responsibility Rating and the Annual Goal Rating on the most recent
comprehensive evaluation completed within the three-year period immediately preceding
the award application.

12.4

An administrator must have completed nine quarter units (or six semester units) or their
equivalent within the preceding four years in one or more of the following:
12.4.1

Credit course work that is related to the administrator’s assignment, academic
growth and development. Courses shall be upper division unless otherwise
approved by the appropriate vice president, vice chancellor, or college president.
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12.5

12.4.2

Participation in or attendance at conferences, workshops and/or non-credit
courses approved by the appropriate vice president, vice chancellor or college
president. Eighteen hours of this activity shall equal one quarter unit. One day of
conference participation shall be equal to 6 hours.

12.4.3

Professional activities or projects approved by the appropriate vice president,
vice chancellor, or college president. The number of hours and projects must be
approved in advance. Eighteen hours of approved activity shall equal one quarter
unit.

An administrator must also complete special service activities, which shall consist of
documented service during each of the four years of the report period. Special service to
the District includes, but is not limited to:
12.5.1

The commitment of extra time and effort to department, division, college, or
District activities: for example chairing special task groups such as, accreditation
teams, strategic planning implementation groups, EIS implementation
committee, and bond measure planning/design committees. Chairing or
participating in committees and projects that are required activities shall not be
included. For example, chairing a Tenure Review or Hiring committee for an
employee in the administrator’s division or department shall not be considered
special service.

12.5.2

Development and/or implementation of special projects or programs that
contribute to educational excellence, productivity or effectiveness of the college
or district.

12.5.3

The assumption of an active leadership role on regional, state or national level

APPLICATION
12.6

The administrator shall submit the application for an award using Appendix B. The
individual administrator shall have the entire responsibility for filing a timely and
complete application. The following documents are required:
12.6.1

A cover letter of application submitted to the college president for Foothill or De
Anza administrators or to the chancellor for Central Services administrators;

12.6.2

Copies of transcripts and/or evidence of Professional Growth Activities;

12.6.3

An outline of the special service activities for each of the four years of the Award
period; and

12.6.4

Copies of the most recent standard performance evaluation including the
administrator’s self-evaluation.
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12.7

Applications must be received no later than April 30 of each year. If recommended by the
president or chancellor and approved or ratified by the Board of Trustees, the award will
be paid in monthly installments beginning with the July payroll.

12.8

The award shall be granted by the Board of Trustees upon the recommendation of the
chancellor and the appropriate college president or vice chancellor. Such
recommendations shall be based on their professional judgment that the eligibility, spirit,
and criteria of the award have been met.

AWARD AMOUNTS
12.9

Award amounts are granted as follows:
12.9.1

The first AAA shall entitle an administrator to receive $3,000 per year. After the
first award has been received for four years, the administrator shall be eligible to
apply for a second award.

12.9.2

The second AAA shall entitle the administrator to receive an additional $3,750
per year (a total of $6,750). After the second award has been received for four
years, the administrator shall be eligible for a third award.

12.9.3

The third AAA shall entitle the administrator to receive an additional $4,250 per
year (a total of $11,000 per year). After the third award has been received for
four years, the administrator shall be eligible to apply for a fourth award.

12.9.4

The fourth AAA shall entitle the administrator to receive an additional $4,500
per year (a total amount of $15,500).

12.10

After the fourth award, the administrator shall continue to receive the awards earned in the
AAA program as long as he or she remains an eligible employee of the district but shall
not be eligible for additional awards.

12.11

An administrator may receive no more than a total of four awards (PAA and AAA) as
faculty member or administrator.

12.12

Awards do not accrue to base salary and are not eligible for COLA increases.

ELIGIBILITY DATE
12.13

In establishing an eligibility date, the following guidelines will be used:
12.13.1 A faculty member who is reassigned from faculty to administrator may use
earned faculty years of service towards eligibility for an Administrative
Achievement Award. However, the administrator may not receive eligibility for
both an Administrative Achievement Award and a Professional Achievement
Award for the same years of service or for the same professional growth or
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service activities. The faculty member shall retain all prior PAA awards but is
entitled to no more than a total of 4 awards combined.
12.13.2 An administrator who is reassigned from an administrator to a faculty position
may use administrative years(s) towards eligibility for a Professional
Achievement Award. However, the faculty member may not receive eligibility
for both an Administrative Achievement Award and a Professional Achievement
Award for the same years of service or for the same professional growth or
service activities. An administrator retains all prior AAA awards but is entitled
to no more than a total of four (4) awards.
NOTE: The Administrative Achievement Award was discontinued effective June 30, 1998 through
June 30, 2008 and reinitiated as of July 1, 2008. Administrators continued to receive all
awards earned prior to June 30, 1998 during the suspension period.
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CHAPTER 13
TRAINING/RETRAINING FUNDS
PURPOSE
13.1

The Board of Trustees recognizes the importance of a highly professional, knowledgeable,
well informed, and skilled administrative staff. The Board of Trustees also recognizes that
changes in administrative assignments may occur in the best interest of both the District
and the administrator.

13.2

A Training/Retraining Stipend shall be established for administrators to be used to fund
training expenses other than salary in the administrator's current field or to support
activities that will prepare the administrator for new fields or endeavors. The following
activities may be supported:
13.2.1

Program of study in an accredited institution leading to advanced administrative,
leadership, and/or discipline-specific expertise.

13.2.2

Preparation for returning to a faculty assignment that could include, but is not
limited to, instructional skills workshop, curriculum development, preparation of
lesson plans, or subject matter review.

13.2.3

Preparation for a new administrative assignment that could include, but is not
limited to, an internship, or professional training.

13.2.4

Professional conferences, seminars, institutes, and workshops directly related to
the administrator’s current position.

13.2.5

Outplacement assistance.

FUND
13.3

A fund of $20,000 shall be appropriated each academic year for this purpose. Any balance
shall be carried over into the subsequent year up to a maximum of $25,000. The fund may
be used to defer in whole or in part, the cost of tuition, conference, workshop and
application fees, books, or supplies, and related expenses other than salary. In addition,
stipends are generally not available for meals, travel or lodging.

ELIGIBILITY
13.4

To be eligible for the program, an administrator shall have served in the District as an
administrator for two (2) years or longer by the date of the first day of the activity for
which the Training/Retraining funds are requested. If the application is for a retraining
stipend, the applicant must have demonstrated a potential for success in the new area
under consideration. The program may be used in conjunction with an administrative
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leave. An administrator whose contract is being “terminated for cause” is not eligible to
apply under this Chapter.
PROCESS
13.5

Application for funds may be made throughout the year and funds shall be distributed on a
first-come, first-served basis. All requests for funds must be made not less than 14 days
prior to the activity; funds shall not be applied or granted retroactively. In addition, funds
may be requested for an anticipated activity up to twelve months in advance. Exceptions
to the application date may be granted by the Administrative Leave Committee on a caseby-case basis under extenuating or unusual circumstances.
13.5.1

The application shall include the specific details of the proposed activities, the
purpose of the stipend, and the amount requested.
(http://hr.fhda.edu/_forms.html)

13.5.2

The plan shall be signed by the administrator, their current supervisor, and other
appropriate administrator(s) as determined by college or central services
processes. The administrator’s supervisor shall have an opportunity for comment
and recommendation; however, the supervisor does not have the authority to
approve or deny the request for stipend.

13.5.3

The Administrative Leave Committee will review all requests and make a
recommendation to the Board of Trustees for action. Priority consideration shall
be given to those administrators who may be reassigned.

13.6

If the request is for a conference, workshop, or seminar, the administrator may receive up
to a maximum of $1,600 per fiscal year, including the cost of travel, lodging, and meals if
such expense is included in the cost of the conference, workshop, or seminar.

13.7

The Administrative Leave Committee shall establish guidelines to determine how funds
are to be allocated and distributed.
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CHAPTER 14
CLASSIFICATION AND RECLASSIFICATION
CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM
14.1

To effect and maintain the proper salary relationships among administrative positions, the
district uses a system of position classification. Classifications are assigned to salary
ranges on the Administrative Salary Schedule.

RECLASSIFICATION PROCESS
14.2

All positions will be reviewed whenever they become vacant to confirm the appropriate
classification level. The supervisor will notify the Classification Specialist of the vacancy.
The Classification Specialist will advise the Chair of the Administrative Classification
Committee of any significant changes in the position. In the event of significant changes,
the Chair will poll the Administrative Classification Committee members for
recommended action on the position.

14.3

Requests for reclassification may be submitted at any time during the year.

14.4

Reclassifications require approval of the Board of Trustees and are effective the first of the
month following receipt of a completed Request for Position Review by the District Office
of Human Resources.

14.5

Requests for classification or reclassification are submitted to the Administrative
Classification Committee. A request for reclassification may be initiated by the incumbent
or supervising administrator. Classification of a new position or reclassification of a
vacant position may be initiated by the appropriate supervisor.

14.6

The incumbent administrator, the supervising administrator, the District Office of Human
Resources, or the Administrative Classification Committee may initiate reclassification
reviews when positions appear to change as a result of:
14.6.1

Deletion of or a significant decline in programs/services that affect the level of
know-how, problem solving, and accountability in an administrative position; or

14.6.2

The transfer of duties and responsibility for programs/services to another
position; or

14.6.3

A reclassification that impacts another administrative position.

PROCEDURE
14.7

To initiate reclassification an administrator must discuss the reasons for requesting a
reclassification with the supervising administrator. Such reasons must indicate a
significant change in the position due to:
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14.8

14.7.1

The addition of new and different duties to the position that require increased
knowledge, problem solving, and accountability in the position.

14.7.2

A re-examination of the position due to perceived significant role changes based
on a change in technology or in the strategy or mission of the district/college.

14.7.3

A reorganization that significantly changes the position.

The administrator must complete and submit the following materials to the supervisor for
review with the president:
14.8.1

Request for Reclassification (Appendix F)

14.8.2

Copy of the current job description for the position updated to reflect the changes
to the position (e.g., using the “track changes” format);

14.8.3

A complete Position Description Questionnaire for administrative positions
(form available online at http://hr.fhda.edu/class-comp/c-forms.html);

14.8.4

Current organization chart; and

14.8.5

Proposed organization chart.

14.9

The supervisor will return the signed request to the administrator who is responsible for
submitting the request with the materials noted above to the District Office of Human
Resources Classification Specialist for review by the Administrative Classification
Committee.

14.10

Within thirty (30) days of District Office of Human Resources receipt of the request the
AMA Classification Committee will review the request and notify the administrator of its
recommendation. When recommended for reclassification the AMA Classification
Committee will forward the recommendation and rationale to the college president and
chancellor for review. If recommended by the president and chancellor the reclassification
will be forwarded to the Board of Trustees for action.

14.11

The administrator may appeal the recommendation by completing Appendix F.3
Classification Review Appeal Form (also online at http://hr.fhda.edu/class-comp/cforms.html) within ten (10) days of receipt of the Committee’s recommendation. The
Committee shall respond to the Appeal within thirty (30) days of receipt of the Appeal. In
the event of appeal, the Committee’s recommendation shall not be forwarded to the Board
of Trustees until the Committee has finalized its recommendation and responded to the
appeal.

14.12

The timelines noted in the process may be extended by mutual agreement or by the
Classification Committee as needed to complete its review and recommendation.
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ADMINISTRATIVE CLASSIFICATION COMMITTEE
14.13

The Administrative Classification Committee reviews and makes recommendations to the
chancellor on the following:
14.13.1 The proper classification and salary range for an authorized new administrative
position;
14.13.2 Requests for reclassification or change in salary level for an administrative
position;
14.13.3 The effectiveness of the system of classification and salary placement for
administrative positions.

14.14

The Administrative Classification Committee consists of the following:
14.14.1 The vice chancellor of human resources or their designee, chair;
14.14.2 One administrator from Central Services appointed by the chancellor;
14.14.3 Two administrators from Foothill College appointed by the president;
14.14.4 Two administrators from De Anza College appointed by the president;
14.14.5 A representative from the AMA Executive Board appointed by the president of
the AMA;
14.14.6 The classification specialist/manager and the director of human resources.

14.15

Members are appointed to the Committee for a two (2) year term. A member may be
reappointed for additional consecutive two (2) year term as approved by the AMA.

14.16

Members of the Administrative Classification Committee are required to attend training on
the job measurement methodology used by the district to review and assign job content
points to objectively classify administrative positions.
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CHAPTER 15
PRE-RETIREMENT REDUCTION IN CONTRACT
ELIGIBILITY
15.1

Each full-time administrator who meets the requirements of this Chapter may, with the
approval of the Board of Trustees, reduce their contract from full-time to part-time under
the provisions of Education Code Sections 87483 or 88038 while maintaining their
retirement benefits under Education Code Section 22713 or Government Code Section
20815 or 20819.

15.2

To be eligible for a pre-retirement reduction of contract under this Chapter, an
administrator must:
15.2.1

Have reached the age of 55 before the reduction in contract;

15.2.2

Have been employed full-time in a position requiring membership in an
appropriate California state retirement system for at least ten (10) years, of which
the immediately preceding five (5) years were full-time employment without a
break in service. A leave of absence without pay shall not constitute a break in
service for the purpose of this Chapter but neither shall time spent on any leave
of absence without pay count towards the five (5) year, full-time service required
by this Chapter.
Further, the five years of full time equivalent service must be met within no more
than seven years of employment immediately preceding the year in which the
participation in the reduced workload program begins.
For example, within seven years immediately preceding participation in the
Reduced Workload Program, three years of employment with no unpaid leave
plus four years of employment with partial unpaid leave of fifty percent each
year shall meet the five years of equivalent full time employment requirement.

LENGTH OF PARTICIPATION
15.3

An administrator’s contract may be reduced under this Chapter for the remainder of their
contract with the district up to a maximum of five (5) years, or up through the end of the
school year during which the administrator reaches age 70, whichever occurs first. At the
conclusion of the period during which the administrator’s contract is reduced, he or she
must retire unless, during the first or second year of the reduction in contract under this
Chapter, the administrator submits a written request to the Board of Trustees, to return to
full-time employment at the beginning of the next college year. A request to return to fulltime status must be received by the administrator’s supervisor on or before May 1 of the
first college year or January 1 of the second college year in order to resume full time status
the following school year; the administrator’s supervisor shall forward the request to the
Board of Trustees for action.
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PROVISIONS
15.4

An administrator whose contract has been reduced under this Chapter retains all paid
benefits afforded full-time administrators and receives a pro rata share of the salary he or
she would have earned had he or she continued full-time. In addition, the administrator
retains, on a pro rata basis, all other rights and benefits of administrators except the right to
receive an administrative professional development leave.

15.5

An administrator whose contract has been reduced under this Chapter must fulfill the
appropriate pro rata share of the administrative duties that would have been required had
he or she continued as a full-time administrator.

15.6

An administrator whose contract has been reduced under this Chapter must contribute to
the appropriate retirement system by payroll deduction the amount he or she would have
contributed had he or she continued full-time in accordance with Education Code Sections
87483 or 88038. The district will contribute to the appropriate retirement system the
amount required by law.

PROCESS
15.7

To implement the provisions of this Chapter, an administrator must file with their
respective president or vice chancellor a written request for a reduced contract specifying:
15.7.1

The request is being made under the provisions of this Chapter;

15.7.2

The percentage of contract that the administrator desires, provided it is not less
than one half of a full contract (measured in full days equivalent of paid service
as specified in Chapter 8, Salary Administration); and

15.7.3

The number of years during which the administrator wishes their contract to be
reduced, provided the number of years do not exceed five (5) years.

15.8

The request must be filed no later than April 1 preceding the college year during which the
administrator wishes the reduced contract to become effective. If the administrator’s
request is granted, the reduced contract will take effect at the beginning of the next college
year and may be revoked only with the mutual consent of the administrator and the Board
of Trustees.

15.9

Nothing in this Chapter prohibits an administrator from requesting, and the Board of
Trustees from granting, a reduction in contract outside of the provisions of this Chapter.
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CHAPTER 16
EMERITUS PROGRAM
ELIGIBILITY
16.1

An administrator who is at least 55 years of age, has been employed by the district as a fulltime employee for at least ten (10) years, separated from the District in good standing, and is
a retired annuitant from STRS or PERS is eligible to participate in the Emeritus Program for
administrators. Time on leave without pay shall not count towards the ten (10) years of
required full time equivalent service.
An administrator who was separated involuntarily or whose performance, as documented in
the most recent performance evaluation completed within a two year period prior to
separation, is less than Good Solid Performance shall not be considered to be in good
standing.

PROVISIONS
16.2

Based upon the availability of appropriate part-time administrative work, a retired
administrator employed under this Chapter will, within the limits established by the
applicable retirement laws governing post-retirement service, be entitled to part-time
employment at the appropriate pro rata share of the salary and professional administrative
services the administrator received during the last college year prior to retirement. During
their participation in this program, the retired administrator will receive group term life
insurance equivalent to that which is provided a full-time administrator. Health benefits
will be provided under the terms of Chapter 18 Benefits for Retired Administrators. A
retired administrator is not eligible to apply for an administrative professional
development leave.

16.3

An administrator retiring under this Chapter shall be eligible to earn up to the specified
limit within the provisions of the laws governing post-retirement. Limitation shall be
adjusted for future new entrants by the percentage change applied to the Administrative
Salary Schedule unless otherwise modified by the Board of Trustees or restricted by STRS
or PERS limitations.

16.4

Administrators are advised that effective January 1, 2013, STRS/PERS may prohibit
employment, enforce certain restrictions, or reduce the retirement benefit during the first
180 calendar days following the effective date of becoming a retiree annuitant under either
program. Therefore, retirees are discouraged from returning to STRS/PERS covered
employment with the District for 180 days following the effective date of retirement.
Administrators who choose to accept an assignment within 180 calendar days following
the effective date of retiree annuitant status shall do so at the administrator’s own risk and
shall not be cause for the District to alter or adjust the start date or terms of any assignment
or contract.
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16.5

In return for the compensation specified, the retired administrator must provide the district
with an appropriate amount of professional services as determined in a written plan
mutually agreed upon by the retired administrator and the Board. The retired
administrator must consult with the supervising administrator annually to develop a
proposed plan for the services to be performed during each year of participation in the
program and present the proposed plan to the president or vice chancellor for review and
approval. Copies of the final proposed plan will be provided to the retired administrator,
the retired administrator’s appropriate supervisor, and the District Office of Human
Resources.

16.6

A retired administrator who has previously attained tenure as a faculty employee in the
district may be required to return to faculty status prior to retirement in order to receive
teaching assignments as part of their post-retirement assignments, subject to the
requirements of the Faculty Agreement. A retired administrator who did not attain tenure
in the district but who taught as part of the administrator’s management assignment may
not perform teaching assignments as part of the services performed under this Chapter,
except as specifically provided by the Faculty Agreement. Except as may be limited by
STRS/PERS regulations, nothing in this subsection shall preclude an administrator from
establishing part time faculty status in accordance with the Faculty Agreement for the
purpose of accepting part time teaching assignments. Such assignments, however, shall be
compensated in accordance with the Faculty Agreement. Each retiree is encouraged to
seek assistance from the applicable retirement plan representative regarding any impact
such assignments may have on retirement benefits.

PROCESS
16.7

An eligible administrator may apply to receive a post retirement employment agreement
under this Chapter by submitting a written request to the administrator’s president or vice
chancellor, or by including the Chapter 16 request in the administrator’s letter of
resignation for the purpose of retirement. A Chapter 16 request may be submitted as early
as possible, but no later than three (3) months before the effective date of the
administrator’s resignation from the district for the purpose of retirement. The Board of
Trustees may waive all or a portion of this time period when, in the Board of Trustees’
opinion, it is appropriate to do so.

TERM
16.8

Provided the services performed as indicated in this Chapter are satisfactory, an
employment agreement issued under this Chapter may continue for any term not
exceeding five (5) consecutive years. At the conclusion of the term of service indicated in
this Chapter or five consecutive years, whichever occurs first, participation under the
Emeritus Program ceases.
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CHAPTER 17
EARLY NOTICE INCENTIVE
ELIGIBILITY
17.1

Within limits set annually as part of the budget process, an Early Notice Incentive will be
paid to an eligible administrator who, during the Fall quarter, gives the district a retirement
notice as prescribed by this incentive plan and who subsequently complies with all of the
other conditions of the plan.

AMOUNT OF INCENTIVE
17.2

The Early Notice Incentive will consist of a base amount, as specified below, plus interest.
The interest will be that amount earned on the base amount from the time it is invested by
the district in an interest bearing account until it is paid to the employee after their
retirement. The district will invest the base amount in an interest bearing account within
five (5) business days after the filing of the employee’s retirement notice and it shall
remain invested for the period of time indicated below and in accordance with the terms of
this Chapter. Except that the period of investment shall not begin earlier than eleven (11)
complete academic quarters, approximately forty-two (42) months, prior to the effective
date of resignation for the purpose of retirement specified in the notice.

17.3

The base amount of the Early Notice Incentive will be determined as follows:
17.3.1

If the retirement notice specifies a resignation for the purpose of retirement date
that is at least five (5) complete academic quarters (approximately 18 months)
after the end of the Fall quarter in which it is filed, the base amount will be
$1,500.

17.3.2

If the retirement notice specifies a resignation for the purpose of retirement date
that is at least eight (8) complete academic quarters (approximately 30 months)
after the end of the Fall quarter in which it is filed, the base amount will be
$2,500.

PROCEDURE FOR FILING
17.4

The annual notice filing period will open on the first day of the Fall quarter and close on
the last day of the Fall quarter. An Early Notice is not deemed filed until it is received in
the District Office of Human Resources. The administrator is solely responsible for
submitting the completed and signed Early Notice to the District Office of Human
Resources by the last day of Fall quarter.

17.5

If the limit set on the maximum number of participants in any given year is lower than the
number of Early Notices filed between the first day of the Fall quarter and October 1 of
that year, those administrators who have the most years of service in the district will be
selected as participants. If years of service is an inadequate criterion by which to
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distinguish among prospective participants, years of service in California public schools
will be used as criterion. If those criteria are still inadequate, selection among the
employees with equal years of service in the district and California public schools will be
made by lot. If the limit imposed by the amounts allocated for the Early Notice Incentive
as a part of the annual budget process has not been reached by October 1, participation
will be on a first come, first served basis.
17.6

Continued eligibility for the Early Notice incentive is conditional upon each participant
submitting a separate irrevocable letter of resignation for the purpose of retirement to the
Board of Trustees for formal acceptance. Submission of the Early Notice Incentive form
is not a substitute for the letter of resignation for the purpose of retirement. The letter of
resignation for the purpose of retirement must be submitted to the District Office of
Human Resources at least twelve (12) months before the participant’s effective resignation
date and must specify a resignation date that is within thirty (30) days before or after the
date contained in the participant’s notice of resignation for the purpose of retirement.
Once the letter of resignation for the purpose of retirement is accepted by the Board of
Trustees, the administrator must resign on the date specified in the letter.

17.7

If, after filing an Early Notice, an administrator changes their retirement plans or submits a
letter of resignation for the purpose of retirement with an effective date that is more than
thirty (30) days before or after the date specified in their Early Notice, the Early Notice
shall be entirely disregarded and all amounts accumulated in the Early Notice Incentive
account established for the employee shall remain the property of the district. However,
the administrator may submit a new Early Notice, provided that it is filed in accordance
with and subject to the conditions of this Chapter.
A change in retirement date that is initiated by and the result of a formal request by the
district to the administrator shall not be considered a change in plans or a change in
effective date of retirement for this purpose and the administrator shall remain eligible to
receive the Early Notice Incentive. In order to receive the Early Notice Incentive the
administrator shall retire at the end of any change in end date initiated by the District.

17.8

The Early Notice Incentive shall be paid in January following the participant’s effective
date of resignation.
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CHAPTER 18
BENEFITS FOR RETIRED ADMINISTRATORS
“PRE ‘97” ELIGIBILITY
18.1

The district provides each retired administrator including each grant and categorically
funded administrator, hired before July 1, 1997 who is eligible under the terms of this
Chapter, and their eligible dependents, including eligible qualified domestic partners and
qualifying dependent children as defined by Chapter 11, health and hospital benefits,
prescription drug benefits, vision care benefits, and dental care benefits as provided in this
Chapter.

18.2

An eligible retired administrator is:
18.2.1

An administrator who is age 55 or older as of the effective date of PERS/STRS
retirement, who is a retired annuitant or will be a retiree annuitant under STRS or
PERS within 120 days of separation from employment, and who has rendered
service to the district at least half-time as a contract or regular certificated
employee, a probationary or permanent classified employee, and/or a regular or
new-hire administrative employee for ten (10) or more years immediately
preceding their retirement; or

18.2.2

An administrator who has retired from the State Teachers Retirement System
(STRS) or the Public Employees’ Retirement System (PERS) and is receiving a
disability allowance (or who has applied, has been determined to be eligible and
will be receiving a disability retirement allowance), and who has rendered
service to the district at least half-time as a regular or contract faculty member,
classified employee or administrator for ten (10) or more years immediately
preceding their disability.

18.3

No absence from the service of the district under a leave of absence and no period of
reduced service is deemed as a break in the continuity of service required by this section.
However, time spent while on leave of absence without pay does not count towards
meeting the years of service required by this section. Time spent on an administrative
professional development leave, a faculty professional development leave, or a classified
staff development leave is deemed to be full-time service for the purpose of this Chapter.

18.4

The benefits provided to eligible dependents under this Chapter cease at the end of the
calendar month in which the death of the retired administrator occurs or, if death occurs
after the twelfth business day of the month, at the end of the following calendar month.
However, a surviving spouse or qualified domestic partner may continue benefits coverage
through the district’s contracted benefits provider, subject to the terms of that provider
contract.
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“PRE ’97” BENEFIT PROVISIONS
18.5

The benefits provided under this Chapter remain in accordance with the district medical
plan as currently contracted with CalPERS under which the retired administrator was
receiving benefits at the time of retirement. He or she may change plans after retirement
only during the district open enrollment period.

18.6

Each retired administrator and every eligible dependent, including covered qualified
domestic partners, upon obtaining eligibility for Medicare, must enroll in Medicare in
accordance with the requirements of the CalPERS Health Plan. Failure to enroll in
Medicare in a timely fashion may result in cancellation or interruption of coverage by the
CalPERS Health Plan. It is solely the responsibility of the retired administrator and their
dependents to apply for and satisfy the requirements of Medicare.

18.7

The Board shall reimburse the retired faculty employee and their eligible dependents for
the cost of Medicare Part B during any month the retired administrator employee and their
dependents are enrolled in and covered by a district sponsored health plan. Reimbursement
requires the retiree to submit, in accordance with district procedures, adequate proof of
payment to the Office of Human Resources once each calendar year and at any time that
the amount of the premium is changed by Medicare. This section shall not apply to retired
employees or their eligible dependents if their social security status does not qualify them
for Medicare benefits unless the retired employee becomes qualified for Medicare through
STRS or another agency.

18.8

To obtain the benefits provided under this Chapter, an administrator must file an
application for benefits with the District Office of Human Resources and complete all
necessary enrollment forms before the last date of their employment with the district.

“POST ’97” BRIDGE PROGRAM
18.9

Qualified administrators employed after July 1, 1997 are eligible for a health benefits
bridge program to cover the period of time between retirement and eligibility for Medicare
coverage. So long as the eligible Medicare recipient has fulfilled the requirements of this
Section, the bridge shall remain in effect during the period of any delay in initial receipt of
Medicare benefits which is not the fault of the recipient.

18.10

A qualified administrator under this program is one:
18.10.1 Who is age 55 or older as of the effective date of PERS or STRS retirement, who
is a retiree annuitant or will be a retiree annuitant from the State Teachers’
Retirement System (STRS) or the Public Employees’ Retirement System (PERS)
within 120 days of separation from employment, and who has rendered service to
the district at least half-time as a contract or regular employee for fifteen (15) or
more years immediately preceding their retirement. No absence from the service
of the district under a leave of absence and no period of approved reduced
service shall be deemed as a break in the continuity of service required by this
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program. However, time spent while on leave of absence without pay shall not
be counted towards meeting the years of service required by this section. Time
spent on any Administrative Leave under Chapter 10 shall be deemed to be fulltime service for the purpose of the program; and
18.10.2 Who has provided evidence that he or she is Medicare eligible.
18.11

A qualified spouse or qualified domestic partner, as defined by Chapter 11, is one:
18.11.1 Who is at the time the qualified administrator retired under this Program and
thereafter the spouse or qualified domestic partner of the employee; or
18.11.2 Who was the spouse or qualified domestic partner of the qualified employee on
the date of the employee’s retirement and is at the time of death of the retiree and
thereafter, the surviving unmarried spouse or qualified domestic partner of the
retiree; or
18.11.3 Who was the spouse or qualified domestic partner of an employee who at the
time of their death was at least 55 years of age and rendered sufficient service as
defined in this Chapter to qualify for paid benefits upon retirement and is an unremarried surviving spouse or qualified domestic partner while receiving
benefits.

18.12

Each retired administrator who qualifies under the terms of this Chapter and their eligible
spouse or qualified domestic partner as defined shall be eligible for district sponsored
health and hospital benefits, prescription drug benefits, vision care benefits and dental care
benefits as provided in this Chapter and described in Chapter 11 Benefits.

18.13

After retirement, under this program the district shall contribute monthly towards the
payment of the retiree’s benefits as defined herein:
18.13.1 During each month of eligibility under the program the monthly contribution
shall be $451 per month unless a lower contribution is allowed under Section
18.3.5.2 below. The contribution of $451 per month is equal to one twelfth of
the annual sum of 2.8% of Grade M/Step 8 of the 2016-2017 Administrator
Salary Schedule (http://hr.fhda.edu/class-comp/b-salary-schedules.html) based on
a twelve-month (12) annual contract.
18.13.2 If the administrator has a spouse or qualified domestic partner on the date of
retirement, and the spouse or qualified domestic partner has no medical benefits
coverage as a primary insured, the district will contribute up to $902 per month
($451x2) toward the cost of the premiums for the retiree and the spouse/qualified
domestic partner. This amount is equal to 5.6% of Grade M, Step 8 of the 20162017 Administrator Salary Schedule.
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18.13.3 The contribution shall be applied towards the monthly premium payment for
these benefits for the covered retiree, retiree and spouse or qualified domestic
partner, or surviving spouse or qualified domestic partner.
18.13.4 Should the actual cost of the benefits selected cost more than the above, the
covered individual(s) shall be responsible for the difference; payment to be made
in accordance with district’s Health Plan regulations.
18.13.5 If the actual cost of the benefits selected by a covered individual amount is less
than the allowed percentage, then the actual percentage shall be that which
reflects the actual cost of the selected benefits.
18.14

The benefits provided to eligible administrators and spouses/qualified domestic partners
under this program shall cease when the employee, spouse/qualified domestic partner, or
unmarried surviving spouse/qualified domestic partner qualifies for and begins receiving
Medicare coverage consistent with Section18.3 of this Chapter.

18.15

If administrators are given any options regarding health benefit plans during the bridge
period, the covered employee (and/or spouse/qualified domestic partner) shall receive
benefits in accordance with the plan or plans under which the retired faculty employee was
receiving benefits at the time of retirement and he or she shall be allowed to change after
retirement only during open enrollment periods.

18.16

If a spouse/qualified domestic partner of a retired administrator receives benefits under
any other health benefits plan as a primary insured, the benefits provided under the other
plan shall be primary and benefits under this program shall not be provided.

18.17

To obtain the benefits provided under this Chapter, every administrator and eligible
unmarried surviving spouse/qualified domestic partner shall file an application for Bridge
Program benefits with the District Office of Human Resources and shall complete all
necessary enrollment forms before the administrator's effective date of resignation from
employment with the district.
The spouse or qualified domestic partner will sign a statement verifying that the
spouse/partner does not have rights to medical benefits as a primary insured. The
employee is required to provide information to Medicare to verify Medicare eligibility and
to update that information as appropriate.

18.18

The benefits provided under this program are subject to change or termination by mutual
agreement between the AMA and the Board of Trustees. Where mutual agreement is
unable to be reached, the decision of the Board of Trustees shall be final.
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CHAPTER 19
GRIEVANCE PROCESS
19.1

An administrator who believes that he or she has been treated unfairly or adversely
affected by a violation, misinterpretation, or misapplication of this Handbook or a specific
district policy may file a formal grievance. A grievance shall not include any provision of
the Handbook or specific district policy where expressly excluded. This procedure may
not be used to change a policy, regulation, or established procedure of the district, but to
resolve an identified complaint regarding a specific violation. This process does not apply
to issues arising under:
• Chapters 20 and 21 of this Handbook.
• the district’s board policy and administrative procedure for resolving allegations of
harassment and/or discrimination, including
° BP/AP 4640 Harassment and Discrimination
° BP/AP 4110 Mutual Respect
° BP/AP 4100 Cultural Diversity/Equal Opportunity
° BP/AP 4105 Anti-Discrimination

19.2

A grievance must be filed within forty (40) business days after the grievant discovered or
reasonably could have discovered the circumstances or action giving rise to the grievance.

INFORMAL RESOLUTION
19.3

In every case, before filing a formal, written grievance, the grievant will attempt to resolve
the grievance by an informal conference with the person directly involved or occasioning
the grievance: i.e., the respondent.

19.4

If the grievance is not resolved within ten (10) business days from the date of the action,
the grievant will inform the vice chancellor of human resources who will appoint a
Conciliator to conduct an informal conciliation. If the grievance is filed against the vice
chancellor of human resources, the president of the Administrative Management
Association will appoint a Conciliator to conduct an informal conciliation. All
information and proceedings will remain confidential. Attempts to resolve the grievance
through the Conciliator shall be concluded within 20 business days of the Conciliator’s
appointment.
If the grievance is unable to be resolved informally, either directly with the person directly
involved or through the efforts of the Conciliator, the grievant may proceed in accordance
with the following process.

FORMAL PROCESS
19.5

LEVEL I
If the informal process does not reach an acceptable result, the grievant, within ten (10)
business days of the conclusion of the Conciliator’s efforts or the expiration of the 20
business day period including any agreed upon timeline extensions, whichever occurs first,
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must present the grievance in writing, using Appendix J Administrative Grievance Form,
to the immediate supervisor of the respondent/person occasioning the grievance and file a
copy to the vice chancellor of human resources. If the president is the person accused of
occasioning the grievance, see Level III process. The statement must identify the policy,
rule or regulation alleged to have been violated, and include a clear and concise statement
of the grievance, the circumstances involved, the decision reached at the informal level,
and the specific remedy sought.
The recipient of the grievance will communicate the decision in writing to the employee
within ten (10) business days after receiving the grievance. If the recipient of the
grievance does not respond within ten (10) business days, or any agreed upon extension
thereof, the grievance will be deemed denied and the grievant may proceed with review in
accordance with Level II.
19.6

LEVEL II
If the grievant is not satisfied with the decision at Level I, the grievant may, within five (5)
business days of receiving the Level 1 response or expiration of the 10-day response
period including any approved extensions, whichever occurs first, appeal the decision, in
writing, to the president of the college or designee. The appeal must include a copy of the
original grievance, the decision rendered at Level I, if any, and a clear, concise statement
of the reasons for appealing to Level II. The appeal may not include any new alleged
violation of a policy or rule. The president or designee will communicate a decision in
writing to the grievant within five (5) business days. If the president is the person accused
of occasioning the grievance, see Level III process.
19.6.1

The president or designee may request a personal conference with any or all
parties involved in the grievance.

19.6.2

The president may extend the time frame for response not to exceed an additional
twenty (20) business days, for a total of 25 business days. In the event the
president applies this extension, the grievant will be notified.

19.6.3

The president may convene a five (5) member grievance committee if both
parties agree to accept the recommendation of the committee and agree not to
pursue the grievance to Level IV. The committee will be selected at random
from the membership of the Administrative Management Association. Each
party to the grievance will have one challenge for cause and one preemptive
challenge to the committee members selected by the president.

If the president does not respond within the established timelines or any agreed upon
extension thereof, and a grievance committee was not convened, the grievance will be
deemed denied and the grievant may proceed with review in accordance with Level III.
19.7

LEVEL III
If the grievant is not satisfied with the decision at Level II, the grievant may,
within five (5) business days of receiving the Level II response or expiration of
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the applicable timeframes, including any approved extensions, appeal to the
chancellor of the district. The appeal must include a copy of the original
grievance, the decision rendered at Level II, and a clear, concise statement of the
reasons for appealing to Level III. The appeal may not include any new alleged
violation of a policy or rule. If the president is the person occasioning the
grievance, the grievant is allowed to directly use the appeal method outlined in
Level III. The chancellor, in consultation with the AMA Executive Board, will
determine the resolution to be implemented and will forward a decision within
ten (10) business days.
19.8

LEVEL IV
If the grievant or respondent is not satisfied with the chancellor’s decision at Level III, the
decision may be appealed to the Board of Trustees within ten (10) business days. The
appeal must include a copy of the original grievance, the decision rendered at Level III,
and a clear, concise statement of the reasons for appealing to Level IV. The appeal may
not include any new alleged violation of a policy or rule. The Board of Trustees may
assign the grievance to a designated Hearing Officer. If so designated, the Hearing Officer
shall review the matter and make a recommendation to the Board of Trustees. The Board
of Trustees will review the grievance file and issue a final determination in writing to the
grievant and respondent within thirty (30) business days of receipt of the appeal or
recommendation of the Hearing Officer. The determination of the Board of Trustees shall
be final.

GUIDELINES
19.9

All proceedings, hearings, conferences and meetings dealing with the resolution of
grievances will be considered confidential and private, to the extent allowed by law. All
involved in the grievance process have the right to and obligation to maintain
confidentiality regarding the grievance and employees involved.

19.10

The recipient of a grievance shall issue a response only after appropriate review of the
grievance documents and facts involved in the matter. The recipient, at the recipient’s
discretion, may query the grievant, respondent, or others, and may review additional
materials in an effort to understand and resolve the grievance.

19.11

Time lines may be altered by mutual agreement.

19.12

If, at any level of the formal grievance process, the reviewing party does not provide a
response within the timelines provided, the grievance will be deemed denied and the
grievant may proceed to the next Level for review; except that the decision issued at Level
IV shall be final.

19.13

If at any time the grievant enters into an agreement resolving the grievance or fails to
timely file an appeal to the next Level, the grievance shall be deemed resolved and such
action shall be final.
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19.14

Employees who file grievances are protected from retaliation for filing a grievance. An
employee who files a grievance in bad faith, frivolously, or as retaliation will be subject to
disciplinary action.

19.15

The burden of proof rests with the employee who files the grievance.

19.16

The grievant, the respondent, and other employees involved in the grievance process are
granted a reasonable amount of release time to participate in the process.

19.17

All other employees participating in a grievance review process are protected from
retaliatory acts by employees, students, and agents of the district.

19.18

Failure to follow the above procedure will result in forfeiting the right to pursue the
grievance.
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CHAPTER 20
DISCIPLINARY ACTION REGARDING PROGRAM ADMINISTRATORS
20.1

During the term of a program administrator’s contract the administrator may be terminated
or otherwise disciplined for cause. Discipline is defined as and limited to suspension,
disciplinary reassignment to another administrative position at the same or lower level salary
range, and termination for cause from employment during the term of an administrator’s
contract.

20.2

This Chapter applies only to Program Administrators. See Chapter 21, Disciplinary Action
Regarding Educational Administrators, for information regarding educational
administrators.

CAUSE FOR DISCIPLINE
20.3

A program administrator may be disciplined for cause, including the following:
20.3.1

Incompetence; including physical or mental condition that makes the
administrator unfit for duty;

20.3.2

Unsatisfactory performance including, failure, refusal, or inability to perform the
normal and reasonable duties of the position, including violation of policy, rule
or regulation, or failure to comply with lawful requests from the district;

20.3.3

Gross negligence in the performance of duties;

20.3.4

Insubordination;

20.3.5

Discourteous treatment of employees, students, or other persons;

20.3.6

Sexual harassment of an employee, student or other person;

20.3.7

Making threats against an employee, student, or other person.

20.3.8

Dishonesty;

20.3.9

Use of district time, facilities, equipment, or supplies for private gain or
advantage;

20.3.10 Willful damage of district property or waste of district property;
20.3.11 Immoral or unprofessional conduct;
20.3. 12 Participation in any activity or enterprise or acceptance of any employment that
is inconsistent, incompatible, in conflict with or inimical to the duties of the
position;
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20.3. 13 Conviction of any crime involving moral turpitude or controlled
substances, or conviction of a felony. Conduct specified in Section 1028 of
the Government Code;
20.3. 14 Evident unfitness for service;
20.3. 15 Possession, use or distribution of any controlled substance on district property or
while on district business except when such possession or use is under and in
accordance with a valid written physician’s prescription;
20.3.16 Except when approved as part of a district event, possession of open containers
of alcoholic beverages or consumption of alcohol
while on duty;
20.3.17 Intoxication from alcohol or drugs while on duty at any time and irrespective of
consumption while attending a district event; or
20.3.18 Unexcused or excessive absenteeism or tardiness.
ADMINISTRATIVE LEAVE WITH PAY
20.4

If the president or chancellor has reasonable cause to believe the employee’s continued
presence on the job is not in the best interest of the district or administrator, the president
or chancellor may, at any time, and in consultation with the vice chancellor of human
resources, place the administrator on administrative leave with pay until due process has
been completed. Administrative leave with pay is not a punitive action and shall not be
considered discipline.

DUE PROCESS FOR DISCIPLINE
20.5

The administrator will be notified of the reasons for discipline and which disciplinary
action has been recommended. Such notice shall be hand delivered or sent by certified
mail to the administrator. Disciplinary action shall not be initiated for any cause alleged to
have arisen more than two years preceding the date that the notice of disciplinary action is
filed unless the cause was concealed by the employee when it could be reasonably
assumed that the employee should have disclosed the facts to the district.

20.6

Prior to the imposition of discipline an administrator has the right to have the charges
presented and to respond to those charges orally or in writing. The district will appoint a
Review Officer to present the charges and review the administrator’s response. The
Review Officer will be someone other than the person recommending discipline. The
Review Officer will schedule a meeting to present the charges and provide the
administrator an opportunity to respond to the charges orally and/or in writing, and will
render a recommendation after reviewing the charges and the administrator’s response, if
any.
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20.7

Within ten (10) business days after the Review Officer renders a recommendation pursuant
to the procedure in Section 20.5.2 above, the administrator may appeal the
recommendation for discipline by filing a written request for an appeal, including a written
response to the recommendation along with supporting evidence and/or documentation, to
the Chancellor’s Office. If an appeal is requested, it will be heard by a Hearing Officer
jointly selected by the chancellor or the assigned designee and the president of the
Administrative Management Association.

20.8

The Hearing Officer shall have professional experience presiding at judicial or quasijudicial proceedings or been a member of the California Bar for at least five (5) years. The
Hearing Officer shall not hold any employment or contract (other than as Hearing Officer)
with the Foothill-De Anza Community College District during their service as a Hearing
Officer.

20.9

The administrator may retain counsel to represent the administrator at the hearing. The
district may only retain legal counsel to represent the district in the hearing if the
administrator elects to be represented by legal counsel. An administrator who elects to be
represented by counsel shall notify the chancellor within ten (10) working days of filing a
request for appeal.

20.10

The Hearing Officer will prepare a written recommendation to the chancellor on the
recommendation for discipline and will give a copy to the administrator and the
supervisor. The Hearing Officer will be requested to provide a written decision within
thirty (30) business days following the conclusion of the Hearing.

20.11

The decision may be appealed to the Board of Trustees at the request of the administrator
or chancellor. The Board of Trustees will review the Hearing Officer’s decision and all of
the written material presented to the Hearing Officer as part of the Hearing. No new
information shall be presented. The Board of Trustees’ decision with regard to discipline
of the administrator will be final.

20.12

The timelines for filing an appeal and for concluding review of an appeal shall not delay or
affect the ability of the Board of Trustees to take action on the Notice of Proposed
Discipline.
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CHAPTER 21
DISCIPLINARY ACTION REGARDING EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATORS
21.1

During the term of an educational administrator’s contract the administrator may be
terminated or otherwise disciplined for cause. Discipline shall include suspension,
disciplinary reassignment to another administrative position at the same or lower level
salary range, and termination for cause from employment during the term of an
administrator’s contract.

21.2

This Chapter applies only to Educational Administrators. See Chapter 20 Disciplinary
Action for a Program Administrator, for information regarding program administrators.

CAUSE FOR DISCIPLINE
An educational administrator may be disciplined for the following causes in accordance with
Education Code Section 87732.
21.3.1

Immoral or unprofessional conduct.

21.3.2

Dishonesty.

21.3.3

Unsatisfactory performance.

21.3.4

Evident unfitness for service.

21.3.5

Physical or mental condition that makes the administrator unfit to instruct or
associate with students.

21.3.6

Persistent violation of, or refusal to obey, the school laws of the state or
reasonable regulations prescribed for the government of the community colleges
by the Board of Governors or by the Board of Trustees of Foothill-De Anza
Community College District employing the administrator.

21.3.7

Conviction of a felony or any crime involving moral turpitude.

21.3.8

Conduct specified in Section 1028 of the Government Code.

ADMINISTRATIVE LEAVE WITH PAY
21.4

If the president or chancellor has reasonable cause to believe the employee’s continued
presence on the job is not in the best interest of the district or the employee, the president
or chancellor may, at any time, and in consultation with the vice chancellor of human
resources, place the administrator on administrative leave with pay until due process has
been completed. Administrative leave with pay is not a punitive action and shall not be
considered discipline.
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IMMEDIATE SUSPENSION AND NOTICE OF DISMISSAL
21.5

Upon the filing of written charges, duly signed and verified by the person filing them with
the Board of Trustees of the Foothill-De Anza Community College District, or upon a
written statement of charges formulated by the Board of Trustees, an educational
administrator of the District who is alleged to have engaged in dishonesty, immoral
conduct, or been convicted of a felony or a crime involving moral turpitude, or who is
alleged to be incompetent due to mental disability, or willfully refuses to perform regular
assignments without reasonable cause, the Board of Trustees may, if it deems such action
necessary, immediately suspend the employee from their duties and give notice of that
suspension, and that thirty (30) days after service of the notice he or she will be dismissed,
unless he or she demands a hearing in accordance with this Chapter.

21.6

If any employee is charged with offenses enumerated in Education Code 87736, notice of
suspension and intention to dismiss shall be served in accordance with Education Code
87737.

DUE PROCESS FOR DISCIPLINE
21.7

The following is intended to summarize the provisions of Education Code regarding
penalization or termination of academic administrators. Where conflict in language exists,
Education Code shall prevail.
21.7.1

The Board of Trustees shall not act upon Notice of Proposed Discipline
regarding unprofessional conduct or unsatisfactory performance unless during
the preceding term or half college year prior to the date of the filing of the
charge, and at least ninety (90) days prior to the date of the filing, the Board of
Trustees, or its authorized representative, gives the employee written notice of
the unprofessional conduct or unsatisfactory performance.

21.7.2

The Notice of Proposed Discipline shall be in writing and be served upon the
employee personally, or by United States registered mail addressed to the
employee at their last known address.

21.7.3

If the employee objects to the Board of Trustees; decision or the reasons
therefore on any ground, he or she shall notify the Board of Trustees, the
chancellor, and the president of the college with those objections within thirty
(30) days of the date of service of the notice and may demand a hearing. Service
is defined as the date upon which he is personally served with the notice or the
date that registered service was mailed. If the employee demands a hearing
within thirty (30) days, the matter shall proceed to arbitration or hearing in
accordance with this Chapter.
If the administrator does not demand a hearing within thirty (30) days, the Board
of Trustees’ decision shall be final.
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21.7.4

Within thirty (30) days of receipt by the Board of Trustees of the employee’s
demand for a hearing, the employee and the Board of Trustees shall agree upon
an arbitrator to hear the matter. Where there is an agreement as to the arbitrator,
the employee and the Board of Trustees shall enter into the records of the Board
of Trustees written confirmation of the agreement signed by the employee and an
authorized representative from the Board of Trustees. Upon entry of such
confirmation, the arbitrator shall assume complete and sole jurisdiction over the
matter.

21.7.5

The arbitrator shall conduct proceedings in accordance with Chapter 5,
commencing with Government Code 11500 et seq., except for the right of
discovery of all parties shall not be limited to those matters set forth in
Government Code 11507.6 but shall include rights and duties of any party in a
civil action brought in Superior Court. In all cases, discovery shall be completed
prior to one week before the date set for hearing.

21.7.6

The arbitrator shall determine whether there is cause to dismiss or penalize the
employee. If the arbitrator finds cause, the arbitrator shall determine whether the
employee shall be dismissed, or the precise penalty to be imposed, and whether
the decision should be imposed immediately or postponed pursuant to Education
Code Section 87672.

21.7.7

No witness shall be permitted to testify at the hearing except upon oath or
affirmation. No testimony shall be given or evidence produced relating to
matters that occurred more than four (4) years prior to the date of the filing to the
notice. Evidence of records regularly kept by the Board of Trustees concerning
the employee may be introduced, but no decision relating to the dismissal or
suspension of any employee shall be made on charges of evidence of any nature
relating to matters occurring more than four (4) years prior to the date of filing a
notice unless the cause was concealed by the employee when it could be
reasonably assumed that the employee should have disclosed the facts to the
district.

21.7.8

The district alone shall pay the arbitrator’s fees and expenses, and the cost of the
proceedings as determined by the arbitrator. The cost of the proceedings does
not include any expenses paid by the employee for their counsel, witnesses, or
preparation of presentation of evidence on their behalf.

21.7.9

If within thirty (30) days of receipt of the notification by the Board of Trustees,
no written confirmation of agreement of the employee and the Board of Trustees
as to an arbitrator has been submitted to the Secretary of the Board of Trustees
for entry into its records, the Board of Trustees shall certify the matter to the
California Office of Administrative Hearings and request the appointment of an
Administrative Law Judge.
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21.7.10 The Administrative Law Judge shall conduct proceedings in accordance with the
section governing arbitration in this Chapter.
21.7.11 The Administrative Law Judge shall determine whether there is cause to dismiss
or penalize the employee. If the Administrative Law Judge finds cause, the
Administrative Law Judge shall determine whether the employee shall be
dismissed, or the precise penalty to be imposed, and whether the decision should
be imposed immediately or postponed pursuant to Education Code Section
87672.
21.7.12 The decision of the arbitrator or Administrative Law Judge, as the case may be,
on petition from either the Board of Trustees or the employee, may be reviewed
by a Court of competent jurisdiction under the procedures set forth in Education
Code Section 87682.
21.7.13 Prior to imposing final action on discipline, the conditions which are specified in
Education Code Section 87682 shall be satisfied.
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APPENDIX A
GUIDELINES FOR STEP PLACEMENT ON THE SALARY SCHEDULE
Initial Step Placement Guidelines:
Current Employee
• A current regular faculty or classified employee who has accepted an administrative
appointment shall be placed on the salary schedule
o At the step that is at least 10% above his/her current salary; or
o In accordance with the following guidelines for salary placement;
o Whichever is higher.
New Administrator:
• Normally, salary placement is at Step 1 of the salary schedule and may be placed as
high as the sixth step of the salary schedule with documentation of previous experience
as provided below.
• Experience used to meet minimum qualifications shall not also be used for step
placement.
• Credit for experience in one category shall not also be used for credit in another
category.
• Initial step placement above step six may only be requested for highly unusual or
extenuating circumstances, requires approval of the chancellor, and is subject to
approval of the Board itself.
Credit for previous experience may be granted as follows:
Experience
1

Public or Private Higher Education

Step Credit Per Years of
Experience
One step for each year

2

California Public High School

One step for each year

3

Public Sector City, County, State, or Federal
Government

One step for each two years

4

Non-Management Professional Experience for an
Educational Institution
For example, as an attorney or CPA
providing professional services for an
accredited education institution

One step for each two years

5

Management or Non-Management Experience for
a Private Sector Organization
For example, as a senior lead researcher
for a position responsible for institutional
research, senior lead health professional
for a position responsible for allied health
programs, or a licensed professional in a
related occupation.

One step for each two years
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6

Additional Experience as Part of an Unpaid
Assignment or Following a Course of Study
For example, management internship
and/or fellowship. In any accredited
education institution or private sector
organization

One step for each two years

Additional related work experience not credited
per above.
Unusual and requires documentation
outside of usual categories. Requires
Chancellor approval.

One step for each two years

These guidelines may be used as a guide for placement, but do not constitute a right to specific
or additional step placement. The district retains its right to make salary placement decisions.
Decisions regarding step placement are not subject to grievance or appeal.
Initial Step Placement Guidelines:
A current regular faculty or classified employee who has accepted an administrative
appointment shall be placed on the salary schedule at the step that is at least 10% above
his/her current salary or in accordance with the following guidelines for salary placement,
whichever is higher.
Normally, a new administrator shall be placed at Step 1 and may be placed as high as Step 6 of
the salary schedule depending on credit for previous experience as provided below. Experience
used to meet minimum qualifications shall not also be used for step placement. Further, credit
for experience in one category shall not also be used for credit in another category. Initial step
placement above step six may only be requested for highly unusual or extenuating
circumstances, requires approval of the chancellor, and is subject to approval of the Board itself.
Credit for previous experience may be granted as follows:
1. Public or Private Higher Education:
Credit for previous related, equivalent-level, full-time administrative management
experience in an accredited public or private higher education institution may be
granted on the basis of one step for each year of full-time equivalent work
experience.
2. California Public High School:
Credit for previous related, equivalent-level, full-time administrative management
experience in a California public high school may be granted on the basis of one step
for each year of full-time equivalent work experience.
3. Public Sector City, County, State, or Federal Government:
Credit for relevant, equivalent-level, full-time administrative management experience
in a public sector city, county, state, or federal government organization may be
granted on the basis of one step for each two years of full-time equivalent work
experience.
4. Non-Management Professional Experience for an Educational Institution:
Credit for previous related, equivalent-level, non-management professional
experience in the discipline in, or directly for, an accredited education institution, at
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the high school level or above, may be granted on the basis of one step for each two
years of full-time equivalent work experience. This credit shall apply only in unusual
circumstances where the professional experience is directly relevant to the
administrative responsibilities of the position for which the candidate is being hired.
For example, as an attorney or CPA providing professional services for an accredited
education institution may be granted one step for each two years of work experience.
5. Management or Non-Management Experience for a Private Sector Organization:
Credit for previous related, equivalent-level, administrative management or nonmanagement professional experience in the discipline for a relevant private sector
organization may be granted on the basis of one step for each two years of full-time
equivalent work experience. This credit shall apply only in unusual circumstances
where the experience is directly relevant to the administrative responsibilities of the
position for which the candidate is being hired. For example, as a senior lead
researcher for a position responsible for institutional research, senior lead health
professional for a position responsible for allied health programs, or a licensed
professional in a related occupation.
6. Additional Experience as Part of an Unpaid Assignment or Following a Course of Study:
Credit for previous relevant, equivalent-level, appropriate work experience in any
accredited education institution or private sector organization, as part of an unpaid
position or related to, but not required as part of, a course of study, and not included
above, may be granted on the basis of one step for each two years of full-time
equivalent work experience; for example, management internship and/or fellowship.
A new administrator employee with additional related work experience not credited per above
may request that additional step(s) be granted. The request and supporting documentation
shall be submitted to the president or vice chancellor with a copy to the vice chancellor of
human resources/EO. The president or vice chancellor, in consultation with the vice chancellor
of human resources/EO, shall make a recommendation to the chancellor. The chancellor may
grant additional step(s) on the basis of one step for each two years of specific work experience.
Further, in unusual circumstances the chancellor may consider eminence in the administrator’s
field and must be accompanied by statements from experts in the field or as evidenced by the
production of tangible products, such as publications or presentations to professional
organizations that would require a depth and breadth of relevant knowledge and experience to
warrant the placement.
The chancellor may also consider internal equity considerations that include a review of salary
placements of similar administrators, and competitiveness of the external market. Additionally,
the chancellor may also consider efforts to recruit a candidate that meets the standards for
selection and expectations for performance within the normal placement range.
Part-time and/or less than full annual contracts shall be provided credit on a pro rata basis.
These guidelines may be used as a guide for placement, but do not constitute a right to specific
or additional step placement. The district retains its right to make salary placement decisions.
Decisions regarding step placement are not subject to grievance or appeal.
For questions, clarifications, or assistance with a request, the administrator may contact the
District Office of Human Resources or any member of the Executive Board of the Administrative
Management Association; information available at http://fhda.edu/ama.
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APPENDIX A.1
FOOTHILL - DE ANZA COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
ADMINISTRATOR SALARY SCHEDULE
2016-2017
Annual
Monthly
Hourly

Annual
Monthly
Hourly

Annual
Monthly
Hourly

Annual
Monthly
Hourly

Annual
Monthly
Hourly

Annual
Monthly
Hourly

Annual
Monthly
Hourly

Annual
Monthly
Hourly

Effective
Date

Sched

Range

Step

7/1/2016

A2/A3

P-Tier 1

1

$156,932.62

2

$164,779.25

3

$173,018.21

4

$181,669.12

5

$190,752.58

6

$200,290.21

7

$210,304.72

8

$220,819.95

Min

1

$13,077.72

2

$13,731.60

3

$14,418.18

4

$15,139.09

5

$15,896.05

6

$16,690.85

7

$17,525.39

8

$18,401.66

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

$75.16
$160,316.62
$13,359.72
$76.78
$163,700.62
$13,641.72
$78.40

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

$78.92
$168,163.25
$14,013.60
$80.54
$171,547.25
$14,295.60
$82.16

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

$82.86
$176,402.21
$14,700.18
$84.48
$179,786.21
$14,982.18
$86.10

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

$87.01
$185,053.12
$15,421.09
$88.63
$188,437.12
$15,703.09
$90.25

5
5
5
5
5
5
5

$91.36
$194,136.58
$16,178.05
$92.98
$197,520.58
$16,460.05
$94.60

6
6
6
6
6
6
6

$95.92
$203,674.21
$16,972.85
$97.55
$207,058.21
$17,254.85
$99.17

7
7
7
7
7
7
7

$100.72
$213,688.72
$17,807.39
$102.34
$217,072.72
$18,089.39
$103.96

8
8
8
8
8
8
8

$105.76
$224,203.95
$18,683.66
$107.38
$227,587.95
$18,965.66
$109.00

O-Tier 1

1

$150,174.79

2

$157,683.53

3

$165,567.71

4

$173,846.09

5

$182,538.40

6

$191,665.32

7

$201,248.58

8

$211,311.01

Min

1

$12,514.57

2

$13,140.29

3

$13,797.31

4

$14,487.17

5

$15,211.53

6

$15,972.11

7

$16,770.72

8

$17,609.25

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

$71.92
$153,558.79
$12,796.57
$73.54
$156,942.79
$13,078.57
$75.16

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

$75.52
$161,067.53
$13,422.29
$77.14
$164,451.53
$13,704.29
$78.76

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

$79.29
$168,951.71
$14,079.31
$80.92
$172,335.71
$14,361.31
$82.54

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

$83.26
$177,230.09
$14,769.17
$84.88
$180,614.09
$15,051.17
$86.50

5
5
5
5
5
5
5

$87.42
$185,922.40
$15,493.53
$89.04
$189,306.40
$15,775.53
$90.66

6
6
6
6
6
6
6

$91.79
$195,049.32
$16,254.11
$93.41
$198,433.32
$16,536.11
$95.04

7
7
7
7
7
7
7

$96.38
$204,632.58
$17,052.72
$98.00
$208,016.58
$17,334.72
$99.62

8
8
8
8
8
8
8

$101.20
$214,695.01
$17,891.25
$102.82
$218,079.01
$18,173.25
$104.44

N-Tier 1

1

$143,707.96

2

$150,893.36

3

$158,438.02

4

$166,359.93

5

$174,677.92

6

$183,411.82

7

$192,582.41

8

$202,211.53

Min

1

$11,975.66

2

$12,574.45

3

$13,203.17

4

$13,863.33

5

$14,556.49

6

$15,284.32

7

$16,048.53

8

$16,850.96

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

$68.83
$147,091.96
$12,257.66
$70.45
$150,475.96
$12,539.66
$72.07

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

$72.27
$154,277.36
$12,856.45
$73.89
$157,661.36
$13,138.45
$75.51

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

$75.88
$161,822.02
$13,485.17
$77.50
$165,206.02
$13,767.17
$79.12

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

$79.67
$169,743.93
$14,145.33
$81.29
$173,127.93
$14,427.33
$82.92

5
5
5
5
5
5
5

$83.66
$178,061.92
$14,838.49
$85.28
$181,445.92
$15,120.49
$86.90

6
6
6
6
6
6
6

$87.84
$186,795.82
$15,566.32
$89.46
$190,179.82
$15,848.32
$91.08

7
7
7
7
7
7
7

$92.23
$195,966.41
$16,330.53
$93.85
$199,350.41
$16,612.53
$95.47

8
8
8
8
8
8
8

$96.84
$205,595.53
$17,132.96
$98.47
$208,979.53
$17,414.96
$100.09

M-Tier 1

1

$137,511.33

2

$144,386.90

3

$151,606.24

4

$159,186.55

5

$167,145.88

6

$175,503.17

7

$184,278.33

8

$193,492.25

Min

1

$11,459.28

2

$12,032.24

3

$12,633.85

4

$13,265.55

5

$13,928.82

6

$14,625.26

7

$15,356.53

8

$16,124.35

M-Tier 2
Min + 36 Units

1
1
1
1

$65.86
$140,895.33
$11,741.28
$67.48

2
2
2
2

$69.15
$147,770.90
$12,314.24
$70.77

3
3
3
3

$72.61
$154,990.24
$12,915.85
$74.23

4
4
4
4

$76.24
$162,570.55
$13,547.55
$77.86

5
5
5
5

$80.05
$170,529.88
$14,210.82
$81.67

6
6
6
6

$84.05
$178,887.17
$14,907.26
$85.67

7
7
7
7

$88.26
$187,662.33
$15,638.53
$89.88

8
8
8
8

$92.67
$196,876.25
$16,406.35
$94.29

Range P

P-Tier 2
Min + 36 Units
P-Tier 3
Min + 72 Units
7/1/2016

A2/A3

Range O

O-Tier 2
Min + 36 Units
O-Tier 3
Min + 72 Units
7/1/2016

A2/A3

Range N

N-Tier 2
Min + 36 Units
N-Tier 3
Min + 72 Units
7/1/2016
Range M

A2/A3

Step

Step

Step
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Step

Step

Step

Step

APPENDIX A.1
FOOTHILL - DE ANZA COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
ADMINISTRATOR SALARY SCHEDULE
2016-2017

7/1/2016

A2/A3

Range L

M-Tier 3
Min + 72 Units

1
1
1

$144,279.33
$12,023.28
$69.10

2
2
2

$151,154.90
$12,596.24
$72.39

3
3
3

$158,374.24
$13,197.85
$75.85

4
4
4

$165,954.55
$13,829.55
$79.48

5
5
5

$173,913.88
$14,492.82
$83.29

6
6
6

$182,271.17
$15,189.26
$87.29

7
7
7

$191,046.33
$15,920.53
$91.50

8
8
8

$200,260.25
$16,688.35
$95.91

L-Tier 1

1

$132,126.45

2

$138,732.77

3

$145,669.41

4

$152,952.88

5

$160,600.53

6

$168,630.55

7

$177,062.08

8

$185,915.19

Min

1

$11,010.54

2

$11,561.06

3

$12,139.12

4

$12,746.07

5

$13,383.38

6

$14,052.55

7

$14,755.17

8

$15,492.93

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

$63.28
$135,510.45
$11,292.54
$64.90
$138,894.45
$11,574.54
$66.52
$127,535.24
$10,627.94
$61.08
$130,919.24
$10,909.94
$62.70
$134,303.24
$11,191.94
$64.32
$121,787.29
$10,148.94
$58.33
$125,171.29
$10,430.94
$59.95
$128,555.29
$10,712.94
$61.57
$110,551.04
$9,212.59
$52.95
$113,935.04
$9,494.59
$54.57

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

$66.44
$142,116.77
$11,843.06
$68.06
$145,500.77
$12,125.06
$69.68
$133,912.01
$11,159.33
$64.13
$137,296.01
$11,441.33
$65.75
$140,680.01
$11,723.33
$67.38
$127,876.65
$10,656.39
$61.24
$131,260.65
$10,938.39
$62.86
$134,644.65
$11,220.39
$64.48
$116,078.59
$9,673.22
$55.59
$119,462.59
$9,955.22
$57.21

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

$69.77
$149,053.41
$12,421.12
$71.39
$152,437.41
$12,703.12
$73.01
$140,607.61
$11,717.30
$67.34
$143,991.61
$11,999.30
$68.96
$147,375.61
$12,281.30
$70.58
$134,270.49
$11,189.21
$64.31
$137,654.49
$11,471.21
$65.93
$141,038.49
$11,753.21
$67.55
$121,882.52
$10,156.88
$58.37
$125,266.52
$10,438.88
$59.99

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

$73.25
$156,336.88
$13,028.07
$74.87
$159,720.88
$13,310.07
$76.49
$147,637.99
$12,303.17
$70.71
$151,021.99
$12,585.17
$72.33
$154,405.99
$12,867.17
$73.95
$140,984.01
$11,748.67
$67.52
$144,368.01
$12,030.67
$69.14
$147,752.01
$12,312.67
$70.76
$127,976.65
$10,664.72
$61.29
$131,360.65
$10,946.72
$62.91

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

$76.92
$163,984.53
$13,665.38
$78.54
$167,368.53
$13,947.38
$80.16
$155,019.89
$12,918.32
$74.24
$158,403.89
$13,200.32
$75.86
$161,787.89
$13,482.32
$77.48
$148,033.21
$12,336.10
$70.90
$151,417.21
$12,618.10
$72.52
$154,801.21
$12,900.10
$74.14
$134,375.48
$11,197.96
$64.36
$137,759.48
$11,479.96
$65.98

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

$80.76
$172,014.55
$14,334.55
$82.38
$175,398.55
$14,616.55
$84.00
$162,770.88
$13,564.24
$77.96
$166,154.88
$13,846.24
$79.58
$169,538.88
$14,128.24
$81.20
$155,434.87
$12,952.91
$74.44
$158,818.87
$13,234.91
$76.06
$162,202.87
$13,516.91
$77.68
$141,094.25
$11,757.85
$67.57
$144,478.25
$12,039.85
$69.19

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

$84.80
$180,446.08
$15,037.17
$86.42
$183,830.08
$15,319.17
$88.04
$170,909.42
$14,242.45
$81.85
$174,293.42
$14,524.45
$83.47
$177,677.42
$14,806.45
$85.09
$163,206.62
$13,600.55
$78.16
$166,590.62
$13,882.55
$79.78
$169,974.62
$14,164.55
$81.41
$148,148.96
$12,345.75
$70.95
$151,532.96
$12,627.75
$72.57

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

$89.04
$189,299.19
$15,774.93
$90.66
$192,683.19
$16,056.93
$92.28
$179,454.90
$14,954.57
$85.95
$182,838.90
$15,236.57
$87.57
$186,222.90
$15,518.57
$89.19
$171,366.95
$14,280.58
$82.07
$174,750.95
$14,562.58
$83.69
$178,134.95
$14,844.58
$85.31
$155,556.41
$12,963.03
$74.50
$158,940.41
$13,245.03
$76.12

L-Tier 2
Min + 36 Units
L-Tier 3
Min + 72 Units
7/1/2016
Range K

A2/A3

K-Tier 1
Min
K-Tier 2
Min + 36 Units
K-Tier 3
Min + 72 Units

7/1/2016
Range J

A2/A3

J-Tier 1
Min
J-Tier 2
Min+36 Units
J-Tier 3
Min+72 Units

7/1/2016
Range I

A2/A3

I-Tier 1
Min
I-Tier 2
Min+36 Units
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APPENDIX A.1
FOOTHILL - DE ANZA COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
ADMINISTRATOR SALARY SCHEDULE
2016-2017
7/1/2016
Range I

A2/A3

I-Tier 3
Min+72 Units

1
1
1

$117,319.04
$9,776.59
$56.19

2
2
2

$122,846.59
$10,237.22
$58.83

3
3
3

$128,650.52
$10,720.88
$61.61

4
4
4

$134,744.65
$11,228.72
$64.53

5
5
5

$141,143.48
$11,761.96
$67.60

6
6
6

$147,862.25
$12,321.85
$70.82

7
7
7

$154,916.96
$12,909.75
$74.19

8
8
8

$162,324.41
$13,527.03
$77.74

7/1/2016

A2/A3

H-Tier 1

1

$100,609.69

2

$105,640.17

3

$110,922.18

4

$116,468.29

5

$122,291.70

6

$128,406.29

7

$134,826.60

8

$141,567.93

Min

1

$8,384.14

2

$8,803.35

3

$9,243.51

4

$9,705.69

5

$10,190.98

6

$10,700.52

7

$11,235.55

8

$11,797.33

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

$48.18
$103,993.69
$8,666.14
$49.81
$107,377.69
$8,948.14
$51.43

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

$50.59
$109,024.17
$9,085.35
$52.21
$112,408.17
$9,367.35
$53.84

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

$53.12
$114,306.18
$9,525.51
$54.74
$117,690.18
$9,807.51
$56.37

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

$55.78
$119,852.29
$9,987.69
$57.40
$123,236.29
$10,269.69
$59.02

5
5
5
5
5
5
5

$58.57
$125,675.70
$10,472.98
$60.19
$129,059.70
$10,754.98
$61.81

6
6
6
6
6
6
6

$61.50
$131,790.29
$10,982.52
$63.12
$135,174.29
$11,264.52
$64.74

7
7
7
7
7
7
7

$64.57
$138,210.60
$11,517.55
$66.19
$141,594.60
$11,799.55
$67.81

8
8
8
8
8
8
8

$67.80
$144,951.93
$12,079.33
$69.42
$148,335.93
$12,361.33
$71.04

G-Tier 1

1

$92,082.91

2

$96,687.06

3

$101,521.41

4

$106,597.48

5

$111,927.36

6

$117,523.73

7

$123,399.91

8

$129,569.91

Min

1

$7,673.58

2

$8,057.25

3

$8,460.12

4

$8,883.12

5

$9,327.28

6

$9,793.64

7

$10,283.33

8

$10,797.49

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

$44.10
$95,466.91
$7,955.58
$45.72
$98,850.91
$8,237.58
$47.34

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

$46.31
$100,071.06
$8,339.25
$47.93
$103,455.06
$8,621.25
$49.55

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

$48.62
$104,905.41
$8,742.12
$50.24
$108,289.41
$9,024.12
$51.86

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

$51.05
$109,981.48
$9,165.12
$52.67
$113,365.48
$9,447.12
$54.29

5
5
5
5
5
5
5

$53.61
$115,311.36
$9,609.28
$55.23
$118,695.36
$9,891.28
$56.85

6
6
6
6
6
6
6

$56.29
$120,907.73
$10,075.64
$57.91
$124,291.73
$10,357.64
$59.53

7
7
7
7
7
7
7

$59.10
$126,783.91
$10,565.33
$60.72
$130,167.91
$10,847.33
$62.34

8
8
8
8
8
8
8

$62.05
$132,953.91
$11,079.49
$63.68
$136,337.91
$11,361.49
$65.30

F-Tier 1

1

$84,592.04

2

$88,821.64

3

$93,262.72

4

$97,925.86

5

$102,822.15

6

$107,963.26

7

$113,361.42

8

$119,029.49

Min

1

$7,049.34

2

$7,401.80

3

$7,771.89

4

$8,160.49

5

$8,568.51

6

$8,996.94

7

$9,446.78

8

$9,919.12

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

$40.51
$87,976.04
$7,331.34
$42.13
$91,360.04
$7,613.34
$43.75

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

$42.54
$92,205.64
$7,683.80
$44.16
$95,589.64
$7,965.80
$45.78

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

$44.67
$96,646.72
$8,053.89
$46.29
$100,030.72
$8,335.89
$47.91

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

$46.90
$101,309.86
$8,442.49
$48.52
$104,693.86
$8,724.49
$50.14

5
5
5
5
5
5
5

$49.24
$106,206.15
$8,850.51
$50.87
$109,590.15
$9,132.51
$52.49

6
6
6
6
6
6
6

$51.71
$111,347.26
$9,278.94
$53.33
$114,731.26
$9,560.94
$54.95

7
7
7
7
7
7
7

$54.29
$116,745.42
$9,728.78
$55.91
$120,129.42
$10,010.78
$57.53

8
8
8
8
8
8
8

$57.01
$122,413.49
$10,201.12
$58.63
$125,797.49
$10,483.12
$60.25

E-Tier 1

1

$78,274.56

2

$82,188.28

3

$86,297.70

4

$90,612.58

5

$95,143.21

6

$99,900.37

7

$104,895.39

8

$110,140.16

Min

1

$6,522.88

2

$6,849.02

3

$7,191.47

4

$7,551.05

5

$7,928.60

6

$8,325.03

7

$8,741.28

8

$9,178.35

E-Tier 2
Min + 36 Units

1
1
1
1

$37.49
$81,658.56
$6,804.88
$39.11

2
2
2
2

$39.36
$85,572.28
$7,131.02
$40.98

3
3
3
3

$41.33
$89,681.70
$7,473.47
$42.95

4
4
4
4

$43.40
$93,996.58
$7,833.05
$45.02

5
5
5
5

$45.57
$98,527.21
$8,210.60
$47.19

6
6
6
6

$47.85
$103,284.37
$8,607.03
$49.47

7
7
7
7

$50.24
$108,279.39
$9,023.28
$51.86

8
8
8
8

$52.75
$113,524.16
$9,460.35
$54.37

Range H

H-Tier 2
Min + 36 Units
H-Tier 3
Min + 72 Units
7/1/2016

A2/A3

Range G

G-Tier 2
Min + 36 Units
G-Tier 3
Min + 72 Units
7/1/2016

A2/A3

Range F

F-Tier 2
Min + 36 Units
F-Tier 3
Min + 72 Units
7/1/2016
Range E

A2/A3
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FOOTHILL - DE ANZA COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
ADMINISTRATOR SALARY SCHEDULE
2016-2017
7/1/2016
Range E

A2/A3

E-Tier 3
Min + 72 Units

1
1
1

$85,042.56
$7,086.88
$40.73

2
2
2

$88,956.28
$7,413.02
$42.60

3
3
3

$93,065.70
$7,755.47
$44.57

4
4
4

$97,380.58
$8,115.05
$46.64

5
5
5

$101,911.21
$8,492.60
$48.81

6
6
6

$106,668.37
$8,889.03
$51.09

7
7
7

$111,663.39
$9,305.28
$53.48

8
8
8

$116,908.16
$9,742.35
$55.99

NOTES REGARDING TYPES OF EARNINGS:
Administrative Achievement Award (AAA)/Professional Achievement Award (PAA):
An administrator must meet the requirements of the award. After the award has been received for four
years, the administrator shall be eligible to apply for the next award. The increments are cumulative and
will be paid as follows:
AAA (Administrators)
After 4 years & 1 year at Top Step
AAA #1
$3000 per year
AAA #2
$3750 per year
After 4 years @ AAA #1
AAA #3
$4250 per year
After 4 years @ AAA #2
AAA #4
$4500 per year
After 4 years @ AAA #3
Maximum
$15,500 per year

Salary Placement and Educational Achievement Recognition:
Administrators who successfully complete additional units of education from an accredited institution
subsequent to the attainment of the minimum degree required for their positon shall be eligible to be placed
on the salary step reflecting such educational attainment. Administrators who have been granted
equivalency shall be deemed to have met the minimum degree required for the position. Please refer to
Administrator Handbook, Chapter 8.21 Educational Achievement Recognition for more information.
Tier
Tier 1
Tier 2
Tier 2

PAA (Faculty)
PAA #1

$3000 per year

PAA #2
PAA #3
PAA #4
Maximum

$3750 per year
$4250 per year
$4500 per year
$15,500 per year

Requirements
Meets Min Quals for the position
Meets Min Quals and has attained an
additional 36-71 semester units
Meets Min Quals and has attained an
additional 72 semester units

Additional Pay per contracted mont
None
$282 over Tier 1
$564 over Tier 1

After 4 years & 1 year at Top Step + PGA units

After 4 years @ PAA #1 + PGA units
After 4 years @ PAA #2 + PGA units
After 4 years @ PAA #3 + PGA units

* Administrators who earn a doctorate degree from an accredited institution, irrespective of the degree required
for the position, shall be placed at not less than Tier 2 of the salary schedule.

After the fourth award, the administrator shall continue to receive the awards earned in the AAA/PAA
program as long as he or she remains an eligible employee of the District but shall not be eligible for
additional awards. An administrator may receive no more than a total of four awards (PAA and AAA) as
faculty member or administrator.
Refer to Administrative Handbook for additional eligibility requirements.
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APPENDIX A.2
REQUEST FOR REEVALUATION OF SALARY PLACEMENT

Administrator Name:

CWID:

Title:
Campus/Location: DA

FH

CS

Date of Hire In this Position:

STEP PLACEMENT BACKGROUND
Initial Salary Step Placement in this Position:
Proposed/Revised Initial Step Placement, If Using the Salary Placement Guide:
Additional Experience beyond the
Minimum Qualifications at the time of Hire
Years Beyond Minimum =

_______________________

Administrator
• I understand that if I am already at Step 8 of the salary range as of July 1, 2016
(2016-2017 Contract Year) I am not eligible for a reevaluation of my step placement.
• I understand that any revision to my Step placement will be based on the Salary
Placement Guide criteria.
• I have attached supporting documentation for my request, including:
o My resume which demonstrates my additional years of experience.
o Verification of employment experience from prior employers.
o A copy of my current job description (may be found at
http://hr.fhda.edu/class-comp/_administrator-job-description.html )

___________________________________
Administrator Signature

__________________________
Date

____________________________________
Supervisor Signature

__________________________
Date

For District HR Use Only
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APPENDIX B
ADMINISTRATIVE ACHIEVEMENT AWARD APPLICATION
ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA FOR THE ADMINISTRATIVE ACHIEVEMENT AWARD:
• Please see Chapter 12
DATE:
APPLICANT NAME:
DIVISION/DEPARTMENT
FIRST DAY EMPLOYED AS AN ADMINISTRATOR:
I AM APPLYING FOR MY

1ST

2ND

3RD

4TH APPLICATION.

Signature of Applicant Requesting Administrative Achievement Award (AAA)

Date

THIS AREA TO BE COMPLETED BY THE EVALUATING ADMINISTRATOR
Application Checklist:
1. A letter of application
2. Current “comprehensive” evaluation*.
3. Four-Year Summary of Professional Growth Activities.
4. Special service activity for each year of the four years.
∗

I do

Chapter 12.3 defines “current” to be within the three-year period immediately preceding the
award application.

/ do not

recommend approval.

Supervisor Name & Title

Supervisor Signature

College President or Vice Chancellor

Date
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APPENDIX C
PROCEDURES FOR CONDUCTING A COMPREHENSIVE EVALUATION FOR AN
ADMINISTRATOR
A supervisor may select one of the following procedures to conduct the comprehensive
evaluation of an administrator. Regardless of the procedure selected, the administrator and the
supervisor will identify the participants.
OPTION 1
The administrator’s supervisor (or designee) conducts at least one Evaluation Session to
provide participants an opportunity to respond to the Comprehensive Evaluation. The
Supervisor will invite all of the participants identified by the administrator and the supervisor to
the Evaluation Session.
The invitation will include the name/title of the administrator being evaluated, a short
presentation of the goals for that three-year period, a soft copy of the evaluation instrument and
an explanation of the choices for participation. Additional sessions may be offered at the
discretion of the administrator’s supervisor. At the beginning of each session participants will
sign in on a participants roster. The participants will complete separate evaluations without
discussion or comment. At the end of the session the forms will be collected and the signed
roster will be submitted with an equal number of completed forms.
Participants who are unable to attend may submit the instrument in either paper or soft copy
format along with the signature page without attending the Evaluation Session. In no case shall
the administrator include an anonymous response.
The administrator’s supervisor will tabulate all responses and develop a comprehensive
summary to be discussed with the administrator. The summary shall be included with the
evaluation form submitted to Human Resources for inclusion in the Personnel file.
OPTION 2
The administrator’s supervisor convenes an Evaluation Committee consisting of one faculty
member, one classified staff member and one administrative peer. Each member of the
committee is responsible for distributing and collecting the evaluation form to/from his/her
constituency. The Committee members tabulate the responses from each employee group,
summarize the comments and provide the summary to the administrator’s supervisor. In no
case shall the committee consider an anonymous response.
The administrator’s supervisor will develop a comprehensive summary to be discussed with the
administrator. The summary shall be included with the evaluation form submitted to Human
Resources for inclusion in the Personnel file
OPTION 3
The administrator’s supervisor distributes the comprehensive evaluation forms to the
participants jointly selected with the administrator. The forms are returned to the administrator
who separates the signed cover sheet from the evaluation before reading the evaluation. In no
case shall the administrator include an anonymous response.
The administrator’s supervisor will tabulate all responses and develop a comprehensive
summary to be discussed with the administrator. The summary shall be included with the
evaluation form submitted to Human Resources for inclusion.
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APPENDIX C.1
ADMINISTRATIVE PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL FORM
Philosophy and The performance of all Foothill-De Anza Community College District
Policy administrators shall be evaluated annually. Evaluations shall be
thorough, fair, and objective. It shall be designed to improve the
overall operation of the organization and to assist the administrator in
the growth and development of professional abilities, as well as to
identify areas of strengths and weaknesses. The process will aid the
administrator in the improvement of performance and provide a basis
for performance pay adjustments.
The evaluation process promotes and supports appropriate
management and leadership skills, and assures that administrators
have goals which are in line with the overarching goals of the FoothillDe Anza Community College District.
Communication The administrator appraisal process is an on-going communications
process. The process provides an overall evaluation of an
administrator’s work performance and the opportunity for the
supervisor and administrator to discuss the administrator’s work
performance in terms of the Foothill-De Anza Community College
District goals and objectives.
Administrators are evaluated in three categories: Position
Responsibilities, Annual Goals, and Behavioral Skills. In addition to
this, each administrator must complete a self-evaluation which
includes a professional development plan. Effective administrators
possess strong communication skills, leadership, teamwork,
professional knowledge and expertise, administrative skills and
diversity leadership.
Rating The performance review will affect the administrator’s step
advancement and should be fully and carefully considered. In order
to provide the most consistent and objective ratings, the following
definitions are provided
EX
Excellent
Performance is outstanding in all areas of position responsibility in
one or more of these areas, job performance is noticeably
remarkable, superior, or noteworthy. Evaluator must provide written
verification/explanation of this rating.
GSP
Good Solid Performance
Performance is sound and reliable; produces results consistent with
expectations; fulfills management standards of the district.
Performance of duties is fully effective in all area.
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NI
Needs Improvement
Performance is deficient in one or more areas of position
responsibility and falls short of achieving primary goals and
objectives. A plan for development or additional experience on the
job is needed to achieve good, solid performance. This rating must
be substantiated by supporting observations and examples and the
evaluator must provide specific recommendations for improvement.
U
Unsatisfactory
Performance consistently fails to meet job expectations.
Improvement is essential to continued employment in position. The
evaluator must provide specific examples of unsatisfactory
performance and a specific plan for improvement.
NA/O
Not Applicable or Observable
This rating is given when the rating factor does not apply or when job
performance has not been observed.
Procedures The ratings on the previous page are used for two major sections of
the form: Position Responsibilities, and Annual Goals. Each of the
four to seven Position Responsibilities are reviewed and an overall
evaluation rating provided. The same procedure is followed for
Annual
Goals.
The Comprehensive Evaluation form provides an opportunity to
assess behavioral skills in the following areas: 1) Administrative
Skills, Planning and Organization; 2) Leadership; 3) Teamwork and
Supervision; and 4) Knowledge, Experience and Communication.
The rating for the comprehensive portion of the evaluation is
determined by the administrator’s supervisor after a review of all the
forms received.
The Overall Rating for the evaluation is determined by the
administrator’s supervisor who must provide a written rationale for
the overall rating.
Each administrator must complete a self-evaluation in a format
mutually agreed upon between the administrator and the supervisor.
The self-evaluation is an opportunity for the administrator to identify
performance strengths, note circumstances that may have affected
performance either positively or negatively, and inform the supervisor
of particular accomplishments that may not be reflected in other
portions of the evaluation.
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Implementation Immediate Supervisor and Administrator Meet
(Before end of the Academic Year)
• Review District and College goals
• Develop annual administrator goals and related objectives
• Review job description and identify current major
responsibilities
• Review feedback from comprehensive evaluation
Mid-Year Review Immediate Supervisor and Administrator Meet
(December)
• Review progress toward goals and adjust as needed
Review/ Immediate Supervisor and Administrator Meet
Summation (Completed by March 1st)
Session
• Formal evaluation on previous year’s performance only
o Major position responsibilities
o Goals
o Behavioral skill areas
o Administrator’s self evaluation
• Establish new goals for the subsequent year
• Issue written evaluation with placement.
Three-Year Every third year, the administrator and supervisor will prepare a list of
Reviews individuals to participate in the administrator's evaluation pool. The
individuals identified should include persons within the
administrator's sphere of influence and/or persons who are
knowledgeable of the administrator's work, including all full time
faculty and a representative number of part time faculty in a particular
division or department, staff, peers, students, and, where appropriate,
community members, vendors or service providers. Each individual
will be asked to complete a comprehensive evaluation form.
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NAME:

TITLE:

Performance Evaluation Key:

EX: Excellent
NI: Needs Improvement
NA/O: Not Applicable/Observed

GSP: Good Solid Performance
U: Unsatisfactory

POSITION RESPONSIBILITIES
Implementation

Review

LIST 4-7 MAJOR POSITION
RESPONSIBILITIES

SUPERVISOR’S COMMENTS

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Position Responsibility Rating
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ANNUAL GOALS
Implementation

Review

LIST 3-5 GOALS* FOR PERFORMANCE
PERIOD*
*identify measurable objectives with supervisor

SUPERVISOR’S COMMENTS

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Annual Goal Rating
How do these goals relate to the overall organizational goals? (Implementation phase)

What problems/challenges are anticipated in reaching these goals? (Implementation phase)
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COMPREHENSIVE ADMINISTRATOR EVALUATION FORM

Administrator

Position

Division/Department

Evaluation Period: From:

To:

The District promotes high professional standards among its administrators. This
performance evaluation is designed to improve the overall operation of the organization and
to assist the administrator in the growth and development of professional abilities. Please
take the time to evaluate this administrator by completing the evaluation. Please be
thoughtful and candid in your responses. Use the comments section to expand on your
evaluation as needed.
Using the following scale, please rate each item for the administrator.
A = strongly agree
B = agree
C = disagree
D = strongly disagree
E = no opinion or not applicable
In the areas of Administrative Skills, Planning, and Organization, this administrator:
1. Develops achievable objectives and goals consistent with the goals and mission of
the college and the district.
2. Plans work and implements the plan to move toward a defined vision.
3. Makes efficient use of resources.
4. Is organized.
5. Works effectively under pressure.
6. Schedules and conducts effective meetings.
Comments:
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Rating

In the area of Leadership, this administrator:
7. Inspires confidence, respect, enthusiasm and cooperation.
8. Performs duties and responsibilities with integrity and high professional standards.
9. Uses sound judgment and makes good decisions.
10. Supports and facilitates the District’s commitment to diversity and cultural richness.

Rating

Comments:

In the area of Teamwork and Supervisory Skills, this administrator:
11. Develops objectives and goals in a collaborative process.
12. Works with all parties, with respect and consideration, to resolve disputes or conflicts
in a ‘win-win’ fashion whenever possible.
13. Encourages faculty, staff and students to excel; provides opportunities for staff
development.
14. Supports a multicultural environment.
15. Welcomes different opinions and ideas and considers them during decision
making processes.
16. Effectively supervises the work and the faculty and staff who perform the work.

Rating

Comments:

In the area of Knowledge, Experience and Communication Skills, this administrator:
17. Communicates clearly orally and in writing.
18. Is sensitive to different styles of communication and seeks to improve communication
with employees and students.
19. Listens well and considers a diversity of opinions.
20. Has general knowledge of all areas supervised.
21. Understands the College and District visions and integrates those in their plan.
Comments:
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Rating

Overall:
22. This administrator’s performance meets the expectations of the job.
Comments:

23.

What areas in this administrator’s job performance are noteworthy?

24.

What specific suggestions would you have for improvement for this administrator?

25.

What additional comments or examples can you provide that are relevant to the
administrator’s job performance?
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Rating

COMPUTATION OF OVERALL RATING
Category

Rating

Position
Annual Goals
Behavioral Skills
Overall Rating
RATIONALE FOR THE OVERALL RATING
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ADMINISTRATIVE PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL
SIGNATURE PAGE
This (
Annual
Comprehensive) Performance Appraisal was conducted in
accordance with Chapter 6 of the Administrators Handbook.
The Appraisal was conducted by

.

Signature of Administrator conducting the evaluation:

Name

Title

Date

Signature of President or Chancellor*

President
∗

Date

If there is a level of supervision between the Administrator conducting the evaluation
and the President, or Chancellor, that individual must initial here to indicate that
he/she has reviewed the evaluation.
THIS AREA TO BE COMPLETED BY THE ADMINISTRATOR BEING EVALUATED

I have read the attached appraisal and have had the opportunity to discuss it with my supervisor.
I agree with the evaluation
I disagree with the evaluation
I have read the evaluation and have no comment.
Comments:

I understand that this evaluation will be placed in my Personnel File and that I have the
opportunity to provide a written response that will also be placed in my Personnel File.
Signature of Administrator being evaluated:

Name

Title
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Date

Cover Sheet
ADMINISTRATIVE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

TO:

PARTICIPANTS IN THE COMPREHENSIVE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

FROM:
RE:

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF

The Administrative Performance Evaluation process for administrators in the Foothill-De Anza
Community College District is designed to promote and support appropriate leadership and
management skills, to improve the overall operation of the organization, to assist the
administrator in the growth and development of professional abilities, and to identify areas of
strength and challenge. This process recognizes the effectiveness of the administrator and
assists the administrator in the improvement of performance.
The Administrative Performance Evaluation consists of three components of evaluation: major
job duties and responsibilities; annual goals; and behavioral skills. In addition, each
administrator completes a self-evaluation. You are being asked to participate in the assessment
and evaluation of the administrator’s behavioral skills. As someone within this administrator’s
sphere of influence or as someone knowledgeable of the administrator’s work, you are asked to
complete the attached form objectively and honestly.
Please read each statement carefully and then indicate the rating that best reflects your
assessment of the administrator’s performance in that area. A comment section is provided for
each behavioral skill area. You are also asked to indicate areas of noteworthy performance and
to provide suggestions for improvement.
You must sign below when submitting your response. Be assured that confidentiality will be
observed throughout this process. No individual responses will be shown to the
administrator whose performance is being evaluated. Only the supervisor and/or members
of the Evaluation Committee will see your response and this page will be removed prior to
review. The supervisor will summarize the responses of those who participate.
Please return the completed questionnaire with this signed cover sheet to me by
Signature
I am a/an (circle one): Administrator

Date
Faculty

Classified Staff

I do not wish to participate in this process because
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Other
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APPENDIX D
COLLEGE DISTRICT ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA
FOR DOMESTIC PARTNERS' BENEFITS
I.

DEFINITIONS
Domestic Partnership Domestic partners are two persons, each aged 18 or older, who
have chosen to live together in a committed relationship, who are not legally allowed to
marry in the state in which they reside, and who have agreed to be jointly responsible for
living expenses incurred during the domestic partnership.

II.

•

Live Together “Live together” means that two people share the same living
quarters. Each partner must have the legal right, documented in writing, to
possess the living quarters.

•

Living Expenses “Responsible for living expenses” means that the partners are
jointly responsible for the common welfare and financial obligations of each
other, which are incurred during the domestic partnership.

ELIGIBILITY AND ENROLLMENT CRITERIA
A.

In order to enroll for coverage of the domestic partner, the employee and his or her
domestic partner must complete, sign under penalty of perjury, and file with the
District an affidavit attesting to their meeting eligibility requirements, as provided
below.

B.

In order to be eligible for domestic partner coverage, the following criteria must be
met:
1.

The benefit must be one for which the employee's spouse would be eligible, if
the employee were married.

2.

The employee and the non-employee must be domestic partners according to
the definition in Section I above.

3.

Both members of the domestic partnership must have reached the age of 18
and be mentally competent to consent to contract.

4.

The employee and non-employee must be each other's sole domestic
partner.

5.

Neither member of the domestic partnership may be married.

6.

Neither member of the domestic partnership may have had another domestic
partnership within the previous six (6) months, unless that domestic
partnership terminated by death.
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7.

Neither of the partners is related to the other by blood as would prevent them
from marrying under California law (i.e., parent, child, sibling, half-sibling,
grandparent, grandchild, niece, nephew, aunt, uncle).

8.

The domestic partners must share the same principal place of residence and
intend to do so indefinitely. They must also disclose the address of that
residence.

9.

The domestic partners must agree that they both are jointly responsible for
the common welfare and financial obligations of each other, which are
incurred during the domestic partnership. The partners' practice need not be
to contribute equally to the cost of the living expenses as long as they agree
that both are responsible for the total cost.

10.

The domestic partners must intend that the circumstances which render them
eligible for enrollment will remain so indefinitely.

11.

The domestic partners must acknowledge that they understand and agree
that the employee domestic partner may make health plan and other benefit
elections on behalf of the non-employee domestic partner.

12.

The domestic partners must acknowledge that the District may require
supportive documentation satisfactory to the District concerning any and all
eligibility criteria. Such documentation may include but not be limited to: a
deed showing joint ownership of property, a lease stating both partners'
names as lessees, a joint bank account, or other similar documentation.

13.

The domestic partners must acknowledge that they understand that in
addition to the eligibility requirements of the District for domestic partner
coverage, there are terms and conditions and limitations of coverage set forth
in the offered benefit plans themselves. The domestic partners must agree
that by executing the affidavit, each agrees to be bound by the terms and
conditions of coverage of the plans.

14.

The employee must acknowledge that he or she understands that under
applicable federal and state tax law, District-provided benefits coverage of the
non-employee domestic partner could result in imputed taxable income to the
employee, subject to income tax withholding and applicable payroll taxes.

15.

The domestic partners must agree to notify the District within thirty (30) days
if there is any change of circumstances arrested to in their affidavit. The
notice is to be in the form of an amendment of their affidavit. The nonemployee domestic partner must agree that the employee domestic partner
may terminate the domestic partner benefits unilaterally, at any time,
irrespective of the view of the non-employee. If the employee executes such
an option, that employee shall notify the non-employee domestic partner as
soon as possible that his or her benefits have been terminated and it shall be
the sole responsibility of that employee to make such notification.
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16.

The domestic partners must acknowledge that they understand that, if either
has made a false statement regarding his or her qualification as a domestic
partner or has failed to comply with the terms of the affidavit, the District shall
have the absolute right to terminate any and all of the domestic partner's
benefits in accordance with the eligibility procedures specified in the health
benefits plan. Additionally, if the district suffers any loss thereby, the District
may bring a civil action against either or both of the domestic partners to
recover its losses, including reasonable attorney's fees and court costs.

17.

The domestic partners must acknowledge that the District Administrator of
any benefit plan at issue will be the sole and final judge of whether a
domestic partner is qualified for benefits.
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APPENDIX D.1
AFFIDAVIT FOR ENROLLMENT OF DOMESTIC PARTNERSHIP
I,
(Print name of employee)
and I,
(Print name of non-employee domestic partner)
certify that:
1.

We are domestic partners of one another within the following definitions:
Domestic Partnership Domestic partners are two persons, each aged 18 or older,
who have chosen to live together in a committed relationship, who are not legally
allowed to marry in the state in which they reside, and who have agreed to be jointly
responsible for living expenses incurred during the domestic partnership.
•

Live Together “Live together” means that two people share the same living
quarters. Each partner must have the legal right, documented in writing, to
possess the living quarters.

•

Living Expenses “Responsible for living expenses” means that the partners
are jointly responsible for the common welfare and financial obligations of
each other, which are incurred during the domestic partnership.

2.

Each of us understand that in addition to meeting the definition of domestic
partnership provided in Section I above, we must satisfy the additional eligibility
criteria provided herein.

3.

We are both eighteen (18) years of age or older and are mentally competent to
consent to contract.

4.

We are each other's sole domestic partner.

5.

Neither of us is married.

6.

Neither of us has been a member of another domestic partnership within the
previous six (6) months, unless that domestic partnership terminated by death.

7.

Neither of us is related to the other by blood as would prevent us from marrying
under California law (i.e., parent, child, sibling, half-sibling, grandparent, grandchild,
niece, nephew, aunt, uncle).
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8.

We share the same principal place of residence and we intend to do so indefinitely.
Currently the address of our principal place of residence is:

9.

By signing this Affidavit for enrollment of a Domestic Partnership for District benefits,
we agree that we both are jointly responsible for the common welfare and financial
obligations of each other, which are incurred during the domestic partnership. We
understand that our practice need not be to contribute equally to the cost of our living
expenses but we agree that both of us are responsible for the total cost.

10.

Each of us intends that the circumstances which render us eligible for enrollment will
remain so indefinitely.

11.

Each of us understands and agrees that the employee domestic partner may make
health plan and other benefits elections on behalf of the non-employee domestic
partner.

12.

Each of us understands and agrees that the District may in its discretion, require
supportive documentation satisfactory to the District concerning the eligibility criteria
and assertions herein. Such documentation may include but not be limited to: a deed
showing joint ownership of property, a lease stating both partners names as lessees,
a joint bank account, or similar documentation.

13.

Each of us understands that, in addition to the eligibility requirements of the District
for domestic partner coverage, there are terms and conditions and limitations of
coverage and eligibility criteria set forth in the offered benefit plans themselves. We
understand that we are also bound by the terms of these policies and agreements.

14.

Each of us understands that under applicable federal and state tax law, Districtprovided benefits coverage of the non-employee domestic partner could result in
imputed taxable income to the employee, subject to income tax withholding an
applicable payroll taxes.

15.

Each of us agrees that if there is any change of circumstances attested to in this
affidavit, we will, within thirty (30) days of such change of circumstances, file an
amendment of this affidavit. The non-employee domestic partner agrees that the
employee domestic partner may terminate the domestic partner benefits unilaterally,
at any time, irrespective of the view of the non-employee domestic partner as soon
as possible that his or her benefits have been terminated and it shall be sole
responsibility of that employee to make such notification.

16.

Each of us understands that if either of us has made a false statement regarding his
or her qualifications as a domestic partner or has failed to comply with terms of the
Affidavit, the District shall have the absolute right to terminate any and all of the
domestic partner's benefits in accordance with the eligibility procedures specified in
the health benefits plan. Additionally, if the District suffers any loss thereby, the
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District may bring a civil action against either or both of the domestic partners to
recover its losses, including reasonable attorneys' fees and court costs.
17.

Each of us understands and agrees that the District Administrator of any benefit plan
at issue shall be the sole judge of determining whether we qualify as domestic
partners.

18.

Each of us declares under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California
that the assertions in this Affidavit are true and correct.

Signature of Employee

Date of Birth

Signature of Non-Employee/Domestic Partner

Date of Birth

THIS AREA TO BE COMPLETED BY THE NOTARY PUBLIC
State of California
County of Santa Clara

)
)

On this

, in the year 20

day of

, before me,

(Date)

, a Notary Public, State of California, duly commissioned
(Name and Title of the Officer)

and sworn, personally appeared
Name of Signer(s)

personally known to me, or proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence, to be the
person(s) whose name(s) is/are subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me
that he/she/they executed the same in his/her/their authorized capacity(ies), and that by
his/her/their signature(s) on the instrument the person(s), or entity upon behalf of which the
person(s) acted, executed the instrument.

Notary Seal

I certify under PENALTY OF PERJURY under the laws of
the State of California that the forgoing paragraph is true
and correct.
WITNESS my hand and official seal.

Signature
Signature of Notary Public

My commission expires:
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Appendix E
Request for Additional Duties Stipend
Administrator Name: ____________________________
Title: ______________________________

CWID: _______________

Campus/Location:

DA

FH

CS

Nature of the Additional Duties
Additional duties are (check one or more, as applicable):
______Partial Duties of Another Position (Due to Vacancy/Incumbent Leave)
Position Title: ____________________________________________________
______Full Duties of Another Position (Due to Vacancy or Incumbent Leave)
Position Title: ____________________________________________________
______Special Project
Project Name: ____________________________________________________
Are there others who are also assigned some or all of these duties?

No

Yes

If yes, who:
If yes, please provide a brief description of the duties assigned to that administrator:

Start Date: _________________ End Date: ________________
Please describe the additional duties, including the nature of problem solving,
accountability/expected results, etc., required during the period of assignment. Attach
additional sheet/s if needed.
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Administrator
I understand that Additional Duties Stipend (ADS) requires that the additional duties
create a substantially larger scope and/or would result in placement at a higher level
salary range. ADS is subject to recommendation of the AMA Classification/
Compensation Committee and approval of the Chancellor and Board of Trustees.
Additional Duties shall be effective with the date of assignment, or up to 60 days prior to
submission of request by the District Office of Human Resources, whichever is later. A
complete request, including all campus authorizations, is deemed submitted on the date
received by the District Office of Human Resources. ADS is intended to apply to a
temporary assignment of duties and, normally, may be granted for a period of up to 6
months; some exceptions may apply, for example, due to extended leave or campus
reorganization/program review.
___________________________________
Administrator Signature

_________________________
Date

THIS AREA TO BE COMPLETED BY THE ADMINISTRATOR’S SUPERVISOR

Supervisor Review and Comments on the Description of Additional Duties:

I am aware of the additional duties and agree with the description, except as may be
noted in my comments above.
__________________________________
Supervisor Signature

__________________________
Date

__________________________________
President Signature

__________________________
Date

For AMA Classification/Compensation and District HR Use
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APPENDIX F.1
CLASSIFICATION AND APPEAL GUIDELINES
(Please reference Chapter 14)
The following information is provided to assist you completing a classification, reclassification
or appeal request to the Administrative Classification Committee.
Each administrative position is evaluated based on the information provided to the
Administrative Classification Committee on the Position Description Questionnaire and other
supporting documents. Each position is evaluated on the following three criteria:
1. Know-How: Know-How is the sum total of every kind of skill however acquired,
necessary for acceptable job performance. This sum total has three dimensions:
Depth and Breadth of specialized know-how ranging from basic knowledge of the
most simple work routines to unique and authoritative knowledge within learned
disciplines. A job may require some knowledge about a lot of things (diversity) or a lot of
knowledge about a few things. Know-how has both scope (variety) and depth
(thoroughness). The know-how is evaluated on a scale that ranges from “limited”:
(basic instructions and simple work routines to carry out manual tasks) to “specialized
mastery” (gained through extensive experience and seasoning in a technical discipline
or field requiring comprehensive understanding of scientific theory or in specialized
area requiring a comprehensive understanding of a combination of involved practices,
precedents, facts and condition or of complex business systems essential to providing
administrative managerial perspective).
Harmonizing and Integrating the diversified functions involved in managerial
situations. Managerial know-how involves integrating and harmonizing requirement of
diverse functions in operating, support and administrative situations. It requires a
combination of planning, organizing, controlling and reviewing along with direct and
indirect execution.
Human Relations Skills consisting of active, practicing, person-to-person skills in the
area of human relationships. Human relations skills are evaluated as “basic” (general
effectiveness that is ordinary for everyday college interaction), “important” (alternative
or combined skills in understanding, teaming with and/or influencing people) and
“critical” (alternative or combined skills in developing, partnering with, persuading,
motivating).
2. Problem Solving: Problem Solving is the original “self starting” thinking required by the
job for analyzing, evaluating, creating, reasoning, arriving at, and making conclusions.
Problem solving measures the intensity of the mental process which employs Knowhow to identify, define and resolve a problem. Problem solving includes an evaluation
of the following:
Thinking Environment which describes the degree of freedom permitted to the job to
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initiate the thinking process as a result of external and internal conditions’. It considers
the rules, instructions, practices, precedents, standards, principles, policies, goals and
objectives that create the context in which a job is authorized to deal with unusual
situations. Thinking environment can be rated from “strict routine” to “standardized” to
“generally defined.”
Thinking Challenge describes the situational nature of mental effort required of the
jobholder by the job to come to conclusions, make decisions, provide answers or
discover new things. Thinking challenge can be identified as repetitive, patterned,
interpolative or adaptive.
3. Accountability: Accountability is the answerability for actions and for their
consequences. It is the measured effect of the job on end results. It has three
dimensions:
Freedom to Act is the degree of control and guidance for work. This is a function of
the organizational framework, the personal and policy direction and the processes and
systems that are established in the organization. This is the most important dimension
of Accountability. It reflects the opportunity for a job that is being done right to affect
the results of an organization.
Impact on End Results is the principal nature of the job's influence on end results,
which ranges from direct control to indirect support.
Magnitude is how much of the organization is affected by the job's basic purpose. The
relationship may be measured in quantitative terms (such as annualized budget) or by
other aspects of size. Impact and magnitude are considered together to address what
kind of effect and on what part of the total organization the job has to the district.
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APPENDIX F.2
REQUEST FOR RECLASSIFICATION
*Please review Chapter 14 in the Administrators Handbook before beginning this process*
I request the Foothill-De Anza Administrative Classification Committee review the classification
of my position. I understand this review may or may not result in a change in the grade
assignment either in an upward or downward allocation. I have prepared this review request
based upon the duties and responsibilities of my position and reviewed these comments with
my supervisor who has signed this form on the following page. I understand that the decision of
the Administrative Classification Committee is final and a second request for review may not be
submitted for twelve (12) months.

PLEASE TYPE OR PRINT LEGIBLY
Name:
Department/Division:
Campus Location:

Ext.

Classification:
Grade Assignment:

Years In Current Position:

Attachments:
REASONS FOR REVIEW REQUEST
1. Changes in knowledge requirement:

2. Changes in problem solving requirements:
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3. Changes in accountability:

4. If this position is reclassified, what other positions will be impacted by that decision?

5. Other factors I would like the Committee to consider:

Employee's Signature:

Date:

Supervisor’s Name:
I have read the request for reclassification and find the description of duties and responsibilities
to be an accurate description of the work.
Yes
No
Supervisor’s Comments:

__________________________________
Supervisor Signature

__________________________
Date

__________________________________
President Signature

__________________________
Date

Additional sheets may be attached if needed.
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CLASSIFICATION REVIEW
PLEASE TYPE OR PRINT LEGIBLY
Name:
Department/Division:
Campus Location:

Ext.

Classification:
Grade Assignment:

Years In Current Position:

In accordance with Chapter 14 of the Administrators Handbook, the Administrative Classification
Committee is initiating a review of your position. The Committee needs to verify whether your
position has changed due to:
Deletion of or a significant decline in programs/services that affects the level of
know-how, problem solving, and/or accountability of your position; or
The transfer of duties and responsibility for programs and services to another
position; or
A reclassification of another position that impacts your position.
Please review the attached position description questionnaire. Indicate changes to your
position below and return this form to Human Resources. The position will be reviewed within
30 days of receipt of your response.
I believe my position has changed.
Yes
No
(If yes, please answer the following questions; if no, please sign and return as noted above.)

1. Changes in knowledge requirement:

2. Changes in problem solving requirements:
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3. Changes in accountability:

4. If this position is reclassified, what other positions will be impacted by that decision?

5. Other factors I would like the Committee to consider:

Employee's Signature:

Date:

Supervisor’s Name:
I have read the request for reclassification and find the description of duties and responsibilities
to be an accurate description of the work.
Yes
No
Supervisor’s Comments:

__________________________________
Supervisor Signature

__________________________
Date

__________________________________
President Signature

__________________________
Date

Additional sheets may be attached if needed.
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APPENDIX F.3
CLASSIFICATION REVIEW APPEAL
I request to appeal the Foothill-De Anza Administrative Classification Committee’s classification
decision regarding my position. I understand this appeal may or may not result in a change in
the grade assignment allocation. I have prepared this appeal request based upon the duties
and responsibilities of my position and reviewed these comments with my supervisor who has
signed this form on page two. I understand that the decision of the Administrative Classification
Committee is final and a second appeal may not be submitted. However, I may request
reclassification of my position twelve (12) months after the final decision of this appeal.
PLEASE TYPE OR PRINT LEGIBLY
Name:
Department/Division:
Campus/Location:

Ext.

Classification:
Grade Assignment:

Years in current position: _____

*Please provide additional or clarifying information to support this appeal request. Describe in
detail, changes to your position below and return this form to Human Resources. The position
will be reviewed within 30 days of receipt of your response.

1.

Appeal Rationale:

2.

Additional/Clarifying Information
a.

Knowledge requirements:

b.

Problem solving requirements:
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c.

3.

Accountability:

Other factors I would like the Committee to consider:

Employee's Signature:

Date:

Supervisor's Name:
I have read the classification review appeal and find the description of duties and responsibilities
to be an accurate description of the work. Yes
No
Supervisor's Comments:

Supervisor's Signature:

Date:

President's Signature:

Date:

Additional sheets may be attached if needed.
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APPENDIX G
APPLICATION FOR ADMINISTRATIVE LEAVE
PLEASE TYPE OR PRINT CLEARLY
It is the administrator's responsibility to submit this application to the Office of Human
Resources at least six months prior to the commencement of the leave. Applications will be
forwarded to the Administrative Leave Committee for review and recommendation to the
Board of Trustees.
For details see Chapter 10 of the Administrators Handbook.
Name:
Department/Division:
Campus/Location:

Ext.

Home Address:
Date of first employment as an administrator:
Date of first employment with the District
Date of last administrative leave:
Length of leave requested:
1) up to 2 months @ full pay
months
2) up to 10 months @ 85% pay
months
From:
To:
NOTE:
I agree to render a period of service in the employ of the District following my return
from this leave that is equal to at least twice the period of the leave as specified in
Chapter 10 of the Administrator's Handbook.
If I decide to materially change my plan of study, research, or travel as described in this
leave application, I will submit the proposed changes to the Administrative Leave
Committee for approval.
I further agree to submit to the president or chancellor with a copy to the Administrative
Leave Committee within three months following my return from this completed leave a
report that identifies the manner in which I accomplished the objective of this leave and
planned activities as described in this application or any approved revisions.

Signature:

Date:
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I.

Objectives of Leave: (Please list specific objectives that demonstrate that the leave will
enhance your job performance and professional growth).
Objective I:
Activities to meet objective:

Calendar/timetable for Objective I:

Means to report or verify achievement:

Objective II:
Activities to meet objective:

Calendar/timetable for Objective II:

Means to report or verify achievement:

Objective III:
Activities to meet objective:

Calendar/timetable for Objective III:

Means to report or verify achievement:

Use additional sheets if necessary.
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II.

Specific Benefits of the Leave Plan to the Employee: (Please state how the objectives and
activities of this plan will develop professional improvements and professional growth. How does
this plan relate to your profession, assignment or planned assignments?)

Benefits to the District:

THIS AREA TO BE COMPLETED BY THE ADMINISTRATOR’S SUPERVISOR
1. Length of leave:

approve

2. Demands
of position:

can

disapprove
cannot be reasonably met during the leave

3. Comments:

Signature

Date
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APPENDIX H
FAMILY MEDICAL LEAVE AND PREGNANCY DISABLITY LEAVE

Board of Trustees Policy 4205
In compliance with the Family Medical Leave Act (FMLA) and the California Family Rights Act
(CFRA), eligible District employees may take leave of up to 12 weeks for qualified medical and family
reasons. The purpose of family medical leave is to provide employees reasonable leave to care for
an eligible family member, or the employee himself or herself, in the event of a serious medical
condition, or to enable the employee to care for a child within one year of the child's adoption or
receipt into foster care.
In compliance with California Pregnancy Disability Leave (PDL) law, an employee may take leave of
up to four months (17.33 weeks) due to pregnancy-related or childbirth-related disability. Pregnancy
disability leave is in addition to leave provided under CFRA
In accordance with FMLA, CFRA, and PDL, District paid benefits continue during the period of
covered FMLA, CFRA, and PDL leave.
How Paid Leave is Applied
Family medical leave under FMLA and CFRA runs concurrently with applicable paid leaves, including
sick leave, vacation and personal necessity leave. This means that the leave is granted only to
ensure a maximum of 12 weeks of leave with benefits for certain qualifying events (see below). For
example, if an employee has paid leave of one week available, unpaid family medical leave will be for
an additional 11 weeks, making a total of 12 weeks of leave in any 12 month period.
Pregnancy-related or childbirth-related leave under PDL also runs concurrently with applicable paid
leaves, including sick leave, vacation and personal necessity leave in the same manner as described
above for family medical leave. Leave is granted to ensure a maximum of 17.33 weeks of benefits for
qualifying events.
Eligibility for Family Medical Leave
Individuals eligible for family medical leave include full-time or part-time employees who have been
employed for more than 12 months with the District and have worked at least 1,250 hours in the
12-month period prior to the date the leave begins.
Qualifying Events for Purpose of Family Medical Leave
The conditions for which family medical leave may be taken are:
1. birth or adoption of a child, or the receipt of a child into foster care, within one year of such
birth or placement (for the purpose of bonding), or
2. the employee's own serious health condition that causes the employee to be unable to
perform some or all of the essential functions of the job, or
HR 01/2014
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3. a serious health condition of an employee's child, spouse, parent or member of the immediate
household, which requires the employee to care for the family member.
A serious health condition means an illness, injury, impairment, or physical or mental condition which
involves either inpatient care or continuing treatment or supervision by a health care provider.
Eligible Child
An eligible child is defined as:
1. a biological, adopted or foster child, a stepchild, or a legal ward under the age of 18, or
2. an adult dependent child over the age of 18 who is incapable of self-help due to a mental or
physical disability, or
3. a child under 18 who is treated as the employee's child or for whom the employee has been
“in loco parentis.”
Applications for Family Medical Leave
A request for family medical leave should be made in writing by completing the family medical leave
application form. The application must be submitted to the employee's administrator and then
forwarded to the District Office of Human Resources at least thirty days before the requested start of
the leave unless the reason for the leave is due to an emergency, in which case the request must be
made immediately. The completed application must state the reason for the leave and the
beginning and ending dates of the leave.
Conditions of Family Medical Leave
1. Family medical leave for an employee’s own serious health condition runs concurrently with
any available paid leave balances. An employee who requests family medical leave for his or
her own serious health condition is required to use all accrued paid leave, including vacation
time, sick leave and extended sick leave, or as provided in the employee’s relevant bargaining
unit agreement, prior to going on unpaid family medical leave status.
2. Family medical leave for a family member’s serious health condition runs concurrently with
any available paid leave balances. An employee who requests family medical leave to care for
his or her spouse, child, parent or member of the immediate household with a serious medical
condition must use all available paid leave, including vacation time, personal necessity leave,
and sick leave to the extent allowed in the employee's relevant bargaining unit agreement for
care of family members prior to going on unpaid leave status. At the exhaustion of all paid
leaves, the remainder of the family medical leave will be unpaid. Paid and unpaid family
medical leave may be provided up to a combined maximum of twelve weeks.
3. Up to twelve (12) weeks of family medical leave is available during each 12-month period of
employment. Leave eligibility is calculated using a rolling 12-month period measured
backwards. That is, each time an eligible employee takes family medical leave, the remaining
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entitlement will be the balance of the 12 weeks which has not been used during the immediate
preceding 12 months.
4. Leave taken because of the serious health condition of an employee, spouse, child, parent or
member of the immediate household may be taken intermittently or on a reduced medical
schedule when medically necessary. Leave may be counted in full or partial days or full or
partial weeks. Such intermittent or reduced time schedule leave may require the employee
to transfer temporarily to another position. Leave taken because of the birth or placement of a
child may not be taken intermittently or on a reduced schedule leave, except as specifically
provided by California law and as expressly approved by the Director of Human Resources.
5. While in unpaid status under family medical leave, an employee will not accrue additional
benefits such as sick leave, vacation, or seniority. However, Family Medical Leave is counted
as active work status for the purposes of pension vesting or eligibility in pension plans.
6. If both spouses/parents work for the District, family medical leave is limited to a combination of
twelve weeks for the qualifying event of a birth, adoption, or foster care placement for the
purpose of bonding.
Family Medical Leave Coordination with Pregnancy Disability Leave
Family medical leave is separate and distinct from pregnancy disability leave for pregnant
employees. Pregnant employees may be entitled to pregnancy disability leave in addition to family
medical leave.
An eligible employee may be entitled to take a pregnancy disability leave of up to four months and a
family medical leave of up to twelve weeks for a combination of approximately seven months.
Medical Certification Statement
An application for family medical leave or pregnancy disability leave must be accompanied by a
Medical Certification Statement completed by a health care provider. The certification must state
the date on which the health condition commenced, the probable duration of the condition, and the
appropriate medical facts regarding the condition. If leave is for the care of a family member, it
should also estimate the amount of time that the employee will be needed to care for the patient.
If leave is for the employee's own health condition, certification should also state that the employee
is unable to perform the functions of his or her own position. The District may require the
employee to obtain a second medical opinion at District expense. If the two medical opinions
conflict, the opinion of a third medical provider, approved jointly by the employee and the District,
may be required, at District expense. The third opinion will be final and binding. If additional leave
is requested beyond the period stated in the certification, the District may require recertification in
accordance with these procedures.
Return From or Failure To Return From Family Medical Leave or Pregnancy Disability Leave
The employee is expected to return to work day immediately following the approved leave. If the
employee wishes to return earlier, both the employee's administrator and the District Office of Human
Resources should be notified at least 5 days before the employee's planned return. Failure to return
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from leave on the expected return date without notification may be construed as an abandonment of
the employee's position. The District will require a certification that the employee is physically able
to return to work upon return from leave due to the employee's own serious health condition under
family medical leave or due to pregnancy disability leave. However, if an employee returning from
leave due to his or her own serious medical condition is unable to perform the essential functions of
his or her job because of a physical or mental condition, he or she may request reasonable
accommodation under the District’s Administrative Procedure 4670 Requesting and Receiving
Reasonable Accommodation.
Reinstatement Rights
Unless considered a “key” employee, an employee on family medical leave is entitled to be returned
to the same position held prior to the leave, if still available, or to a comparable position with
equivalent pay, benefits, if applicable, and other terms and conditions of employment, subject to
provisions of the contract with the relevant bargaining unit. A “key” employee is one who is among
the highest paid 10% of the District’s employees and whose reinstatement would cause substantial
economic injury to the district’s operations. An employee on family medical leave will not suffer the
loss of any other employment benefit that the employee earned or was entitled to before using the
leave.
Health Care Benefits (if applicable):
District paid benefits will continue during the period of covered family medical leave and/or pregnancy
disability leave.
Employees are responsible for the employee monthly contribution share of the monthly premium of
the plan and tier elected and enrolled. Payments will be deducted by payroll deduction if sufficient
payroll funds are available to make the full deduction. In the event payroll is insufficient to cover the
required monthly contribution, payment must be made directly to the District or to the carrier in
accordance with applicable benefits administration rules. The District shall notify the employee of the
procedure in effect at the time of leave.
If the employee does not return from family medical leave for a reason other than continuation of a
serious health condition and employment is terminated, the District may recover the cost of the health
care premiums from the employee.
Reference
The Family Medical Leave Act became effective on August 5, 1993.
The California Family Rights Act was amended by AB 1460 to conform the state law to the federal
Family Medical Leave Act. These amendments were effective on October 5, 1993.
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APPLICATION FOR FAMILY MEDICAL LEAVE and/or PREGNANCY DISABILITY LEAVE
Name:

CWID:

Contact Email:

Campus:

Contact Phone Number:

Division:

Beginning Date of Leave:

Ending Date of Leave:

Reason for Leave (check one or more):
⎕ The employee’s own medical condition related to pregnancy or childbirth.
⎕

Birth or adoption of a child, or the receipt of a child into foster care, within one year of such
birth or placement.

⎕

A serious health condition of an employee's eligible child, spouse, parent or member of the
immediate household, which requires the employee to care for the family member.

⎕ The employee's own serious health condition other than pregnancy or childbirth that causes
the employee to be unable to perform some or all of the essential functions of the job.

Explanation (if necessary):

A leave request based on an employee's medical condition related to pregnancy or childbirth, an
employee’s own serious health condition unrelated to pregnancy or childbirth, or the serious health
condition of an employee's spouse, child, parent or member of the immediate household must be
accompanied by medical certification from a licensed provider.
I concur with the terms and conditions of the leave and understand that it will be my obligation to return to
District employment on the working day following the ending date of the leave. I am aware that failure to
return from leave without prior supporting authorization or documentation may be construed as
abandonment of my position.
_______________________________________________
Signature of Employee
Administrator:

Approved

_________________________
Date

Rejected

_______________________________________________
Administrator Signature

_________________________
Date

_______________________________________________
Director/Vice Chancellor of Human Resources

_________________________
Date
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APPENDIX I
ADMINISTRATOR APPLICATION FOR TRAINING/RETRAINING STIPEND
PLEASE TYPE OR PRINT CLEARLY
It is the administrator's responsibility to submit this application to Human Resources. Applications
received on or before the deadline will be forwarded to the Administrative Leave Committee for
review and recommendation to the Board of Trustees. For details, see Chapter 13 of the
Administrators Handbook.

Name:

Campus Extension:

Division/Department:

Location:

FH

DA

CS

Home Address:
1.

Pu rpose of stipend:

2.

Details of program of study, work experience or training:

3.

How will this plan of study prepare you for new fields or your current field?

For Office Use Only
Approved OR Denied

Amount:

Date:

TRT#
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4.

Please present a detailed budget of expenses that will be covered by the stipend:
April 1 requests for funds can be made for the next fiscal year only; December 1 requests
are for the current year. If the plan of study, work experience or training requires more
than one year, a separate application must be submitted for each year. The training must
be completed between July 1 and June 30 to be reimbursed.

TOTAL AMOUNT OF STIPEND REQUESTED:

I am a full-time administrator of the District. I am participating in or have plans to begin
participation in a program of study, work experience or training to enhance my expertise in my
current field or to expand the number of areas in which I am qualified to perform services for
the District.

Signature of Administrator

Date

THIS AREA TO BE COMPLETED BY THE ADMINISTRATOR’S SUPERVISOR
Will this plan expand the qualifications of the administrator to meet a current or future need in the
division/for the college? Please explain.

Do you recommend approval? Yes

No

Signature of Administrator’s Supervisor

Date
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APPENDIX J
ADMINISTRATIVE GRIEVANCE
In accordance with Chapter 19 of the Foothill-De Anza Community College District Administrators
Handbook, an administrator wishing to file a formal grievance must complete this form and present it to
the immediate supervisor of the person occasioning the grievance. If the president is the person
accused of occasioning the grievance, the grievant will submit this form to the Chancellor. Please refer
to Chapter 19 of this Handbook.
Ç√
Name:

Date:

Position Title:
Location: FH

DA

CS

District Phone:

Supervisor:

Title:

Statement of Grievance:
1. Please state your grievance. (Be specific regarding dates, times, etc.):

2. Identify the specific District policy (Policy # or Handbook Chapter) that was violated,
misinterpreted, or misapplied to you.

3. Explain in what manner you have been treated unfairly or adversely affected by
the violation, misinterpretation or misapplication of the specific District policy identified in
# 1:

4. Is this grievance brought against a specific individual?
grievance brought against?
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If yes, who is the

Notice of Administrative Grievance
Informal Resolution: Before filing a formal, written grievance, the grievant must attempt to resolve the
grievance by an informal conference with the person directly involved or occasioning the grievance.
Please explain your attempt to resolve this grievance informally.

Proposed Remedy: Please state the remedy you propose that would resolve this grievance.

Grievant’s Signature:

Response:

Level I

Date:

Level II

Level III

Respondent’s Signature:

Level IV

Date:
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